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Abstract. An inductive inference system for proving validity of formulas in the

initial algebra TE of an order-sorted equational theory E is presented. It has 20 in-

ference rules, but only 9 of them require user interaction; the remaining 11 can be

automated as simplification rules. In this way, a substantial fraction of the proof

effort can be automated. The inference rules are based on advanced equational

reasoning techniques, including: equationally defined equality predicates, narrow-

ing, constructor variant unification, variant satisfiability, order-sorted congruence

closure, contextual rewriting, ordered rewriting, and recursive path orderings. All

these techniques work modulo axioms B, for B any combination of associativity

and/or commutativity and/or identity axioms. Most of these inference rules have

already been implemented in Maude’s NuITP inductive theorem prover.

1 Introduction

In inductive theorem proving for equational specifications there is a tension between

automated approaches, e.g., [58,28,39,41,5,10,16], and explicit induction ones, e.g., [42,30,34,14,27,15,38,36,31].

For two examples of automated equational inductive provers we can mention, among var-
ious others, Spike [10] and the superposition-based “inductionless induction” prover in

[16]; and for explicit induction equational provers we can mention, again among var-

ious others, RRL [42], OBJ as a Theorem Prover [30,31], the OTS/CafeOBJ Method
[25,60,27,26], and the Maude ITP [14,15,38,36]. The advantage of automated provers is

that they do not need user interaction, although they often require proving auxiliary lem-

mas. Explicit induction is less automated, but it allows users to be “in the driver’s seat” for
finding a proof. This work presents an approach that combines features from automated

and explicit-induction theorem proving in the context of proving validity in the initial
algebra TE of an order-sorted equational theory E for both arbitrary quantifier-free (QF)

formulas (expressed as conjunctions of clauses, some of which can be combined together

as “multiclauses” in the sense explained in Section 3.1) and for existential formulas re-
duced to QF form by Skolemization (see Section 2.11).

The combination of proving styles is achieved by an inference system having 20 in-

ference rules, where 11 of them are goal simplification rules that can be fully automated,

whereas the remaining 9 require explicit user interaction, unless they are also automated
by tactics. The simplification rules are powerful enough to be used on their own as an

automatic (partial) oracle to answer inductive validity questions. For example, as men-

tioned in the earlier paper [49], a prototype version of a subset of the simplification rules
made it possible to discharge a huge number of inductive validity verification conditions
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(VCs) that were generated in the deductive verification proof in constructor-based reach-

ability logic of the security properties of the IBOS Browser described in [69,68]. For

a more recent example, the simplification rules implemented in the NuITP prover are
invoked as an oracle to discharge VCs generated by the DM-Check tool when proving

invariants of infinite-state systems [8].

The effectiveness of these simplification rules seems to be due to a novel combination

of automatable equational reasoning techniques. Although several are well-known and
some are widely used in superposition-based [6] automatic first-order theorem provers

such as, e.g., [67,72], to the best of my knowledge they have not been previously com-
bined for inductive theorem proving purposes with the extensiveness and generality pre-

sented here. They include: (1) equationally defined equality predicates [33]; (2) con-

strained narrowing [12]; (3) constructor variant unification [54,70]; (4) variant satisfia-
bility [54,70]; (5) recursive path orderings [64,32]; (6) order-sorted congruence closure

[53]; (7) contextual rewriting [73]; and (8) ordered rewriting, e.g., [47,4,59]). Further-

more, in this work all these techniques work modulo axioms B, for B any combination of
associativity and/or commutativity and/or identity axioms.

Since the paper [49] was published, two important developments have taken place.

First, as further explained below, the inference system has been extended with new in-

ference rules to make it more effective and scalable, and several of the rules in [49] have
been extended in their scope and applicability for the same purpose. Furthermore, the

mathematical foundations of the inference system have been developed and its complete-

ness has been proved. Second, since mid 2021 to the present I have been working with
Francisco Durán, Santiago Escobar and Julia Sapiña on the design and implementation

of, and experimentation with, an inductive theorem prover for Maude equational pro-

grams called Maude’s NuITP that implements (most of) the inference system presented
in this paper and whose user manual, code and examples are publicly available [18]. The

NuITP has been used in formal methods courses since 2022 at several universities, in-
cluding the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and the University of Málaga,

and a substantial body of examples and applications have been developed. Furthermore,

as already mentioned, the NuITP is used as a backend to dischage inductive verifica-
tion conditions generated by the DM-Check tool [7,8], a deductive model checker under

development by Kyungmin Bae, Santiago Escobar, Raúl López, José Meseguer and Ju-

lia Sapiña, which can be used to verify invariants of infinite-state concurrent systems.
The theoretical and tool developments have been closely related. For example, based on

the experience gained with the NuITP, two new rules have been added to the inference

system to increase the effectiveness of the NuITP.

Relationship of this Paper to an Earlier Conference Paper

In 2020 Stephen Skeirik and I published a preliminary set of inference rules and some

preliminary experiments in the conference paper [49]. Since then, I have advanced the

theoretical foundations and have improved and substantially extended the inference sys-
tem presented in [49]. Also, as mentioned above, since mid 2021 these advances have

been used both as the theoretical basis of Maude’s NuITP tool and as a means to make

the NuITP a more effective prover.

Besides making substantial improvements to the inference rules in [49] and developing
new formula simplification techniques (see below), four new inference rules, namely, the
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narrowing induction (NI), narrowing simplification (NS), equality (Eq) and cut (Cut)

rules, make the inference system more powerful and versatile.

NI and NS both have the effect of fully evaluating at the symbolic level one step of

computation with a defined function symbol f for all the ground instances of a given

expression f p~vq appearing in a conjecture. NI and NS complement each other and serve
somewhat different purposes. NI is a full-blown induction rule that inducts on smaller

calls to f appearing in the righthand sides or conditions of the equations defining f . In-

stead, NS is used mainly for goal simplification purposes and is a key contributor to the
“virtuous circle” of simplification by which “chain reactions” of formula simplification

are triggered. As I show in several examples, NI compares favorably with more standard

rules like structural induction or its more flexible generalization to generator set induc-

tion (the GSI rule in the present system). Another attractive feature of both the NI and

NS rules is that both can be used in a fully automatic way. For NS this is to be expected,

but for NI this opens up the future prospect of an automated use of the inference system
where the NuITP could be used as a backend by many other formal tools. The Eq infer-

ence rule allows the application of a conditional equation, either in the original theory, an

induction hypothesis, or an already proved lemma, to a subterm of the current goal with
a user-provided (partial) substitution. The Cut rule has the usual meaning in many other

inference systems. In the context of reasoning with multiclauses, which are conditional

formulas of the form ΓÑ Λ with Γ a conjunction of equalities (more on this in §3), it

serves the purpose of a generalized modus ponens inference rule, since modus ponens

becomes the special case when Γ“J.

Another important new addition is the use of ordered rewriting modulo axioms B —
including conditional ordered rewriting— to substantially increase the possibility of ap-

plying induction hypotheses as rewrite rules for conjecture simplification. Two entirely

new sections have been added on this topic (Sections 2.10 and 3.2), and a considerably
more nuanced classification of different types of induction hypotheses is made in Sec-

tion 3.1 in order to more effectively apply induction hypotheses to simplify conjectures.

Furthermore, to boost the effectiveness of ordered rewriting for conjecture simplification
purposes, Section 2.10 concludes with a new semantics for ordered rewriting that, by

making ordered rewriting “background theory aware,” is strictly more powerful in sim-
plifying conjectures than the standard semantics of ordered rewriting. To the best of my

knowledge this new semantics seems to be a novel contribution.

Four other entirely new sections have been added: Section 2.3 on rewriting logic; Section

2.9, explaining in detail some nuances about generator sets modulo axioms B and all the
technicalities about function subcalls needed to support the new NI rule described above;

Section 2.11, explaining in detail the model-theoretic semantics of Skolemization for sat-

isfaction of formulas existentially quantified on Skolem function symbols and constants,
which supports a more general D rule now included in the inference system to support

inductive reasoning about quantified first-order formulas; and Section 5, illustrating the
use of the inference system with a collection of examples (all new, except one borrowed

from [49]) that go beyond the numerous other examples given in Section 4 to illustrate

the use of individual rules, which are also new. The examples in Section 5 illustrate both
the meaning and the application of important inference rules —including GSI, NI, LE,

CAS, VA and Cut, and the new, generalized versions of EPS, CVUL and ICC— as well

as the remarkable power and economy of thought of reasoning with the multiclause rep-
resentation of formulas supported by the inference system, as opposed to the usual clause
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representation. Last but not least, the proof of soundness of the inference system is given

in Appendix B.

Besides all these entirely new additions and inference rules, the following substantial
extensions of previous inference rules further differentiate the current inference system

from its erlier, preliminary version in [49]:

1. The equality predicate simplification rule (EPS) and the inductive congruence clo-

sure rule (ICC) have been substantially generalized to increase their effectiveness:
they now can also use ordered rewriting to apply a much wider range of induction

hypotheses in the simplification process that could not be applied in the previous for-
mulations of EPS and ICC.

2. The two previous constructor variant unification left simplification rules, namely,

CVUL and CVUFL, have been substantially generalized and subsumed by a single,
more widely applicable CVUL rule.

3. The substitution left (SUBL) and right (SUBR) rules have also been substantially

generalized: now they can, not only substitute equations of the form x “ u with x

a variable as before, but can also substitute equations of the form x “ u, with x a

(universal) Skolem constant.

4. The generator set induction (GSI) rule now generates stronger induction hypotheses.
5. The case (CAS) rule has also been generalized, so that it can be applied, not just on a

variable, but also on a (universal) Skolem constant.

6. The existential (D), lemma enrichment (LE), split (SP) and variable abstraction (VA)
rules have been substantially generalized.

2 Preliminaries

Since many different techniques are combined in the inductive inference system, to make

the paper self-contained and as easy to understand as possible, an unusually long list
of preliminaries need to be covered on: (i) order-sorted first-order logic, (ii) convergent

theories and constructors; (iii) rewriting logic; (iv) narrowing; (v) equationally-defined

equality predicates; (vi) congruence closure; (vii) contextual rewriting; (viii) variant uni-
fication and satisfiability; (ix) generating sets and function subcalls; (x) ordered rewrit-

ing; and (xi) Skolemization. Readers already familiar with some of these topics may skip

the corresponding sections or, perhaps better, read them quickly to become familiar with
the notation used.

2.1 Background on Order-Sorted First-Order Logic

Familiarity with the notions of an order-sorted signature Σ on a poset of sorts pS ,ďq, an

order-sorted Σ-algebra A, and the term Σ-algebras TΣ and TΣpXq for X an S -sorted set

of variables is assumed, as well as with the notions of: (i) Σ-homomorphism h : AÑ B

between Σ-algebras A and B, so that Σ-algebras and Σ-homomorphisms form a cate-

gory OSAlgΣ ; (ii) order-sorted (i.e., sort-preserving) substitution θ, its domain dompθq
and range ranpθq, and its application tθ to a term t; (iii) preregular order-sorted signa-
ture Σ, i.e., a signature such that each term t has a least sort, denoted lsptq; (iv) the set
pS “ S {pěYďq` of connected components of a poset pS ,ďq viewed as a DAG; and (v)
for A a Σ-algebra, the set As of it elements of sort sPS , and the set Arss“

Ť
s1PrssAs1 of all
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elements in a connected component rss P pS . It is furthermore assumed that all signatures

Σ have non-empty sorts, i.e., TΣ,s ,H for each s P S . All these notions are explained in

detail in [51,29]. The material below is adapted from [54].

The first-order language of equational Σ-formulas is defined in the usual way: its

atoms1 are Σ-equations t “ t1, where t, t1 P TΣpXqrss for some rss P pS and each Xs is
assumed countably infinite. The set FormpΣq of equational Σ-formulas is then induc-

tively built from atoms by: conjunction (^), disjunction (_), negation ( ), and universal
(@x1 : s1, ... , xn : sn) and existential (Dx1 : s1, ... , xn : sn) quantification with distinct sorted

variables x1 : s1,...,xn : sn, with s1,...,sn P S (by convention, forH the empty set of vari-

ables and ϕ a formula, we define p@Hq ϕ” pDHq ϕ” ϕ). A literal  pt“ t1q is denoted
t, t1. Given a Σ-algebra A, a formula ϕPFormpΣq, and an assignment αPrYÑAs, where

Y Ě fvarspϕq, with fvarspϕq the free variables of ϕ, the satisfaction relation A,α |ù ϕ is

defined inductively as usual: for atoms, A,α |ù t“ t1 iff tα“ t1α; for Boolean connectives
it is the corresponding Boolean combination of the satisfaction relations for subformulas;

and for quantifiers: A,α |ù p@x1 : s1,...,xn : snq ϕ (resp. A,α |ù pDx1 : s1,...,xn : snq ϕ) holds

iff for all pa1,...,anq P As1
ˆ ...ˆAsn

(resp. for some pa1,...,anq P As1
ˆ ...ˆAsn

) we have
A,αrx1 : s1 :“a1,...,xn : sn :“ans |ùϕ, where if αP rYÑAs, then αrx1 : s1 :“a1,...,xn : sn :“
ans P rpYYtx1 : s1,...,xn : snuqÑAs and is such that for y : sP pYztx1 : s1,...,xn : snuq, αrx1 :

s1 :“a1,...,xn : sn :“anspy : sq“αpy : sq, and αrx1 : s1 :“a1,...,xn : sn :“anspxi : siq“ai, 1ď
iďn. ϕ is called valid in A (resp. satisfiable in A) iff A,H|ùp@Yqϕ (resp. A,H|ùpDYqϕ),

where Y“ fvarspϕq andHPrHÑAs denotes the empty S -sorted assignment of values in

A to the empty S -sorted familyH of variables. The notation A |ù ϕ abbreviates validity

of ϕ in A. More generally, a set of formulas Γ Ď FormpΣq is called valid in A, denoted

A |ù Γ, iff A |ù ϕ for each ϕ P Γ. For a subsignature ΩĎ Σ and A POSAlgΣ , the reduct

A|Ω P OSAlgΩ agrees with A in the interpretation of all sorts and operations in Ω and

discards everything in ΣzΩ. If ϕPFormpΩqwe have the equivalence A |ùϕô A|Ω |ùϕ.

An OS equational theory is a pair T “ pΣ,Eq, with E a set of (possibly conditional)

Σ-equations. OSAlgpΣ,Eq denotes the full subcategory of OSAlgΣ with objects those

APOSAlgΣ such that A |ùE, called the pΣ,Eq-algebras. OSAlgpΣ,Eq has an initial alge-

bra TΣ{E [51]. Given T “ pΣ,Eq and ϕ P FormpΣq, we call ϕ T -valid, written E |ù ϕ, iff

A |ùϕ for all APOSAlgpΣ,Eq. We call ϕ T -satisfiable iff there exists APOSAlgpΣ,Eq with
ϕ satisfiable in A. Note that ϕ is T -valid iff ϕ is T -unsatisfiable. The inference system

in [51] is sound and complete for OS equational deduction, i.e., for any OS equational

theory pΣ,Eq, and Σ-equation u“ v we have an equivalence E $ u“ v ô E |ù u“ v.
Deducibility E $ u “ v is abbreviated as u “E v, called E-equality. An E-unifier of a

system of Σ-equations, i.e., of a conjunction φ“ u1“ v1^ ...^ un“ vn of Σ-equations,

is a substitution σ such that uiσ“E viσ, 1ď iďn. An E-unification algorithm for pΣ,Eq
is an algorithm generating a complete set of E-unifiers Unif Epφq for any system of Σ
equationsφ, where “complete” means that for any E-unifierσ ofφ there is a τPUnif Epφq
and a substitution ρ such that σ “E pτρq|dompσqYdompτq, where “E here means that for
any variable x we have xσ“E xpτρq|dompσqYdompτq. The algorithm is finitary if it always

terminates with a finite set Unif Epφq for any φ.

1 As explained in [54], there is no real loss of generality in assuming that all atomic formulas

are equations: predicates can be specified by equational formulas using additional function

symbols of a fresh new sort Pred with a constant tt, so that a predicate atom ppt1,...,tnq becomes

ppt1,...,tnq“ tt.
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Given a set of equations B used for deduction modulo B, a preregular OS signature Σ
is called B-preregular2 iff for each u“vPB and substitutions ρ, lspuρq“ lspvρq.

2.2 Background on Convergent Theories and Constructors

Given an order-sorted equational theory E “ pΣ,EY Bq, where B is a collection of as-

sociativity and/or commutativity and/or identity axioms and Σ is B-preregular, we can

associate to it a corresponding rewrite theory [50] ~E“pΣ,B, ~Eq by orienting the equations

E as left-to right rewrite rules. That is, each pu“ vqPE is transformed into a rewrite rule
uÑv. For simplicity I recall here the case of unconditional equations; for how conditional

equations (whose conditions are conjunctions of equalities) are likewise transformed into

conditional rewrite rules see, e.g., [45]. The main purpose of the rewrite theory ~E is to

make equational logic efficiently computable by reducing the complex bidirectional rea-
soning with equations to the much simpler unidirectional reasoning with rules under

suitable assumptions. I assume familiarity with the notion of subterm t|p of t at a term

position p and of term replacement trwsp of t|p by w at position p (see, e.g., [17]). The

rewrite relation tÑ~E,B t1 holds iff there is a subterm t|p of t, a rule puÑvqP ~E and a substi-

tution θ such that uθ“B t|p, and t1“ trvθsp.Ñ˚
~E,B

denotes the reflexive-transitive closure

ofÑ~E,B. The requirements on ~E that allow reducing equational reasoning to rewriting are

the following: (i) varspvq Ď varspuq; (ii) sort-decreasingness: for each substitution θ we

must have lspuθqě lspvθq; (iii) strict B-coherence: if t1Ñ~E,B t1
1

and t1“B t2 then there ex-

ists t2Ñ~E,B t1
2

with t1
1
“B t1

2
; (iv) confluence (resp. ground confluence) modulo B: for each

term t (resp. ground term t) if tÑ˚
~E,B

v1 and tÑ˚
~E,B

v2, then there exist rewrite sequences

v1Ñ
˚
~E,B

w1 and v2Ñ
˚
~E,B

w2 such that w1“B w2; (v) termination: the relationÑ~E,B is well-

founded (for ~E conditional, we require operational termination [45]). If ~E satisfies con-
ditions (i)–(v) (resp. the same, but (iv) weakened to ground confluence modulo B), then

it is called convergent (resp. ground convergent). The key point is that then, given a term

(resp. ground term) t, all terminating rewrite sequences tÑ˚
~E,B

w end in a term w, denoted

t!~E, that is unique up to B-equality, and it is called t’s canonical form. Three major results

then follow for the ground convergent case: (1) for any ground terms t,t1 we have t“EYB t1

iff t!~E “B t1!~E, (2) the B-equivalence classes of canonical forms are the elements of the
canonical term algebra CΣ{E,B, where for each f : s1 ... sn Ñ s in Σ and B-equivalence

classes of canonical terms rt1s,...,rtnswith lsptiqď si the operation fCΣ{E,B
is defined by the

identity: fCΣ{E,B
prt1s...rtnsq“r f pt1...tnq!~Es, and (3) we have an isomorphism TE�CΣ{E,B.

A ground convergent rewrite theory ~E“ pΣ,B, ~Eq is called sufficiently complete with
respect to a subsignature Ω, whose operators are then called constructors, iff for each

ground Σ-term t, t!~E P TΩ. Furthermore, for ~E“ pΣ,B, ~Eq sufficiently complete w.r.t. Ω,

a ground convergent rewrite subtheory pΩ,BΩ, ~EΩq Ď pΣ,B, ~Eq is called a constructor

subspecification iff TE|Ω � TΩ{EΩYBΩ
. If EΩ “ H, then Ω is called a signature of free

constructors modulo axioms BΩ.

2 If B “ B0 ZU, with B0 associativity and/or commutativity axioms, and U identity axioms, the

B-preregularity notion can be broadened by requiring only that: (i) Σ is B0-preregular in the

standard sense that lspuρq “ lspvρq for all u “ v P B0 and substitutions ρ; and (ii) the axioms U

oriented as rules ~U are sort-decreasing in the sense explained in Section 2.2.
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2.3 Background on Rewriting Logic

Convergent rewrite theories are ideal to specify deterministic systems, where compu-

tations have a unique final result. To formally specify non-deterministic and possibly

concurrent systems, rewriting logic [50,52] is a suitable framework that contains conver-
gent rewrite theories as a special case. A rewrite theory is a tripleR“pΣ,EYB,Rq, where

pΣ,EYBq is an equational theory, and R is a collection of, possibly conditional, rewrite

rules. The intended meaning ofR is to specify a system whose states are elements of the
initial algebra TΣ{EYB, and whose non-deterministic transitions are specified by the rules

R.

Since the states are EYB-equivalence classes, conceptually, rewriting withR is rewrit-

ing modulo EYB, i.e., the relationÑR{EYB. However,ÑR{EYB is a hard to implement,
complicated relation. In practice, the effect of rewriting with ÑR{EYB is achieved by a

much simpler relation ÑR:E,B under the assumptions that: (i) ~E is convergent modulo

B, and (ii) the rules R are “coherent” with ~E modulo B [71,22].ÑR:E,B is the composed

relationÑR:E,B“Ñ~E,B! ;ÑR,B ;Ñ~E,B!. One can think ofÑR:E,B as executing the relation

ÑR,BYÑ~E,B with an eager strategy forÑ~E,B.

In this paper, the state transitions that we will be interested in will be deduction steps in
inductive reasoning, so that the “states” are formulas in a deductive proof. Two different

kinds of rewrite theories will be particularly useful for this purpose.

First, we will use object-level rewrite theories associated to specific inductive goals

stating some property of the initial algebra TΣ{EYB of an equational theory pΣ,EY Bq.
These theories will be of the general form R “ pΣ,E Y B,Hq, where H are the induc-

tion hypotheses associated to the goal we want to prove, used as rewrite rules. In their

simplest form, hypotheses in H may be equations or conditional equations. So, why not
using instead the equational theory pΣ,EYHYBq? The key reason is that the equations

E will always be assumed to be ground convergent modulo B when oriented as rules ~E,

but in general the rules H need not be convergent. Nevertheless, as discussed in Section

3.2, they may be oriented in a manner ensuring their termination. The key advantage of
the rewrite theoryR“pΣ,EYB,Hq versus the equational theory pΣ,EYHYBq, is thatR,

by sharply distinguishing between E and H, can consider a variety of non-deterministic

ways in which the induction hypotheses H can be applied. This is important for inductive
theorem proving, because: (i) in a terminating rewrite theory, there is in general no such

thing as the normal form of a term; in general there will be a set of such normal forms; and

(ii) in fact, the signatureΣ that will be used will not be that of the given equational theory
Σ, but, as explained in Section 2.5, its extension to a signature Σ“ whose terms denote

quantifier-freeΣ-formulas. That is,Rwill not be rewriting Σ-terms, but Σ-formulas, and
it may very well be, that one of the normal forms of the goal formulaϕwe are rewriting is

J, so that the goal is proved, while another normal formϕ1 has only made partial progress

towards proving ϕ. By considering the various ways in which the induction hypotheses
H can be applied, we maximize the chances of success in proving ϕ.

There is, however, a second way in which rewriting logic will play an important role in

this work at the meta-level. The point is that rewriting logic is a flexible logical framework

in which many other logics can be naturally represented [46,52]. In such representations,
an inference rule in a given logic L becomes a possibly conditional rewrite rule. In par-

ticular, the inference rules in the inductive inference system presented in Section 4 will

be the rewrite rules of a meta-level rewrite theory. Why meta-level? Because such infer-
ence rules are parametric on the given equational theory pΣ,EYBqwe are reasoning on
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and, furthermore, may transform pΣ,EYBq into another theory by adding, for example,

induction hypotheses to a new goal. This is not just a theoretically pleasing way to think

about the inductive inference system of Section 4, but an eminently practical way to im-

plement such an inference system in Maude using Maude’s efficient support of meta-level

reasoning through its META-LEVELmodule. Most of the inference rules in this paper have

already been implemented in Maude’s NuITP in exactly this way.

2.4 Narrowing in a Nutshell

Narrowing modulo axioms B generalizes rewriting modulo B in the following, natural
way. When we rewrite a term t at position p with a rule lÑ r, the subterm t|p matches

modulo B the lefthand side l. Instead, when we narrow a term t at position p with a rule

lÑr in ~E, the subterm t|p unifies modulo B with the lefthand side l, a more general notion

which allows us to symbolically evaluate the term t with the given oriented equations ~E.

That is, “narrowing” is just technical jargon for symbolic evaluation with equations. Here

is the precise definition: Given a ground convergent theory ~E“pΣ,B, ~Eq, the narrowing

relation t{α
~E,B

u holds between Σ-terms t and u iff there is a non-variable position p in

t, a rule lÑ r in ~E, and a B-unifier α of the equation t|p“ l such that u“ptrrspqα, where
we assume that the variables of lÑr have been renamed if necessary so that no variables

are shared with those of t. Since in this work we will consider ground convergent rewrite

theories that are sufficiently complete with respect to free constructors modulo axioms
BΩĎ B, we can discuss a key property of narrowing, called “lifting,” in this specific set-

ting. For any non-constructorΣ term t and ground constructor substitution ρ, the ground

term tρ can always be rewritten in one step to, say, tρÑ~E,B v. But any such rewriting
computation is covered as an instance by a corresponding narrowing step t{α

~E,B
u, in the

sense that there is a ground constructor substitution µ such that uµ“B v.
Note that there may be infinitely many such ρ’s instantiating t, and therefore infinitely

many one-step rewrites tρÑ~E,B v, but all of them are simultaneously covered as instances

by a finite number of one-step narrowing computations from t of the form t{α
~E,B

u, as-

suming that: (i) B has a finitary unification algorithm; and (ii) ~E is a finite set. As we shall
see in Section 4, the NS and NI inference rules exploit this lifting property of narrowing

for inductive reasoning purposes. More precisely, they do so using so-called constrained

narrowing with possibly conditional rules ~E, in the sense of [12].

2.5 Equationally Defined Equality Predicates in a Nutshell

Equationally-defined equality predicates [33] achieve a remarkable feat for QF formulas
in initial algebras under reasonable executability conditions: they reduce first-order logic

satisfaction of QF formulas in an initial algebra TE to purely equational reasoning. This

is achieved by a theory transformation3 E ÞÑE“ such that, provided: (i) E“pΣ,EYBq,
with B any combination of associativity and/or commutativity axioms, is ground conver-

gent and operationally terminating modulo B, and is sufficiently complete with respect

3 In [33] the equality predicate is denoted „ , instead of the standard notation “ . Here we

use “ throughout. This has the pleasant effect that a QF formula ϕ is both a formula and

a Boolean expression, which of course amounts to mechanizing by equational rewriting the

Tarskian semantics of QF formulas in first-order-logic for initial algebras.
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to a subsignature Ω of constructors such that TE|Ω � TΩ{BΩ
, with BΩ Ď B, then: (ii) E“

is ground convergent operationally terminating and sufficiently complete and protects4

bothE and a new copy of the Booleans, of sort NewBool, where true and false are respec-
tively denotedJ,K, conjunction and disjunction are respectively denoted^,_, negation

is denoted  , and a QF Σ-formula ϕ is a term of sort NewBool. Furthermore, for any

ground QF Σ-formulasϕ,ψwe have:
TE |ùϕ iff ϕ!~E““J.

and, in particular,
TE |ùϕ ô ψ iff pϕôψq!~E““J iff TE“ |ùϕ“ψ

where ϕ“ψ is an equality of Boolean terms of sort NewBool. Therefore, one can decide

both the validity and the semantic equivalence of ground QF Σ-formulas in TE by reduc-

ing them to canonical form with the ground convergent rules in ~E“. In particular, and this

is a property that will be systematically exploited in Section 4, for any QF Σ-formula ϕ,
possibly with variables, we have TE |ù ϕôpϕ!~E“q, where ϕ!~E“ may be a much simpler

formula, sometimes justJ or K. Since the E ÞÑE“ transformation excludes identity ax-

ioms from E, one lingering doubt is what to do when E has also identity axioms U. The
answer is that we can use the semantics-preserving theory transformationE ÞÑEU defined

in [21], which turns identity axioms U into rules ~U and preserves ground convergence,
to reduce to the case U“H, provided we have TEU

|Ω�TΩ{BΩ
.

Since the rewrite theory ~E“
U

will be a key workhorse for the simplification rules de-
scribed in Section 4, let us describe it in more detail, as well as the above-mentioned
~E ÞÑ ~EU transformation with which the ~E ÞÑ ~E“ transformation is composed. That is, let

us look in more detail at the composition of transformations:
~E ÞÑ ~EU ÞÑ ~E“

U .

The rewrite theory ~E
U

is defined as follows. E’s axioms B can be decomposed as B “
B0YU, where U are the unit axioms, and B0 are the remaining associative and/or com-

mutative axioms. Then, ~E
U
“ pΣ, B0, ~EU Y ~Uq is the semantically equivalent rewrite

theory obtained from ~E “ pΣ, B, ~Eq by: (i) adding the axioms U as rules ~U; and (ii)

transforming the rules ~E into ~EU by mapping each rule pl Ñ rq P ~E to the set of rules

tliÑrαi |1ď iďnu, where tpli,αiqu1ďiďn is the finite set of ~U,B0-variants of l (the notion
of variant is explained in Section 2.8). For example, if , is an ACU multiset union oper-

ator of sort MSet with identityH and with subsort Elt of elements, a membership rewrite
rule xP x,S Ñ true modulo ACU with x of sort Elt and S of sort MSet is mapped to the set

of rules txP xÑ true,xP x,S Ñ trueumodulo AC. Since these theories are semantically

equivalent, we have TE � TEU
. The second step ~EU ÞÑ ~E“

U
then adds the equationally-

defined equality predicates to ~EU in the usual manner specified in [33]. The easiest equal-
ity predicate defining equations to illustrate are those for free constructors. For example,

for the naturals in Peano notation they are: pn“ nq“ true, pspnq“ spmqq“ pn“mq, and
pspnq“0q“ false ( “ is declared as a commutative operator of (fresh) sort NewBool ).

2.6 Order-Sorted Congruence Closure in a Nutshell

Let pΣ,Bqbe an order-sorted theory where the axioms Bare only associativity-commutativity

(AC) axioms and Σ is B-preregular. Now let Γ be a set of groundΣ-equations. The ques-

4 That is, TE“ |Σ �TE, and there is a subtheory inclusionBĎE“, withB having signature ΣB and

only sort NewBool such that: (i) TB the initial algebra of the Booleans, and (ii) TE“ |ΣB �TB.
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tion is: is BYΓ-equality decidable? (when Σ has just a binary AC operator, this is called

the “word problem for commutative semigroups”). The answer, provided in [53], is yes!

We can perform a ground Knuth-Bendix completion of Γ into an equivalent (modulo
B) set of ground rewrite rules ccą

B
pΓq that is convergent modulo B, so that t “BYΓ t1 iff

t!~Eccą

B
pΓq
“B� t1!~Eccą

B
pΓq

, where ~Eccą

B
pΓq is the rewrite theory ~Eccą

B
pΓq“pΣ

�,B�,ccą

B
pΓqq, with

Σ� the “kind completion” of Σ, which is automatically computed by Maude by adding a

so-called “kind” sortJrss above each connected component rss P pS of pS ,ďq and lifting

each operation f : s1¨¨¨snÑ s to its kinded version f :Jrs1s¨¨¨JrsnsÑJrss, and where B� is

obtained from B by replacing each variable of sort s in B by a corresponding variable of
sortJrss. The symbol ą in ccą

B
pΓq is a total well-founded order on ground terms modulo

B that is used to orient the equations into rules. In all our uses ą will be an AC recursive

path order (RPO)5 based on a total order on function symbols [66]. The need to extendΣ
toΣ� is due to the fact that some terms in ccą

B
pΓqmay beΣ�-terms that fail to beΣ-terms.

Extending the above congruence closure framework from AC axioms to axioms B that

contain any combination of associativity and/or commutativity axioms is quite smooth,
but requires a crucial caveat: if some operator f PΣ is only associative, then ccą

B
pΓqmay

be an infinite set that cannot be computed in practice. This is due to the undecidability

of the “word problem for semigroups.” The Maude implementation of ccą

B
pΓq used in

the NuITP supports this more general combination of axioms B; but when some f P Σ
that is only associative appears somewhere in Γ, a bound is imposed on the number of
iterations of the ground completion cycle. This means that, if the completion process has

not terminated before the bound is reached, the above decidability result does not hold.

However, for inductive simplification purposes it is enough to obtain a set of ground rules
ccą

B
pΓq that is guaranteed to be terminating modulo B, and that, thanks to the, perhaps

partial, completion, “approximates convergence” much better than the originalΓ.

2.7 Contextual Rewriting in a Nutshell

Let pΣ,Bq be an order-sorted theory where the axioms B contain any combination of
associativity and/or commutativity axioms. What can we do to prove that in pΣ,Bq an im-

plication of the form ΓÑu“ v, with variables varspΓÑu“ vq“X and Γ a conjunction

of equations, is valid? We can: (i) add to Σ a set of fresh new constants X obtained from X

by changing each xPX into a constant xPX of same sort as x, (ii) replace the conjunction

Γ by the ground conjunctionΓ obtained by replacing each xPX inΓ by its corresponding

xPX, and obtaining likewise the ground equation u“v. By the Lemma of Constants and

the Deduction Theorem we have [51]:
pΣ,Bq$ΓÑu“v ô pΣpXq,YBYtΓuq$u“v

whereΣpXq is obtained fromΣ by adding the fresh new constants X, and tΓu denotes the

set of ground equations associated to the conjunctionΓ. But, disregarding the difference

between Γ and tΓu, and realizing that ccą

B
pΓq is equivalent modulo B� to Γ, if we can

prove u!~E
ccą

B
pΓq
“B� v!~E

ccą

B
pΓq

, then we have proved pΣpXq,YBYtΓuq$u“v and therefore

pΣ,Bq $ ΓÑ u “ v, where ~Eccą

B
pΓq “ pΣpXq

�,B�,ccą

B
pΓqq. Furthermore, if ~Eccą

B
pΓq is

5 The recursive path order (RPO) is a well-founded simplification order on terms parametric

on an order on function symbols (see, e.g., [2]). RPO is a total order on terms if the order on

symbols is so. RPO has been extended to RPO modulo AC in various papers, including [66].
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convergent (this may only fail to be the case if some f PΣ is associative but not commu-

tative) this is an equivalence: pΣ,Bq$ΓÑ u“ v iff u!~E
ccą

B
pΓq
“B� v!~E

ccą

B
pΓq

, and therefore

a decision procedure. Rewriting with ~Eccą

B
pΓq is called contextual rewriting [73], since

we are using the “context”Γ suitably transformed into ccą

B
pΓq. Many increasingly more

powerful variations on this method are possible. For example, we may replace pΣ,Bq by

E“pΣ,EYBq, with ~E ground convergent and then rewrite u“v not only with ccą

B
pΓq but

also with ~E. Likewise, when performing inductive reasoning we may consider not just a

ground equation u“ v, but a ground QF formula ϕ (whose premise is Γ), and rewrite ϕ

not only with ccą

B
pΓq but also with ~EU

“
.

2.8 Variant Unification and Variant Satisfiability in a Nutshell

Consider an order-sorted equational theory E “ pΣ,E Y Bq such that ~E is ground con-

vergent and suppose we have a constructor subspecification pΩ,BΩ,Hq Ď pΣ,B, ~Eq, so

that TE|Ω � TΩ{BΩ
. Suppose, further, that we have a subtheory E1ĎE such that: (i) ~E1 is

convergent and has the finite variant property6 (FVP) [24], (ii) ~E1 can be “sandwiched”

between ~E and the constructors as pΩ,BΩ,Hq Ď pΣ1,B1, ~E1q Ď pΣ,B, ~Eq, (iii) B1 can

involve any combination of associativity and/or commutativity and/or identity axioms;7

and (iv) TE|Σ1
�TE1

, which forces TE1
|Ω�TΩ{BΩ

.
Then, if Γ is a conjunction ofΣ1-equations, since TE|Ω�TΩ{BΩ

, a groundE-unifier ρ of

Γ is always E-equivalent to its normal form ρ!~E, which, by definition, is the substitution

λxPdompρq. ρpxq!~E. Therefore, by ground convergence and sufficient completeness, ρ!~E
is a groundΩ-substitution, that is, a constructor groundE-unifier of Γ. But sinceΩĎΣ1

and TE|Σ1
�TE1

, which implies CΣ{E,B|Σ1
�CΣ1{E1 ,B1

, this makes ρ!~E a constructor ground

E1-unifier of Γ. But, under the assumptions for B1, by the results in [54,70,56] one can
compute a complete, finite8 set UnifΩE1

pΓq of constructorE1-unifiers ofΓ, so that any con-

structor ground E1-unifier of Γ, and therefore up to E-equivalence any ground E-unifier
of Γ, is an instance of a unifier in UnifΩ

E1
pΓq.

Note, furthermore, that if B1 does not contain associativity without commutativity ax-

ioms, pΩ,BΩq is an OS-compact theory [54] (resp. a weakly OS-compact theory if B1 does
contain associativity without commutativity axioms and pΩ,BΩq satisfies some additional

assumptions [56]). Therefore, again by [54] (resp. [56]) satisfiability (and therefore va-

lidity) of any QF Σ1-formula in TE1
, and by TE|Σ1

� TE1
also in TE, is decidable (resp.

has a partial decidability algorithm under some assumptions as explained in [56]). In the

6 An ~E1-variant (or ~E1, B1-variant) of a Σ1-term t is a pair pv, θq, where θ is a substitution in

canonical form, i.e., θ“θ!~E1
, and v“B1

ptθq!~E1
. ~E1 is FVP iff any such t has a finite set of variants

tpu1,α1q,...,pun,αnqu which are “most general possible” in the precise sense that for any variant

pv,θq of t there exist i, 1ď iďn, and substitution γ such that: (i) v“B1
uiγ, and (ii) θ“B1

αiγ.
7 The notion of an FVP theory has been recently extended in [56] to allow also axioms of

associativity without commutativity in B1.
8 When B1 contains associativity without commutativity axioms, the number of unifiers in

Unif ΩE1
pΓq may be infinite. However, Maude’s B1-unification algorithm used in the process of

computing Unif ΩE1
pΓq will always produce a finite set of solutions, together with an incomplete-

ness warning in case some solutions are missing. This warning will imply that the finite set of

unifiers Unif ΩE1
pΓq is incomplete.
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inductive inference system presented in Section 4 this decidability is exploited by the

VARSAT simplification rule.

2.9 Generator Sets and Function Subcalls

Generator sets generalize standard structural induction on the constructors of a sort, in
the sense that structural induction inducts on a specific generator set. They are particu-

larly useful for inductive reasoning when constructors obey structural axioms B includ-

ing associativity or associativity-commutativity for which structural induction may prove
ill-suited; but, even for free constructors, structural induction may still be ill-suited for

inducting on a variable under a function equationally defined in a manner other than by

standard primitive recursion.

A generator set for a sort s is just a set of constructor terms patterns —of sort s or
smaller— such that, up to B-equality, any ground constructor term of sort s is a ground

substitution instance of one of the patterns in the generator set. For example, structural

induction on the Peano natural numbers is achieved by the generator set t0,spnqu for sort
Nat, but the alternative generator set t0,sp0q,spspnqqumay be better suited to reason about

functions defined by the two “base cases” 0 and sp0q, and inducting on spspnqq, such as,

for example, addition defined by the equations: x`0“ x, x` sp0q“ spxq, x` spspyqq“
spspx` yqq, which can add numbers roughly twice as fast as the standard definition of

addition.

The usefulness of generator sets is even greater for constructors that satisfy structural

axioms such as A or AC. Let us see an example.

Example 1. Let us consider a generator set for Y a (subsort-overloaded) associative-

commutative (AC) multiset union operator on multisets of elements, involving subsort

inclusions EltăNeMSetăMSet, with constructorsΩ includingH of sort MSet and the
overloading Y : NeMSet NeMSetÑNeMSet of Y for the sort NeMSet of non-empty

multisets, whereas the overloading Y : MSet MSetÑMSet of Y for the sort MSet

is a defined symbol, namely, defined by the equation: S YH“ S , with S of sort MSet.

Then, the set tH, x,UYVu, with x of sort Elt and U,V of sort NeMSet, can be seen as

the generator set for sort MSet corresponding to structural induction. But the generator
set tH,x,yYUu, with y also of sort Elt, is much better suited to reason about a multiset

membership predicate P defined by equations including, among others, xPH“ false,

xP x“ true, xP xYU“ true.

If the set B of structural axioms among constructorsΩ decomposes as a disjoint union

B“ B0ZU, with B0 associative and/or commutative axioms, and U unit (identity) ax-
ioms, it is better to consider generator sets modulo B0, instead of modulo B. The reason

for this choice is that the axioms B0 are term-size-preserving, but the axioms U are not
so, and this can cause technical complications when reasoning inductively about proper

constructor subterms of a term. For example, if we had added an axiom UH for H as

a unit element for Y instead of specifying S YH “ S as a defining equation, then
tH,xYUu would indeed be a generator set modulo ACU for sort MSet, but a term like

aYH collapses modulo B to its proper subterm a, and is, for that reason, problematic

for inductive reasoning on subterms. Here is the precise definition that will be used for
inductive reasoning purposes:
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Definition 1. For Ω an order-sorted signature of constructors satisfying axioms B de-

composable as B“ B0ZU, as explained above, and s a sort in Ω, a B0-generator set for

sort s is a finite set of terms tu1,...,uku, with u1,...,uk PTΩpXqs and such that

TΩ{B0,s“truiρsPTΩ{B0,s |1ď iďk, ρPrXÑTΩsu.

In practice one may use several generator sets for the same sort s, depending on the
various functions that one may wish to reason inductively about. Furthermore, one may

be able to generate such sets automatically from the function definitions themselves,9

assuming that defined functions have been proved sufficiently complete with respect toΩ.

Checking the Correctness of Generator Sets. How can we know that a proposed gen-
erator set tu1,...,uku it truly one modulo axioms B0 for a given sort s and constructorsΩ?

Assuming that the terms u1,...,uk are all linear, i.e., have no repeated variables —which

is the usual case for generator sets— this check can be reduced to an automatic sufficient

completeness check with Maude’s Sufficient Completeness Checker (SCC) tool [37],

which is based on tree automata decision procedures modulo axioms B0. The reduction is

extremely simple: define a new unary predicate s : sÑBool with equations spuiq“ true,
1ď iďk. Then, tu1,...,uku is a correct generator set for sort s modulo B0 for the construc-

tor signature Ω iff the predicate s is sufficiently complete, which can be automatically

checked by the SCC tool. Furthermore, if tu1,...,uku is not a generator set for sort s, the
SCC tool will output a useful counterexample.

Function Subcalls. Function definitions usually involve recursive (and possibly condi-

tional) equations oriented as rules of the form:

rls : f p~uqÑ tr f p ~u1q,..., f p~ukqsp1,...,pk
if condr f p~v1q,..., f p ~vk1qsq1,...,qk1

where all the terms in ~u, ~u1, ... , ~uk and ~v1, ... , ~vk1 are constructor terms, and at positions

p1,...,pk in the righthand side t, and q1,...,qk1 in the condition cond, with k`k1ě 1, new

calls f p ~u1q,..., f p~ukq and f p~v1q,..., f p ~vk1q to f , which we shall call the subcalls with con-

structor arguments10 of the rule, appear. In reasoning inductively about f after applying

such a rule, it can be highly advantageous to have inductive hypotheses available for such

subcalls.

For the same technical reasons already mentioned, of avoiding U-collapses of a con-

structor term to a proper subterm, we shall consider such rules rls, not in the original

ground convergent rewrite theory ~E of interest, but in the semantically-equivalent trans-

formed theory11 ~EU . Under such assumptions, SCprlsqwill denote the set

SCprlsq“t f p ~u1q,..., f p~ukq, f p~v1q,..., f p ~vk1qu
of subcalls with constructor arguments of rule rls.

Intuitively, we should be able to induct on a subcall f p~vq of a main call f p~uq if f p~vq is
smaller than f p~uq just in the same way than, if spxq belongs to a generator set for the sort

Nat, we can induct on the smaller term x. This leads us to the notion of a (proper) sub-

term subcall of a main call f p~uq. For example, f pspxq,spyqq may be the main call in the

9 More precisely, from their definition, not in the original theory E, but in the transformed theory

EU , making sure that no lefthandside for an equation defining f collapses under the E ÞÑ EU

transformation to a lefthand side not topped by f due to an U-axiom for f .
10 Rule rls may also have other subcalls where some arguments are terms with defined symbols.
11 However, as mentioned in Footnote 9, we should check that in the ~E ÞÑ ~EU transformation, no

lefthandside of a rule in ~E defining f has as one of its transformed rules a rule whose lefthand

side is not topped by f due to an U-axiom for f .
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lefthand side of one of the rules defining f , which may have two subcalls in its righthand

side and/or its condition, say, f px,spyqq, and f px,xq. Then, f px,spyqq is a (proper) subterm

subcall of f pspxq,spyqq—because x is a proper subterm of spxq, and spyq is a (non-proper)
subterm of spyq— but f px,xq is not a subterm subcall of f pspxq,spyqq —because x is not

a subterm of spyq.
In the presence of structural axioms B0 of associativity and/or commutativity among

constructors, the notions of: (1) (proper) subterm (modulo B0); and (2) (proper) sub-

term subcall (modulo B0) are somewhat more subtle. We first need to recall the well-
founded immediate subterm relation ⊳, where, for any Σ-term f pt1, ... , tnq, the relation

ti⊳ f pt1,...,tnq holds, by definition, for 1ď iďn, as well as its transitive,⊳`, and reflexive-

transitive,⊳˚, closures.

Definition 2. Assuming that B0 are axioms of associativity and/or commutativity, a term

u is called a B0-proper subterm of v, denoted u⊳`
B0

v, iff there exists a term v1 such that

v“B0
v1 and u⊳` v1. The set PSTB0

pvq of all proper B0-subterms of the Σ-term v is then,

PSTB0
pvq“tu |u⊳`

B0
vu.

Remark 1. Note that the set PSTB0
ptq can be quite large. In practice, what we are inter-

ested in is the much smaller set trvs |vPPSTB0
ptqu, where rvs denotes the B0-equivalence

class of rvs. That is, we identify any two proper B0-subterms of t up to B0-equality. With-

out further ado, PSTB0
ptq will be understood in this sense, that is, as a choice in the

equivalence class rvs of any v PPSTB0
ptq, with all other equivalent choices discarded as

redundant.

We can now characterize notion (2), namely, that of a proper subterm subcall, as fol-

lows:

Definition 3. Let ~E be a ground convergent rewrite theory with ~EU its semantically

equivalent transformed theory where identity axioms in E have been transformed into

rules in ~EU , so that ~EU only satisfies associativity and/or commutativity axioms B0. Let rls

be a possibly conditional rule in ~EU with constructor argument calls whose lefthand side

is f p~uq. Then, the set SSCprlsq of its (proper) subterm subcalls is, by definition, the set:

SSCprlsq“t f p~wqPSCprlsq |D f p~u1q s.t. f p~uq“B0
f p~u1q^~w⊳` ~u1u

where, by definition, if ~w “ w1, ... ,wn and ~u1 “ u1
1
, ... ,u1

n, then ~w ⊳` ~u1 iff (i) wi ⊳
˚ u1

i
,

1ď iďn, and (ii) exists j, 1ď jďn, such that w j⊳
` u1

j
.

Consider, for example, a Boolean predicate ordered on lists of natural numbers with an

associative (A) constructor symbol ¨ involving, among others, the rule:

rls :orderedpn ¨m ¨ LqÑ if nďm then orderedpm ¨ Lq else false fi.
Then, SSCprlsq“SCprlsq“torderedpm ¨Lqu.

2.10 Ordered Rewriting

In inductive theorem proving one should try to use induction hypotheses as much as pos-
sible to simplify conjectures. But this raises two obvious questions: (1) In what sense

should a conjecture be made simpler? (2) How can an induction hypothesis be used for

this purpose? There are various answers given to questions (1) and (2). Ordered rewrit-
ing answers them as follows: Question (1) is answered by suggesting that a conjecture ϕ
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should become simpler by being transformed into a smaller conjecture ϕ1, in the sense

that ϕąϕ1, for ą a suitable reduction order (for reduction orders see, e.g., [2]). Question

(2) is answered by proposing the ordered rewriting relation12 ϕÑąϕ
1 for this purpose.

Assuming our induction hypotheses are clauses, ΓÑ ∆, with Γ a conjunction and ∆
a disjunction of equations, it is worth considering a (by no means exhaustive) natural

taxonomy of clauses associated to a reduction order ą on terms:

1. Reductive equation, w0“w1 such that, for some iPt0,1u, varspwiqĚvarspwi`21q and
wi ą wi`21, in which case, the equation can be oriented as a rewrite rule wi Ñwi`21,

where`2 denotes addition modulo 2. We then call wi the equation’s lefthand side.

2. Reductive conditional equation, u1“ v1,...,un“ vnÑw0“w1 such that: (i) w0“w1

is reductive with lefthand side wi, (ii) varspwiqĚvarspu1qYvarspv1qY...YvarspunqY
varspvnq, and (iii) wi ą u1, v1, ... ,un, vn. A reductive conditional equation can be
oriented as a conditional rewrite rule wiÑwi`21 if u1“v1^...,^un“vn.

3. Usable equation, w0 “ w1, a non-reductive equation such that for some i P t0,1u,
varspwiqĚ varspwi`21q. The set of wi satisfying this property is called the set of can-

didate lefthand sides, denoted candpw0“w1q.
4. Usable conditional equation, a non-reductive u1 “ v1, ... , un “ vn Ñ w0 “ w1

such that either: (i) w0 “ w1 is reductive with lefthand side wi, and varspwiq Ě
varspu1q Y varspv1q Y ... Y varspunq Y varspvnq; or (ii) w0 “ w1 is usable, and if

wi P candpw0 “w1q, then varspwiq Ě varspu1qYvarspv1qY ...YvarspunqYvarspvnq.
The set of candidate lefthand sides for such a conditional equation is twiu in case (i),
and candpw0“w1q in case (ii).

5. Unusable equation, conditional or not. But this does not mean that they could not be

used in other ways, even for rewriting in a user-guided maner.
6. Clauses ΓÑ∆with more than one disjunct in ∆. Not being equations, they cannot be

oriented asΣ-rewrite rules; but we shall see in Section 3.2 that, under mild conditions,

they can be oriented as Σ“-rewrite rules (recall Section 2.5).

What is attractive about this taxonomy is its simplicity and the easy, syntactic way one

can, given a reduction order ą on terms, determine where a given clause falls in the above

pecking order. Since induction hypotheses are generated dynamically as part of the induc-
tive deduction process, the above taxonomy provides an inexpensive way to determine

if and how any such hypothesis can be used for simplification. Specifically, equations

falling in categories (1) and (2) are immediately usable by standard rewriting (modulo
axioms B if they are present in the given specification and ą is B-compatible, i.e., if it

defines an order, not just on terms u ą v, but on B-equivalence classes rus ą rvs). Fur-

thermore, rewriting modulo axioms B with reductive equations oriented as rules is guar-

anteed to terminate thanks to ą. Specifically, unconditional (resp. conditional) rewriting

with reductive rules is terminating (resp. operationally terminating in the sense of [44]).
Termination is extremely useful for any simplification process. The next two categories,

(3) and (4), are the whole point and focus of ordered rewriting: how to use them for simpli-

fication with the order ą, an idea coming from both term rewriting and paramodulation-
based theorem proving (see, e.g., [47,4,59]). Let us begin with category (3):

Definition 4. (Unconditional Ordered Rewriting Modulo). For Σ a kind-complete and

B-preregular ordered-sorted signature, and B a set of equational Σ-axioms, given a set

12 Ordered rewriting can be defined even more broadly than as presented here. However, the cases

we discuss apply very broadly —and modulo axioms B— and are quite easy to implement.
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G of usable Σ-equations and a reduction order ą on Σ-terms compatible with B, the or-

dered rewriting relation modulo B, denoted tÑG,Bą t1, or sometimes t
θ

ÑG,Bą t1, holds

between Σ-terms t and t1 iff there exist: (i) an equation pw0 “ w1q PG, (ii) a position p

in t, (iii) a candidate lefthand side wi P candpeq, and (iv) a substitution θ, such that: (a)

t|p“B wiθ, (b) wiθąwi`21θ, and (c) t1” trwi`21θsp.

The relation tÑ⊛
G,Bą

t1 holds between t and t1 iff either (i) t“B t1, or (ii) tÑ`
G,Bą

t1. Note

that, since ą is a reduction order modulo B,ÑG,Bą is always a terminating relation.

Intuitively, if, say, tw0,w1u “ candpw0 “ w1q, we can think of ordered rewriting with

w0 “ w1 as equivalent to rewriting with two conditional rules: (i) w0 Ñw1 if w0 ą w1,
and (ii) w1 Ñ w0 if w1 ą w0, or just one such rule if candpw0 “ w1q is a singleton set.

It is a form of “constrained rewriting,” where the constraint is specified by means of the
reduction order ą.

For category (4) the notion of conditional ordered rewriting is somewhat more involved.
However, the effectiveness in both categories (3) and (4) can be significantly increased

by making ordered rewriting (conditional or not) background theory aware. As it turns

out, background theory awareness will make the definition of conditional ordered rewrit-
ing simpler, since no extra requirements on termination of condition evaluation will be

needed.

Making Order Rewriting Background-Theory-Aware. Sometimes, ordered rewriting
should deliver the goods, but it doesn’t. Let us consider a simple example.

Example 2. Consider the theory N giving the usual definition of natural number addi-
tion in Peano notation: n` 0“ n, n` spmq “ spn`mq, and suppose we want to prove

the commutativity law x`y“ y` x by standard induction, inducting on x. Let us focus

on the proof for the induction step, i.e., on proving the subgoal spxq`y“ y` spxq with
induction hypothesis x` y “ y` x (where x is a fresh constant), which simplifies to

spxq`y“ spy`xq because ordered rewriting with the induction hypothesis is ineffective

at this point. We induct again, now on y. Let us focus on the base case, where we get
the sub-subgoal spxq`0“ sp0` xq, which simplifies to spxq “ sp0` xq, and, using the

theoryN“ that adds an equationally-defined equality predicate to N (see Section 2.5),

it further simplifies13 to x“ 0` x. We would now like to use ordered rewriting with the
induction hypothesis x` y “ y` x to further simplify this sub-subgoal with matching

substitution ty ÞÑ 0u. But, since when extending the total RPO order based on the total

order on symbols`ą s ą 0, its natural extension is based on `ą s ą x ą 0, we cannot
apply order rewriting here, since 0`x⊁ x`0 in the standard RPO order.

This is frustrating, because the 0 in the righthand side’s instance is a silly obstacle

blocking the rule’s application, which could, for example, be removed by first instanti-
ating the induction hypothesis to this case as x` 0 “ 0` x and then simplifying it to

x“0` x, so that with this simplified instance of the hypothesis ordered rewriting would

actually succeed in proving this sub-subgoal.

This raises the following question: is there a way of making ordered rewriting back-

groud theory aware, so as to substantially increase its chances of success in situations

such as the one above? In this case, the “background theory” is of course N or, more

13 In the inductive inference system presented in Section 4, the first and second simplifications

can both be achieved by the equality predicate simplification rule (EPS).
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generally,N“. In general, it may also include other induction hypotheses and possibly

some already-proved lemmas.

The answer to this question is an emphatic Yes! Recall that, conceptually, ordered

rewriting with x`y“y`x is rewriting with the conditional constrained rules:

x`yÑy`x if x`yąy`x and y`xÑ x`y if y`xą x`y.

Of course, as given, these rules cannot exploit at all the presence of a background theory.
But they can do so in a more subtle version of ordered rewriting, as the rules:

x`yÑz if z :“y`x^ x`yąz and y`xÑz if z :“ x`y^ y`xąz

where we are using Maude’s “matching condition” notation, so that, for example, evalu-

ating, say, the first rule’s condition z :“ y` x for a lefthand side’s matching substitution

θ means: (i) normalizing py` xqθ to, say, u, and (ii) then performing the comparison
px` yqθ ą u. In the notation of conditional term rewriting systems (see, e.g., [61]) this

would be described as a “deterministic 3-CTRS” conditional rewrite rule of the form:

x`yÑ z if y` xÑ z ^ x`y ą z. However, this description is still a bit too simplis-
tic, since it fails to distinguish between equational and non-equational rewrite rules (see

Section 2.3 and Footnote 14 below).

This new method of contextual rewriting is indeed “background theory aware,” for
the simple reason that the normalization of expressions in a matching condition uses the

equational14 rewrite rules available, which include those in the background equational

theory. In fact, the above recalcitrant sub-subgoal x “ 0` x can be immediately dis-
charged with the rule y`xÑ z if z :“ x`y^ y`xą z, since x`0 normalizes to x, and

0`xą x.

The moral to be drawn from this example is that there is a general theory transforma-

tion from usable equations (conditional or not, i.e., from equations in categories (3)–(4))

to conditional rewrite rules that supports background theory awareness: given a usable
conditional equation of the form: u“ v if cond (in category (3), cond“J), assuming,

say, that both u and v are candidate lefthand sides, we transform it into the constrained

conditional rewrite rules:

uÑz if z :“v^ uąz^ cond and vÑz if z :“u^ vąz^ cond

with z a fresh variable whose sort is the top sort in the connected component of sorts
including those of u and v. Of course, if there is only one candidate lefthand side, only one

such rule is generated. And if uąv (resp. vąu), we only need to generate the simpler rule:

uÑv if cond (resp. vÑu if cond). To the best of my knowledge this form of ordered
rewriting appears to be new. Background theory awareness can make ordered rewriting

considerably more likely to succeed. Success can be even more dramatic in the case of

conditional usable equations (category (4)), since, assuming the background equational

14 In a rewrite theory R“ pΣ,E Y B,Rq where the equational rules ~E are convergent modulo B, a

non-equational and possibly conditional rule l Ñ r if cond can have an equational condition

cond. This means that only the equational rules ~E will be applied (modulo B) to evaluate such

an equational condition. In our example, the matching condition z :“ y ` x is an equational

condition, which will be evaluated using only equational rules such as those in the background

theory N . This distinction between equational rules and non-equational ones will be exploited

in Sections 3–4. It is useful not just to make ordered rewriting “theory aware,” but for the much

broader reason that, while the rules ~E are assumed ground confluent, confluence is often lost

when induction hypotheses are added, so that there is no such thing anymore as the canonical

form of a term. Exploring all the different canonical forms of a term is what the distinction

between equational and non-equational rules makes possible.
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theory is terminating, the evaluations of conditions always terminates. That is, all usable

equations in categories (3)–(4) become in this way executable in a terminating way.

But we can do even better: (i) we can associate to a conditional equation u1“v1,...,un“
vnÑw0“w1 that is reductive with lefthand side wi (category (2)) the rule:

wiÑwi`21 if
ľ

1ďiďn

pui”viqÑ tt

where we have added a fresh new sort Pred with constant tt to the signature Σ as well

as a new operator ” of sort Pred, and new rules x” xÑ tt for each x whose sort is

the top of a connected component of Σ; (ii) likewise, for a usable conditional equation
w1 “ w2 if

Ź
1ďiďn ui “ vi in category (4) with wi P candpw0 “ w1q such that wi ą

u1, v1,...,un, vn, we can modify the above transformation from a usable conditional equa-

tion into a conditional rewrite rule by associating to the choice of lefthand side wi the rule:

wiÑz if z :“v^ uąz^
ľ

1ďiďn

pui”viqÑ tt

The main difference in case (ii) is that, if the above requirement wi ą u1, v1,...,un, vn does

not hold, in a rule application the instance of the condition
Ź

1ďiďnui“ vi is only evalu-

ated with equations. Instead, now, the rewrite condition
Ź

1ďiďnpui”viqÑ tt is evaluated
with both equations and rules. The same applies to case (i): the condition is now evalu-

ated with equations and rules. Since in our inductive theorem proving applications both

reductive conditional equations and usable equations will be induction hypotheses used
for goal simplification, what this means in practice is that, when applying a conditional

equational hypothesis to simplify a goal, in cases (i)–(ii) above we can use (executable)

induction hypotheses themselves, and not just the ground convergent equations in the
original theory, to evaluate the hypothesis’ condition, which gives us a better chance of

success. This both ensures termination of goal simplification with equational hypotheses,

and, in cases (i)–(ii) above, increases the chances that such hypotheses will be applied,
since, the evaluation of their conditions will be more likely to succeed.

The main import of this entire discussion for the rest of this paper is that, without fur-

ther ado, in any future mention and use of the words “ordered rewriting” we will always

mean ordered rewriting in the background theory aware version defined above.

2.11 Existential Formula Quantification with Skolem Signatures

What is the model-theoretic meaning of a universally (resp. existentially) quantified sen-

tence p@x1,...,xnqϕ (resp. pDx1,...,xnqϕ) being satisfied on aΣ-algebra A? It exactly means

that the sentence ϕ, where ϕ ” ϕtx1 ÞÑ x1, ..., xn ÞÑ xnu, is satisfied in all (resp. some)
Σptx1, ... , xnuq-algebras B that have A as their Σ-reduct, i.e., such that B|Σ “ A. The

constants x1, ... , xn are called the Skolem constants involved in this business, in honor

of Thoralf Skolem. But why quantifying (universally or existentially) only on (Skolem-
ized) variables? After all, we know, thanks to Skolem, that we can also quantify on func-

tion symbols; and that this is the essential trick (“Skolemization”) allowing us to reduce
the satisfaction of all first-order formulas (first put in prenex normal form) to that of

quantifier-free formulas (for detailed treatments of prenex normal form and Skolemiza-

tion see, e.g., [35,3]). All this is eminently relevant for our purposes in this paper, since
inductive theorem proving is just proving the satisfaction of a formula ϕ in the initial al-

gebra TE of an equational theoryEwith, say, signatureΣ. But which formulas? There are

very good practical reasons to stick to quantifier-free ones; but we can introduce quanti-
fied formulas through the back door of Skolemization.
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A simple example may help at this point. Suppose that we have specified the Peano

natural numbers in an unsorted equational theoryN with constructors 0 and s, the obvi-

ous equations for`, ˚, and natural division div, and a Boolean predicate even, defined by
the equations: evenp0q“ true, evenpsp0qq“ false, and evenpspspnqqq“evenpnq. A simple

property we might like to prove is the following:

evenpnq“ trueñ pDmq n“ spsp0qq˚m

which Skolemized becomes:

pD f q evenpnq“ trueñ n“ spsp0qq˚ f pnq.

In general, of course, there may be, not just one, but several Skolem constants and func-

tions in a formula like this. But what does this mean? In an order-sorted setting, it just

means that we are quantifying (existentially in this case) over an order-sorted signature

—let us call it a Skolem signature, and denote it by χ— with the exact same poset of

sorts pS ,ďq as our original signature Σ, so that a quantifier-free Skolemized formula is

just a quantifier-free Σ Y χ-formula ψ, and the satisfaction of its universal (resp. exis-
tential) quantification, p@χqψ (resp. pDχqψ) in a Σ-algebra A has the expected meaning:

A |ù p@χq ψ (resp. A |ù pDχq ψ) iff it is the case that in all (resp. in some) of the ΣYχ-
algebras B such that B|Σ“A, B |ùψ holds.

But then, what does it mean to prove, that a Σ-algebra A satisfies an existentially quan-

tified Skolemized formula? For example, that the initial algebra TN of our example sat-
isfies pD f q evenpnq “ true ñ n“ spsp0qq˚ f pnq? It exactly means to show that there is

an interpretation of f as a unary function in TN , let us denote it fTN : TN Ñ TN , satis-

fying the formula evenpnq “ true ñ n“ spsp0qq˚ f pnq in TN . But how can we specify

such a function fTN ? Well, the best possible situation is when we are lucky enough that

fTN is definable as a Σ-functional expression, i.e., when we can define fTN by means of a
definitional extension of our theoryN of the form: f pnq“ tpnq, for tpnq a Σ-term. In this

example we are lucky, since we can define f pnq “ divpn,spsp0qq, so that we just have to

prove the inductive theorem:

evenpnq“ trueñ n“ spsp0qq˚divpn,spsp0qq.

In general, of course, this may not be the case (for example, if we had not yet specified

the div function in N). However, thanks to the Bergstra-Tucker Theorem [9], any total
computable function can be specified in a finitary theory extension protecting the given

data type by a finite number of confluent and terminating equations. What is the upshot

of all this in practice? The following: To prove that an initial algebra TE with signature
Σ satisfies an existentially quantified Skolemized formula of the form pDχq ψ, with ψ
quantifier-free we can:

1. First, find, if possible, a theory interpretation (called a view in Maude [13]) I :χÑE
that is the identity on sorts, and maps each f : s1,...snÑ s (including consants) in χ to
a Σ-term t f px1 : s1,..., xn : snq of sort s in E. This is equivalent to adding to E the family

of definitional extensions t f p~xq “ t f p~xqu f Pχ, but I makes those explicit extensions
unnecessary.

2. Then, prove that TE |ù Ipψq by standard inductive theorem proving methods, where

Ipψq is the homomorphic extension of the theory interpretation I to a formulaψ. If the
choice of I was correct, i.e., if indeed TE |ù Ipψq, we can then think of I as a witness,

giving us a constructive proof of the existential formula pDχqψ for TE.

3. However, if some of the function symbols in χ are not definable as Σ-terms, then ex-

tend E to a theory E1 (with auxiliary function symbols, and perhaps with auxiliary
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sorts) that protects TE, i.e., such that TE1 |Σ �TE. Then, define I as a theory interpreta-

tion I :χÑE1 and follow steps (1)–(2) above.

For any formula pDχq ψ such that the function symbols in χ can be witnessed by com-

putable functions in the initial algebra of interest TE (which seems reasonable for many

Computer Science applications and agrees with a constructive view of existential quan-

tification), steps (1)–(3) above reduce —thanks to the Bergstra-Tucker Theorem— the
theoremhood problem TE |ù pDχqψ to the theoremhood problem TE |ù Ipψq, with Ipψq a

quantifier-freeΣ-formula amenable to standard inductive theorem proving methods.

This of course does no guarantee that we can always prove the formula Ipψq, even if
the witness I was correctly guessed. After all, our example theory N contains natural

number addition and multiplication, so that, by Gödel’s Incompleteness Theorem, there

is no hope of having an inference system capable of proving all theorems in TN .

3 Multiclause-Based Inductive Theories and Induction Hypotheses

The syntax and semantics of the inductive logic, including the notions of multiclause and

of inductive theory, are first presented in Section 3.1. Then, the important topic of how to
effectively use induction hypotheses for conjecture simplification purposes is treated in

Section 3.2.

3.1 Multiclauses and Inductive Theories

Since predicate symbols can always be transformed into function symbols by adding a

fresh new sort Pred, we can reduce all of order-sorted first-order logic to just reasoning
about equational formulas whose only atoms are equations. Any quantifier-free formula

φ can therefore be put in conjunctive normal form (CNF) as a conjunction of equational

clauses φ”
Ź

iPIΓiÑ∆i, where Γi, denoted u1“ v1,¨¨¨,un“ vn, is a conjunction of equa-
tions

Ź
1ďiďnui“ vi and ∆i, denoted w1 “w1

1
,¨¨¨ ,wm“w1

m, is a disjunction of equationsŽ
1ďkďm wk “ w1

k
. Higher effectiveness can be gained by applying inductive inference

rules not to a single clause, but to a conjunction of related clauses sharing the same con-
dition Γ. Thus, we will assume that all clauses tΓ Ñ ∆lulPL with the same condition

Γ in the CNF of φ have been gathered together into a semantically equivalent formula

of the form ΓÑ
Ź

lPL∆l, which I will call a multiclause.15 I will use the notation Λ to
abbreviate

Ź
lPL∆l. Therefore,Λ denotes a conjunction of disjunctions of equations. Mul-

ticlauses, of course, generalize clauses, which generalize both disjunctions of equations

and conditional equations, which, in turn, generalize equations. Likewise, multiclauses
generalize conjunctions of disjunctions of equations, which generalize conjunctions of

equations, which generalize equations. Thus, multiclauses give us a very general setting
for inductive reasoning.

What is an inductive theory? In an order-sorted equational logic framework, the sim-

plest possible inductive theories we can consider are order-sorted conditional equational

theories E“pΣ,EYBq, where E is a set of conditional equations (i.e., Horn clauses) of
the form u1 “ v1, ¨¨¨ , un “ vn Ñ w “ w1, and B is a set of equational axioms such as

15 Using the multiclause representation is optional: a user of the inference system may choose

to stick to the less general clause representation. However, I explain in Section 5 that using

multiclauses can afford a substantial economy of thought and lead to shorter proofs.
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associativity and/or commutativity and/or identity. Inductive properties are then proper-

ties satisfied in the initial algebra TE associated to E. Note that this is exactly the initial

semantics of functional modules in the Maude language. So, as a first approximation, a
Maude user can think of an inductive theory as an order-sorted functional module. The

problem, however, is that as we perform inductive reasoning, the inductive theory of E,

let us denote it rEs to emphasize its initial semantics, needs to be extended by: (i) extra
constants, and; (ii) extra formulas such as: (a) induction hypotheses, (b) lemmas, and (c)

hypotheses associated to modus ponens reasoning. Thus, general inductive theories will

have the form rX,E,Hs, where X is a fresh set of constants having sorts in Σ and H is a

set of ΣpXq clauses,16corresponding to formulas of types (a)–(c) above. The models of

an inductive theory rX,E,Hs are exactly the Σ�pXq-algebras A such that A|Σ� � TE� and
A |ùH, whereE�“pΣ�,EYB�q and Σ� is the kind completion17 of Σ defined in Section

2.6. Note that, since TE� |Σ “ TE [53], the key relation for reasoning is A|Σ � TE. Such

algebras A have a very simple description: they are pairs pTE� ,aq where a : X Ñ TE is

the assignment interpreting constants X. In Maude, such inductive theories rX,E,Hs can

be defined as functional theories which protect the functional module rEs, which in our
expanded notation is identified with the inductive theory rH,E,Hs. I.e., rH,E,Hs has

no extra constants, hypotheses, lemmas, or assumptions. It is the inductive theory from

which we will start our reasoning.

I will furthermore assume that ~E“ pΣ,B, ~Eq, with B“ B0ZU, is ground convergent,

with a total18 RPO order ą modulo B0 making ~EU operationally terminating, and that

there is a “sandwich” pΩ,BΩ,HqĎpΣ1,B1, ~E1qĎpΣ,B, ~Eqwith BΩĎB0 satisfying all the

requirements in Section 2.8, including the sufficient completeness of ~Ew.r.t.Ω, the finite
variant property of E1, and the OS-compactness of pΩ,BΩq. Under the above assump-

tions, up to isomorphism, and identifying TE� withCΣ�{E,B, a model pA,aq of an inductive

theory rX,E,Hs has a very simple description as a pair pTE� ,rαsq, where α : X Ñ TΩ is

a ground constructor substitution, rαs denotes the composition X
α
Ñ TΩ

r s
Ñ TΩ{BΩ

, with

r s the unique Ω-homomorphism mapping each term t to its BΩ-equivalence class rts,

and where rαs : X Ñ TE� maps each x P X to rαspxq, where x P X is the variable with

same sort associated to x P X. The fact that for each clause ΓÑ ∆ in H we must have

pTE� , rαsq |ù Γ Ñ ∆ has also a very simple expression. Let Y “ varspΓ Ñ ∆q. Then,
pTE� ,rαsq |ù ΓÑ ∆ exactly means that TE� |ù pΓÑ ∆q˝α, where pΓÑ ∆q˝ is obtained

16 Even when, say, an induction hypothesis in H might originally be a multiclause Γ Ñ
Ź

lPL∆l,

for executability reasons it will always be decomposed into its corresponding set of clauses

tΓÑ∆lulPL.
17 The reader might wonder about the reasons for extending E to E�. There are at least two good

reasons. First, as shown in [53], the congruence closure modulo axioms B of a set of ground

Σ-equations is not in general a set of ground Σ-rewrite rules, but only a set of ground Σ�-rewrite

rules. Therefore, even if the original goal to be proved is a Σ-multiclause, some of its subgoals

may be Σ�-multiclauses —obtained, for example, by application of the ICC simplification

rule (see Section 4). Second, the extra generality of the theory E� supports the verification of

sufficient completeness properties as inductive theorems for specifications E outside the scope

of tree-automata techniques such as [37], a topic developed elsewhere [55].
18 A crucial property of a total RPO order modulo B0, for B0 any combination of associativity

and/or commutativity axioms, is that it defines a total order on B0-equivalence classes of ground

terms [66,65]. This property has many useful consequences for the present work.
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fromΓÑ∆ by replacing each constant xPX appearing in it by its corresponding variable

xPX. Equivalently, it also means that for each ground constructor substitution β :YÑTΩ
we have TE� |ùpΓÑ∆q˝pαZβq. This entire discussion can be summarized by the equiv-
alence: pTE� ,rαsq |ùΓÑΛ iff TE� |ùpΓÑΛq˝α. In particular, pTE� ,rαsq is a model of the

inductive theory rX,E,Hs iff TE� |ùH˝α.

We will finally assume that the clauses H in an inductive theory rX,E,Hs have, first

of all, been simplified with the theory ~E“
XU

that adds equationally-defined equality predi-

cates to ~EXU
(see Section 2.5), and then classified, according to a slightly refined version

of the taxonomy described in Section 2.10, into the disjoint union H“HeZH_,eZHne,

where: (i) He, the executable hypotheses, are (possibly conditional) equations that are ei-
ther reductive (classes (1)–(2)), or usable unconditional or conditional equations (classes

(3)–(4)) executable by ordered rewriting using the same RPO order ą modulo B0 that

makes ~E “ pΣ, B, ~Eq ground convergent; (ii) H“
_,e, which we call the p“q-executable

non-Horn hypotheses (because they can be executed as conditional Σ“-rewrite rules, as
explained below), are clauses of the form Γ Ñ ∆ where ∆ has more than one disjunct

(therefore in class (6)) and such that varsp∆qĚ varspΓq; finally, Hne, the non-executable

hypotheses, are all other clauses in H (necessarily in classes (5) or (6)). Although clauses
in Hne cannot be used as rewrite rules to simplify conjectures, they can still be used for

goal simplification in two other ways, namely, by means of the clause subsumption sim-

plification rule (CS) and also (if in category (3)) in a user-guided manner by the equality
rule (Eq), both described in Section 4.

3.2 Using Induction Hypotheses as Rewrite Rules

The effectiveness of an inductive inference system can be significantly increased by max-

imizing the ways in which induction hypotheses can be applied as rewrite rules to sim-
plify inductive goals.19 In this regard, even for the most obvious canditates, namely, the

equations He in the above classification, which are easily orientable as rewrite rules ~He

because they have either lefthand sides or candidate lefthand sides (when having two
candidate lefthand sides, they are orientable as two ą-constrained conditional rewrite

rules: see Section 2.10), since such rules may contain operators enjoying unit axioms U

in B“B0YU, we should not use ~He itself, but its U-transformation ~HeU
, which achieves

modulo B0 the same semantic effect as the rules ~He modulo B“B0YU. A crucial reason
for performing the U-transformation on such hypothesis rules is that we want to use the

induction hypotheses not just for term simplification, but, more generally, for formula

simplification. But since: (i) the rules in ~E“
XU

can simplify exactly the same Σ-terms as

those in ~EX (and to the same normal forms), but (ii) they can also simplify many QF Σ-

formulas, we will always want to use the rules ~HeU
together with the rules ~E“

XU

instead

19 That is, formulas appearing in a conjectured inductive theorem or in subgoals of such a con-

jecture. Note that rewriting modulo axioms with both the module’s ground convergent oriented

equations ~E and executable hypotheses in H can simplify both terms in a goal and the goal

ΓÑ∆ itself. However, as further explained below, since we regard goalΓÑ∆ as a Boolean term

in the convergent equational theory extending the goal’s theory E with equationally-defined

equality predicates, formula simplification can be even more powerful than term simplification,

since we can also use the oriented equations defining equality predicates to simplify not only

terms but also equations inside a goal.
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of using the combination ~EX Y
~He, which is strictly weaker for formula simplification.

How to most effectively do this, so as to maximize our chances to prove conjectures while

avoiding non-termination problems is the matter I turn to next.

Note that formula simplification will always take place in the context of a goal associ-

ated to an inductive theory rX,E,Hs. We can spell out how formula simplification will be
achieved by describing such formula simplifications as the computations of an associated

rewrite theory in the sense of Section 2.3, namely, the rewrite theory

RrX,E,Hs“pΣ
“pXq,E“YB“

0 ,
~H`

eU
q

where —as already mentioned, and it will be further explained in what follows— the
induction hypotheses H have been suitably simplified beforehand to increase their effec-

tiveness. The rewrite rules ~H`
eU
“ ~HeU

Y ~H“
_,eU

are defined as follows:

1. ~HeU
are the U-transformed rewrite rules corresponding to induction hypotheses in

He. These are hypotheses orientable as either (possibly conditional) reductive rewrite

rules, or as usable conditional equations, both oriented as background aware. In this

case, the background equational theory is pΣ“pXq,E“Y B“
0
q) and the usable equa-

tions are transformed ą-constrained rewrite rules in the manner explained in Section

2.10. In both cases, if the rules are conditional —besides the possible variable match-

ing condition x :“ r and constraint condition l ą x— their remaining conditional
part will be either a conjunction of equations

Ź
iPI ui “ vi, or, for reductive or usable

conditional equations in the cases (i)–(ii) discussed towards the end of Section 2.10,
their remaining conditional part will be of the form20

Ź
iPIpui“ viqÑJ. In a rewrite

theory R“ pΣ,EYB,Rq, a rewrite condition uÑ v is evaluated for a given matching

substitution θ by searching for a term w such that: (i) either uθ“B w or uθÑ`
R:E,B w,

and (ii) there exists a substitution γ such that w“B pvγq. In our case, this means that
each rewrite condition pui“viqÑJwill be evaluated by applying both the equational

rules in ~E“, which include the rule x“ xÑJ, and the rules in ~H`
eU

. This maximizes

the chances of success when applying the rules in ~HeU
to simplify a goal.

2. ~H“
_,eU

are rules obtained from U-transformed hypotheses ΓÑ∆ such that ∆ contains

two or more disjuncts and varspΓqĎ varsp∆q as follows: (i) if ∆ąui,vi for each u“ v

inΓ, where ą denotes the extension of the RPO order onΣ to symbols in ΣpXq“, then

ΓÑ∆ produces a rule of the form,

∆ÑJ if
ľ

pu“vqPΓ

pu“vqÑJ

(ii) otherwise, ΓÑ∆ produces a rule of the form,

∆ÑJ if
ľ

pu“vqPΓ

u“v.

A direct consequence of such a definition of RrX,E,Hs is that this theory is operationally

terminating: we are guaranteed to never loop when simplifying a goal’s formula with its

associated rewrite theory RrX,E,Hs. Operational termination of RrX,E,Hs means that each

QF formula ϕ will have a finite set of normal forms, which by abuse of notation will be

denoted ϕ! ~H`
eU

:~E“
U
,B0

. In Maude, such a set can be computed using the search command:

search ϕ ñ! B :NewBool .

20 Note that, since pΣ“pXq,E“ YB“

0
q already has an equality predicate “ we do not need to add

a new sort Pred or an equality predicate ” as done in Section 2.10 to define such conditions:

we just use the sort NewBool and the equality predicate “ in pΣ“pXq,E“ YB“

0
q instead.
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Two additional notational conventions will also be useful in what follows. We can iden-

tify within the set ~HeU
the subset ~HgeU

Ď ~HeU
of its ground unconditional ΣpXq-rewrite

rules.21 The second notational convention is related to the previous one. By definition,
~H‘

eU
“ ~H`

eU
z ~HgeU

. In a similar way, if our hypotheses H before the U-transformation were

classified as H“HeZH_,eZHne, and HgeĎHe denotes the ground equations, we define

H`
e “HeZH_,e, and H‘

e “H`
e zHge.

Simplifying Hypotheses. The above discussion has so far focused on how to effectively
use induction hypotheses to simplify conjectures by rewriting, but who simplifies the

simplifiers? There are, for example, two ways in which induction hypotheses may be in-

effective as rewrite rules. To begin with, if the lefthand side of a hypothesis rule is not

normalized by the rules in ~E, it may fail even to apply to a conjecture that has itself been

simplified. Furthermore, induction hypotheses may preempt each other, in the sense that
the application of one hypothesis might block the application of another, also useful,

hypothesis. For a simple example, consider a ground hypothesis rule xÑ y and a non-
ground hypothesis rule z`xÑ spspzqq. Then, application of the ground hypothesis to an

expression u`x will preempt application of the non-ground hypothesis.

We can try to minimize these problems by: (i) ensuring that lefthand sides of hypothe-

ses used as rewrite rules (or even as non-executable hypotheses) are ~E,B-normalized,

and (ii) trying to minimize in a practical way the problem of executable hypotheses pre-
empting each other. These aims can be advanced by a hypothesis transformation process

H ÞÑ Hsimp that tries to arrive at simplified hypotheses Hsimp meeting goals (i)–(ii) as

much as possible in a practical manner.

There is, of course, no single such transformation possible. What follows is a first pro-

posal for such a transformation, open to further modifications and improvements through
future experimentation. The transformation H ÞÑHsimp is defined as follows:

1. We first define H1 “ clausespH!~E“
XU

q where clauses turns a formula into a set of

clauses. For example, if r , s is a constructor for unordered pairs, ~E“ will contain a rule
rx,ys“ rx1,y1sÑpx“ x1q^py“ y1q. Then, assuming that the equation ru,vs“ ru1“ v1s

belongs to H, and that the u,u1,v,v1 are already in ~E,B-normal form, we will have
pru,vs“ ru1“ v1sq!~E“

XU

“ pu“ u1^v“ v1q, so that tu“ u1,v“ v1uĎH1. Note that the

two equations u“u1 and v“v1 will be more widely applicable as induction hypothesis
than the original equation ru,vs“ru1“v1s.

2. As usual, we can classify H1 as the disjoint union H1 “ H1
geZH1‘

e ZH1
ne. We then

define Hsimp“H2, where,
3. H2

ge “ orientąppccą

B0
pH1

geqq!~E,Bq. That is, we first compute the congruence closure

modulo B0 of the ground equations H1
ge (or an approximation to it if B0 contains ax-

ioms for associative but non-commutative operators) to make them convergent; but

to exclude the possibility that some resulting rules might not be ~E,B-normalized, we

further ~E,B-normalize both sides of those ground equations and orient them again as

rules with the RPO order ą.

21 Note that all unconditional ground equations in H are always orientable as (U-transformed)

reductive ground rewrite rules in ~HgeU
. This is because, as explained in Footnote 18, B0-

equivalence classes of Σ-terms are totally ordered in a total RPO order modulo B0, and we

assume that the total order on symbols inΣ has been extended to a total order on symbols inΣpXq.
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4. H2
e

‘
is generated as follows: (i) For each u“ v if cond in H1‘

e (where cond could be

empty) we add to H2
e

‘
the set pu“vq! ~H2

ge:~E,B if cond. Please, recall the notationÑ
R:~E,B

introduced in Section 2.3 for rewriting with the rules R and equations E of a rewrite
theory modulo axioms B. Since confluence is not guaranteed, pu“ vq! ~H2

ge:~E,B if cond

may in general be a set of hypotheses. (ii) For each ΓÑ∆ in H1‘ we add to H2
e

‘
the

set ΓÑp∆q! ~H2
ge:~E,B.

5. H2
ne is generated by adding for each clause (which could be a conditional equation)

ΓÑ∆ in H1
ne the set pΓÑ∆q! ~H2

ge:~E,B, to H2
ne.

The simplified hypotheses H2 thus obtained, give rise to corresponding rewrite rules

~H2
geZ ~H2

‘

eU and to non-executable hypotheses H2
ne as usual. So, what has been achieved

by the H ÞÑHsimp transformation thus defined? The main achievements are: (1) the ground

rewrite rules ~H2
ge are ~E,B-normalized and, with some luck, these rules may even be con-

vergent; (2) the rewrite rules in ~H2
‘

eU are both ~E,B-normalized and ~H2
ge,B-normalized;

and (3) the consequents of clauses in H2
ne are likewise both ~E,B-normalized and ~H2

ge,B-

normalized. Although the clauses in H2
ne are not executable as rewrite rules, as we shall

see, they can nevertheless simplify goals by means of either the clause subsumption CS

or the EQ rule, both discussed in Section 4. Since the CS and EQ rules will be applied
by matching a goal (resp. a term in the goal) (that can both be safely assumed to already

be both ~E,B-normalized and ~H2
ge,B-normalized) to a pattern hypothesis in H2

ne (resp. to a
chosen side of the equation), the chances for such a matching to succeed are maximized

by the above definition of H2
ne.

4 Inductive Inference System

The inductive inference system presented below transforms inductive goals of the form

rX,E,Hs  Γ Ñ Λ, where rX,E,Hs is an inductive theory and Γ Ñ Λ is a Σ�pXq-
multiclause, into sets of goals. The empty set of goals is denoted J to suggests that the
goal from which it was generated has been proved (is a closed goal). However, in the

special case of goals of the form rH,E,HsΓÑΛ, called initial goals, we furthermore

require that ΓÑ Λ is a Σ-multiclause; and we also allow existential initial goals of the
form rH,E,HspDχqpΓÑΛq, with χ a Skolem signature and ΓÑΛ a ΣYχ-multiclause

(see Section 2.11).

A proof tree is a tree of goals, where at the root we have the original goal that we want
to prove and the children of each node in the tree have been obtained by applying an

inference rule in the usual bottom-up proof search fashion. Goals in the leaves are called

the pending goals. A proof tree is closed if it has no pending goals, i.e., if all its leaves

are marked J. Soundness of the inference system means that if the goal rX,E,Hs  φ is

the root of a closed proof tree, then φ is valid in the inductive theory rX,E,Hs, i.e., it is

satisfied by all the models pTE� ,rαsq of rX,E,Hs in the sense explained above.

The inductive inference system presented below consists of two sets of inference rules:

(1) goal simplification rules, which are easily amenable to automation, and (2) inductive

rules, which are usually applied under user guidance, although they could also be auto-

mated by tactics.

To increase its effectiveness, this inference system maintains the invariant that the in-
duction hypotheses H in all inductive theories will always be in simplified form.
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4.1 Goal Simplification Rules

Equality Predicate Simplification (EPS).

trX,E,HsΓ1
i
ÑΛ1

i
uiPI

rX,E,HsΓÑΛ

where p
Ź

iPIΓ
1
i
Ñ Λ1

i
q P pΓÑ Λq! ~E“

XU
Y ~H

`
eU

. Furthermore, if J P pΓÑ Λq! ~E“
XU

Y ~H
`
eU

, then
Ź

iPIΓ
1
i
Ñ Λ1

i
is chosen to be J; if K P pΓÑ Λq! ~E“

XU
Y ~H`

eU

, then
Ź

iPIΓ
1
i
Ñ Λ1

i
is chosen

to be K (i.e., the conjecture ΓÑ Λ is then shown to be false); otherwise, the choice ofŹ
iPIΓ

1
i
Ñ Λ1

i
is unspecified, but it should be optimized according to some criteria that

make the resulting subgoals easier to prove.22 The fact that an EPS simplification might

result in a conjunction of goals is illustrated in Example 3 below. We assume that the
hypotheses H have already been simplified using the H ÞÑ Hsimp transformation, since

this should be an invariant maintained throughout. We also assume that constructors in

the transformed theory EU are free modulo axioms.23 This means that in EΩ “ pΩ,BΩq,
the axioms BΩ decompose as BΩ “ QΩZUΩ with UΩ the unit axioms and QΩ the as-

sociative and/or commutative axioms such that TEΩ � TΩ{QΩ
. This can be arranged with

relative ease in many cases by subsort overloading, so that the rules in ~UΩ only apply to
subsort-overloaded operators that are not constructors.

For example, consider sorts Eltă NeListă List and Ω with operators nil of sort List

and ; : NeList NeListÑNeList and BΩ associativity of ; with identity nil, but where

; : List List Ñ List, declared with the same axioms, is in ΣzΩ. Then QΩ is just the
associativity axiom for p ; q.

In summary, this inference rule simplifies a multiclauseΓÑΛwith: (i) the rules in ~EU ,

(ii) the equality predicate rewrite rules in ~E“
U

, and (iii) the hypothesis rewrite rules ~H`
eU

.24

Example 3. Let NP denote theory of the natural numbers in Peano notation with the

usual equations defining addition, `, multiplication, ˚, and exponentiation, p qp q, and
with two additional sorts, Pair and UPair, of, respectively, ordered and unordered pairs

of numbers, built with the constructor operators, r , s : Nat Nat Ñ Pair and t , u :

Nat NatÑUPair, where t , u satisfies the commutativity axiom. Now consider the goal:

rH,NP,Hstxspsp0qq,yu“tspyq,0uÑrx`xspsp0qq,x˚xs“rspx`yq,xs

Note that the theory ~NP
“

includes, among others, the rules:

22 For example, that the number of the goals in the conjunction is smallest possible.
23 This requirement will be relaxed in the future to allow equational programs whose constructors

are not free modulo axioms. The main reason for currently imposing this restriction is precisely

to allow application of the EPS simplification rule, which simplifies formulas with the rules

in ~E“

U (plus executable induction hypotheses), since ~E“

U assumes that EU has free constructors

modulo B0.
24 Recall thatΓ is a conjunction andΛ a conjunction of disjunctions. Therefore, the equality predi-

cate rewrite rules together with ~H`

eU
may have powerful “cascade effects.” For example, if either

KPΓ!~E“
XU

Y ~H
`
eU

or JPΛ!~E“
XU

Y ~H
`
eU

, then JPpΓÑΛq!~E“
XU

Y ~H
`
eU

and the goal has been proved.
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– rx,ys“rx1,y1sÑ x“ x1^y“y1

– tx,yu“tx1,y1uÑpx“ x1^y“y1q_px“y1^y“ x1q
– spxq“ xÑK.

Application of the first and second ~NP
“

-rules to the above clause, plus Boolean simpli-
fication, plus the equations for`, ˚, p qp q, gives us a conjunction of two multiclauses:

x˚x“ spyq,y“0Ñ x`px˚xq“ spx`yq^x˚x“ x

and

x˚x“0,y“ spyqÑ x`px˚xq“ spx`yq^x˚x“ x.

But, since y“ spyq simplifies to K by the third rule, the second multiclause simplifies to
J. So we just get the first multiclause as the result of applying the EPS rule to our original

goal.

Constructor Variant Unification Left (CVUL).

trXZYα,E,pHYrα|XΓ
qsimpspΓ

1ÑΛqαuαPUnifΩE1
pΓ˝q

rX,E,HsΓ,Γ1ÑΛ

where: (i) Γ is a conjunction of E1-equalities and Γ1 does not contain any E1-equalities;

(ii) XΓ is the (possibly empty) set of constants from X appearing in Γ, and XΓ the set of

variables obtained by replacing each x P XΓ by a fresh variable x of the same sort; (iii)

Γ˝ is just Γtx ÞÑ xuxPXΓ
, i.e., we replace each constant x P XΓ by its corresponding vari-

able x P XΓ (this makes possible treating the constants in XΓ as variables for unification

purposes); (iv) Y “ ranpαq is a set of fresh variables, Yα Ď Y is, by definition, the set of

variables Yα “ varspαpXΓqq, and Yα is the corresponding set of constants, where each
y P Yα is replaced by a fresh constant y of the same sort; (v) α is the composed substitu-

tion α“ tx ÞÑ xuxPXΓ
αty ÞÑ yuyPYα ; (vi) rα|XΓ

is the set of ground equations rα|XΓ
“ tx“

αpxquxPXΓ
; and (vii) Unif ΩE1

pΓ˝q denotes the set of constructorE1-unifiers of Γ˝ [54,70].

The CVUL simplification rule can be very powerful. The most powerful case is when

Unif ΩE1
pΓ˝q“H, since then there are no subgoals, i.e., the rule’s premise becomesJ, and

we have proved the given goal.

The main reason for the extra technicalities (i)–(viii) is that they make this simplifica-
tion rule more generally applicable, so that it can also be applied when Γ contains some

extra constants in X. However, extra care is required to make sure that the CVUL rule

remains sound in this more general setting. The main idea is to turn such extra constants

into variables. But in fact they are constants. What can we do? That is what the technicali-

ties (i)–(viii), and in particular the new ground hypotheses rα|XΓ
, answer. Since a concrete

example is worth a thousand generic explanations, let us see the technicalities (i)–(viii)
at work in a simple example.

Example 4. Consider an equational theoryE containing the multiset specification in Ex-
ample 1 in Section 2.9 and perhaps many more things. For our purposes here, let us

assume that it also includes a Boolean predicate p : MSetÑ Bool whose defining equa-

tions are irrelevant here. The theory E certainly has an FVP subtheory E1 Ď E which
contains the subsort-overloaded AC multiset union operator Y , and a single equation,
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namely, S YH“ S , oriented as the rule S YHÑ S , with S of sort MSet. Now consider

the inductive goal:

xYU“yYVÑ ppVq“ true.

where x,y have sort Elt, V has sort NeMSet, and the constant U has also sort NeMSet. So in

this example our Γ is xYU“yYV , XΓ“tUu, XΓ“tUu, which we assume is fresh, i.e.,

it appears nowhere else, and Γ˝” xYU“ yYV . One of the variant constructor unifiers
of Γ˝ is the unifier α“ tU ÞÑ y1YW, x ÞÑ x1, y ÞÑ y1, V ÞÑ x1YWu. Yα “ varspαpXΓqq “

varspαpUqq“ty1,Wu, and Yα“ty1,Wu. Therefore,α is the composed substitution:

tU ÞÑUutU ÞÑy1YW, x ÞÑ x1,y ÞÑy1,V ÞÑ x1YWuty1 ÞÑy1,W ÞÑWu.

That is, the substitution α “ tU ÞÑ y1 Y W , x ÞÑ x1, y ÞÑ y1, V ÞÑ x1 Y Wu, and
rα|XΓ

“tU“y1YWu. Therefore, if our original goal had the form:

rX,E,Hs xYU“yYVÑ ppVq“ true

then the subgoal associated to the constructor variant unifier α is:

rXZYα,E,pHYtU“y1YWuqsimpspppVq“ trueqα.
That is, the subgoal:

rXZYα,E,pHYtU“y1YWuqsimps ppx1YWq“ true.
Note the very useful, but slight poetic license of disregarding any differences between

(universal) Skolem constants and variables in this extended notation for substitutions.

Constructor Variant Unification Failure Right (CVUFR).

rX,E,HsΓÑΛ^∆

rX,E,HsΓÑΛ^pu“v,∆q

where u“v is a E1
X
-equality and Unif ΩE1

ppu“vq˝q“H.

Substitution Left (SUBL).

We consider two cases: when x is a variable, and when x is a fresh constant.

rX,E,HspΓÑΛqtx ÞÑuu

rX,E,Hs x“u,ΓÑΛ

where: (i) x is a variable of sort s, lspuq ď s, and x < varspuq; and (ii) u is not a Σ1-term

and Γ contains no other Σ1-equations. Note that “ is assumed commutative, so cases
x“u and u“ x are both covered.

When x is a fresh constant the SUBL rule has the form:

rXZYu,E,pHYtx“uuqsimpspΓÑΛqpty ÞÑyuyPYu
Ztx ÞÑuuq

rX,E,Hs x“u,ΓÑΛ

where x P X has sort s, lspuq ď s, x does not appear in u, which is not a Σ1-term, and Γ

contains no Σ1-equations; and where Yu“ varspuq, Yu are fresh new constants y of same
sort for each yPYu, and u”uty ÞÑyuyPYu

. Note again that “ is assumed commutative.

Substitution Right (SUBR).
We again consider two cases: when x is a variable, and when x is a fresh constant.
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rX,E,HsΓÑ x“u rX,E,HspΓÑΛqtx ÞÑuu

rX,E,HsΓÑΛ^x“u

provided (i) Λ,J, (ii) variable x has sort s and lspuqď s, and (iii) x< varspuq. (i) avoids

looping, and (ii) makes tx ÞÑ uu an order-sorted substitution. Cases x“ u and u“ x are
both covered.

When x is a fresh constant the SUBR rule has the form:

rX,E,HsΓÑ x“u rXZYu,E,pHYtx“uuqsimpspΓÑΛqpty ÞÑyuyPYu
Ztx ÞÑuuq

rX,E,HsΓÑΛ^x“u

provided (i) Λ , J, (ii) x P X has sort s and lspuq ď s, and (iii) x does not appear in u;

and where Yu “ varspuq, Yu are fresh new constants y of same sort for each y P Yu, and
u”uty ÞÑyuyPYu

. Cases x“u and u“ x are both covered.

Narrowing Simplification (NS).

trXZY i, j,E,pHZrαi, j|X f p~vq
qsimpspΓi,pΓÑΛqrri“uspqαi, ju

jPJi

iPI0

rX,E,HspΓÑΛqr f p~vq“usp

where:
1. f p~vq is called the narrowex of goal Γ Ñ Λ for the equation at position p, X f p~vq is

the set of constants from X appearing in f p~vq, X f p~vq are the corresponding fresh vari-

ables x having the same sort as x for each xPX f p~vq, and f p~vq˝ is the term obtained by

simultaneously replacing each xPX f p~vq by its corresponding xPX f p~vq.
2. f is a non-constructor symbol in ΣzΩ, the terms ~v are Ω-terms, and f is defined

in the transformed ground convergent theory ~EU by a family of (possibly condi-

tional) rewrite rules (with constructor argument subcalls), of the form: tris : f p~uiqÑ
ri if ΓiuiPI such that: (i) are renamed with fresh variables disjoint from those in X f p~vq

and in Γ Ñ Λ; (ii) as assumed throughout, for each i P I, varsp f p~uiqq Ě varspriq Y
varspΓiq and the rules are sufficiently complete, i.e., can rewrite modulo the axioms B0

of ~EU any Σ-ground term of the form f p~wq, with the ~w groundΩ-terms; and (iii) are

the transformed rules by the ~E ÞÑ ~EU transformation of corresponding rules defining f

in ~E and are such that, as explained in Footnote 9, they never lose their lefthandside’s

top symbol f in the ~E ÞÑ ~EU transformation due to a U-collapse.
3. For each i P I, Unif B0

p f p~vq˝ “ f p~uiqq is a family of most general B0-unifiers25

Unif B0
p f p~vq˝ “ f p~uiqq “ tαi, ju jPJi

, with I0 “ ti P I | Unif B0
p f p~vq˝ “ f p~uiqq ,Hu,

25 The fact that B0 may involve axioms of associativity without commutativity —for which the

number of unifiers may be infinite— may be a problem. In this case, Maude’s B0-unification

algorithm will either find a complete finite set of unifiers, or will return a finite set of such

unifiers with an incompleteness warning. In this second case, the NS rule application would

have to be undone due to incompleteness. But this second case seems unlikely thanks to

two favorable reasons: (1) the unifiers in Unif B0
p f p~vq˝ “ f p~uiqq are disjoint unifiers, i.e., no

variables are shared between the two unificands; and (2) we may safely assume, without loss
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and with dompαi, jq “ varsp f p~vqq˝ Z varsp f p~uiqq, ranpαi, jq is a set of fresh vari-

ables not appearing anywhere, Yi, j “ varspαi, jpX f p~vqqq, and Y i, j the set of fresh con-
stants y of same sort for each variable y P Yi, j, and αi, j the composed substitution

αi, j “ tx ÞÑ xuxPX f p~vq
αi, jty ÞÑ yuyPYi, j

. Finally, rαi, j|X f p~vq
is the set of ground equations

rαi, j|X f p~vq
“tx“αi, jpxquxPX f p~vq

.

4. We furthermore assume that: (i) u is a Σ1-term; and (ii) all ri in the set of equations
tris : f p~uiqÑ ri if ΓiuiPI defining f are also Σ1-terms, and f is not a Σ1-symbol. This

will ensure that the equations pri“ uqαi, j are all Σ1-equations. As earlier, we assume

throughout that the symbol “ is commutative.

Thanks to condition (4), the effect of this rule if p is a position in the premise Γ of
the goal multiclause is that the CVUL simplification rule will become enabled in all the

resulting subgoals, thus generating a healthy “chain reaction” of simplifications. Given

the more restrictive nature of the CVUFR rule, the effect will be more limited if p is a
position in the multiclause’s conclusionΛ. The intention to ensure some definite progress

in the simplification process is the only reason for adding condition (4) as a reasonable
restriction for automation. However, the NS rule makes perfect sense dropping such a

restriction, i.e., as a simplification rule of the form:

trXZY i, j,E,pHZrαi, j|X f p~vq
qsimpspΓi,pΓÑΛqrrispqαi, ju

jPJi

iPI0

rX,E,HspΓÑΛqr f p~vqsp

keeping the above side conditions (1)–(3), but now allowing the narrowex f p~vq to apear

anywhere in ΓÑΛ. In particular, f p~vqmay well be a proper subterm of another Σ-term,
and therefore neither the lefthand nor the righthand side of an equation. For purposes

of proving soundness, we will use this more general form of the NS inference rule. In
practice, we shall regard NS as a simplification rule with a dual use: (i) automated with

the additional restrictions in (4), and (ii) applied under user control with the more general

rule, assuming (1)–(3).

The NS simplification rule is very closely related, and complements, the narrowing in-

duction (NI) inference rule to be discussed later. The only differences are that: (i) NI

adds additional induction hypotheses to its subgoals, based on the subcalls appearing in

the rules defining f ; and (ii) in the NI rule, the narrowex f p~vq does not have any constants

in X. Therefore, these rules have different restrictions and can cover different situations.
Since several detailed examples illustrating the use of the NI rule will be given later, and

the notation introduced in both rules is quite similar, I do not give an example here.

Clause Subsumption (CS).

rX,E,HYtΓÑ∆usΓ1ÑpESCqθ

rX,E,HYtΓÑ∆usΓ1ÑΛ1

of generality, that all the lefthand sides f p~uiq of the rules defining f are linear terms (have no

repeated variables); because if they are not, we can easily linearize them and add the associated

equalities between the linearized variables to their rule’s condition Γi.
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where θ is a matching (modulo ACU) substitution such thatΓ1ÑΛ1“B“ pΓ,ESÑ∆,ES1^
ESCqθ. That is, the hypothesis ΓÑ∆ is extended to the pattern Γ,ESÑ∆,ES1^ESC for

pattern matching multiclauses, where the variables ES and ES1 range over equation sets

(with ES, appearing on the left side, understood as a conjunction, and ES1, appearing on

the right side, understood as a disjunction), and the variable ESC ranges over equation

set conjunctions (with such equation sets understood as disjunctions).

This rule can be fully automated: if a substitution θ is found such that the goal matches

the extended pattern of some hypothesis ΓÑ ∆ in the goal’s inductive theory, then the
goal can be automatically simplified.

Let us illustrate the CS rule by means of a simple example. Suppose that the inductive
theory involves the Peano natural numbers with 0, s,`, ˚ andą, the goal formula is:

Γ1Ñ∆1 ” true“ spnqąm, true“mąz,m˚m“mÑ spnqąz“ true^pn˚n“n,nąm“ trueq
and we have the (non-executable in this case) hypothesis:

ΓÑ∆” xąy“ true,yąz“ trueÑ xąz“ true.

Then, the CS rule can be applied with matching substitution θ“tx ÞÑ spnq, y ÞÑm,ES ÞÑ
pm˚m“mq,ES1 ÞÑH,ESC ÞÑpn˚n“n,nąm“ truequ, and yields the resulting subgoal:

Γ1ÑθpESCq ” true“ spnqąm, true“mąz,m˚m“mÑn˚n“n,nąm“ true.

The above CS rule complements the inductive congruence closure rule (ICC) presented

later in at least two ways. First, it makes it possible to use those induction hypotheses not
usable as rewrite rules, namely, those in the set Hne, for clause simplification purposes.

In a sense, the CS rule manages to use a clause ΓÑ∆ in Hne “as if it were a rewrite rule,”
since we can think of such a clause —in a way entirely similar as how clauses ΥÑ∆1 in

H“
_,e were oriented as rewrite rulesΥÑp∆1ÑJq— as a “conditional rewrite rule” of the

form ΓÑp∆ÑJq that the CS rule “applies” to the head of a conjecture when part of the
conjecture’s head matches the lefthand side∆ and the conditionΓ is “satisfied” by part of

the conjecture’s premise matching it. Second, since the CS rule is computationally less

expensive that ICC and all hypotheses in H can be used for subsumption, the CSrule also
complements the heavier artillery of ICC, because it may blow away some conjectures

without having to bring in ICC itself. In practice, therefore, CS should be tried before

ICC to pick any low-hanging fruit that may be around.

Equation Rewriting (Left and Right) (ERL and ERR).

rX,E,Hspu1“v1qθ,ΓÑΛ rH,E,Hsu“vôu1“v1

(ERL)
rX,E,Hsw“w1,ΓÑΛ

rX,E,HsΓÑΛ^ppu1“v1qθ,∆q rH,E,Hsu“vôu1“v1

(ERR)
rX,E,HsΓÑΛ^pw“w1,∆q

where there is a substitution θ such that pw“w1q“B“ pu“ vqθ, varspu1“ v1qĎ varspu“
vq, pu “ vq ą pu1 “ v1q, and rH,E,Hs  u “ v ô u1 “ v1 abbreviates two different

goals: rH,E,Hs  u “ vÑ u1 “ v1 and rH,E,Hs  u1 “ v1 Ñ u “ v. The equivalence
pu“vqôpu1“v1q should be verified ahead of time as a separate proof obligation, so that

it can be used automatically to simplify many goals containing any equations w1 “ w2

that are instances of u“ v modulo B“, without requiring reproving pu“ vqô pu1 “ v1q
each time. This provides a general method to fully automate rules ERL and ERR so that
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they are subsumed26 by the EPS simplification rule when the equality predicate theory
~E“

U
(and therefore the given inductive theory) has been extended with reductive rules of

the form pu“vqÑpu1“v1q proved as lemmas,27 that is, after we have proved the lemma

pu“ vqô pu1 “ v1q. Note that what we are exploiting in the ERL and ERR rules is the
fundamental equivalence:

TE |ùϕ ô ψ iff TE“ |ùϕ“ψ
from Section 2.5, together with the property pu “ vq ą pu1 “ v1q, which allows us to

orient the equation pu“ vq“pu1“ v1q between Boolean terms as a reductive rewrite rule
pu“vqÑpu1“v1q.

For an example of a useful rewrite rule of this kind, one can prove for natural number

addition in, say, Peano notation, the equivalence x`z“ y`zô x“ y and then use it as
the reductive Σ“-rewrite rule x`z“ y`zÑ x“ y to simplify, by means of the ERL and

ERR rules, natural arithmetic expressions.

Inductive Congruence Closure (ICC).

The next simplification rule is the ICC rule. Since this is one of the most complex rules in
the inference system, to help the reader I first explain a simpler congruence closure rule,

which has not been made part of the inference system because ICC is a more powerful ex-

tension of it. As shown below, ICC is more powerful because it can draw useful inductive

consequences (thus the “I” in ICC) that cannot be drawn with congruence closure alone.

Furthermore, even though congruence closure and ICC can be viewed as “modus po-

nens” steps internal to the given goal ΓÑΛ, where we assume a convergent equivalent

version of the ground condition Γ to try to prove the ground conclusion Λ true, we shall

see that, even when Λ cannot be proved true, ICC can still simplify Γ Ñ Λ to J by
showing Γ unsatisfiable.

Example 5. Assume a specification E of the natural numbers in Peano notation with the

usual definition of ` and with predicates even and odd defined by equations evenp0q “
true, evenpsp0qq “ false, evenpspspxqqq “ evenpxq, oddp0q “ false, and oddpspxqq “
evenpxq. Now consider that, while proving a bigger theorem, we encounter a subgoal of

the form:

rX,E,Hsevenpn`mq“ true,oddpn`mq“ trueÑK
where H contains the already proved lemma evenpxq “ trueÑ oddpxq “ false, which is

an executable hypothesis with the RPO order generated by the symbol order`ą odd ą

even ą not ą s ą 0 ą false ą true. I shall use this as a running example to show the

difference between congruence closure and ICC.

26 The net effect is not only that EPS both subsumes ERL and ERR and becomes more powerful:

by adding such extra rules to ~E“

U , the ICC simplification rule discussed next, which also

performs simplification with equality predicates, also becomes more powerful.
27 More generally, the equality predicate theory ~E“

U
can be extended by adding to it conditional

rewrite rules that orient inductive theorems of E or E“

U , are executable, and keep ~E“

U opera-

tionally terminating. For example, if c and c1 are different constructors whose sorts belong

to the same connected component having a top sort, say, s, then the conditional rewrite rule

x “ cpx1,...,xnq^ x “ c1py1,...,ymq Ñ K, where x has sort s orients an inductively valid lemma,

clearly terminates, and can thus be added to ~E“

U . In particular, if p is a Boolean-valued predicate,

ppu1,...,unq“ true^ ppu1,...,unq“ false rewrites to K.
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First of all, note that the EPS rule will not change the goal in Example 5, since the goal’s

condition cannot be further simplified by EPS. An attempt to simplify this goal by apply-

ing to it a congruence closure rule of the form:

rX,E,HsΓ‚ÑΛ‚

rX,E,HsΓÑΛ

where, if Y “ varspΓ Ñ Λq, then Γ, resp. Λ, denotes the ground formula obtained by
instantiating each y P Y in Γ, resp. in Λ, by a fresh constant y with same sort as y; and,

assuming that E has axioms B“ B0ZU and recalling the definition of the congruence

closure transformation ccą

B0
in Section 2.6, Γ

‚
is defined as the set of ground equations

associated to the ground convergent set of rules ccą

B0
pΓq, and Γ‚ is obtained from Γ

‚
by

mapping back each such y to its corresponding y P Y. Likewise, Λ‚ is obtained in the

same manner from Λ
‚
, where, by definition, Λ

‚
P Λ! ~E“

XYYU
Y ~H

`
eU

Yccą

B0
pΓq. That is, we sim-

plify Λ with the combined power or EPS and the convergent rules ccą

B0
pΓq to get Λ

‚
. Of

course, if Λ
‚
“J, the entire multiclause ΓÑ Λ is simplified to J. Note, however, that

this congruence closure simplification method leaves the goal in Example 5 untouched.
This is because: (i) the rules evenpn`mqÑ true, oddpn`mqÑ true are already ground

convergent, and (ii)K cannot be simplified.

A further observation about the limitations of the above congruence closure simplifi-

cation rule is that the rules in ~E“
XYYU

Y ~H`
eU
Y ccą

B0
pΓq that we are using for simplifying

Λ can preempt each other, thus becoming less effective. For example, the lefthand side

l of a ground rule lÑ r in ccą

B0
pΓq may be reducible by some rule in ~E“

XYYU

Y ~H`
eU

and

may for this reason fail to be applied to some ground subterm ofΛ, simply because such a

subterm was already simplified by the same rule in ~E“
XYYU

Y ~H`
eU

, which can also simplify

l. This suggests defining the formula:

Γ
5
“def

ľ

plÑrqPccą

B0
pΓq

pl“rq!~E“
XYYU

Y ~H`
eU

Note that, as shown in Example 3, since we are performing EPS simplification, pl “
rq!~E“

XYYU
Y ~H`

eU

need not be a single equation: it can be so; but it can also be a disjunction

or conjunction of equations, or J or K. Therefore, by putting Γ
5

in disjunctive normal

form, it can be either J, orK, or a disjunction of conjunctions of the form Γ
5
“

Ž
iPIΓ

5

i .

We can then define
~
Γ

5

“
Ž

iPI
~
Γ

5

i , where
~
Γ

5

i “def orientąpΓ
5

i q, where orientąpΓ
5

i q de-

notes the set of ground rewrite rules associated to the ground equations in Γ
5

i according
to the RPO order ą. This has several important advantages over the above congruence

closure simplification method. First, we may have Γ
5
“K, showing Γ unsatisfiable and

thus proving the given goal ΓÑ Λ true. For example, one of the rules in ccą

B0
pΓq may

be of the form spvq Ñ 0, with 0 and s the natural zero and successor symbols, so that

the ground equation spvq “ 0 will be EPS-simplified to K, making Γ
5
“ K. Second,

a rule in ccą

B0
pΓq may become much more widely applicable when transformed into a
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rule in some
~
Γ

5

i . For example, a ground rule of the form spuq Ñ spvq in ccą

B0
pΓq may

become in some
~
Γ

5

i either a rule u1 Ñ v1, or v1 Ñ u1, depending on the RPO-ordering of

the simplified forms u
1
and v

1
of u and v, making such a rule much more widely applica-

ble. However, even with all these improvements, for our goal in Example 5 we still get

~
Γ

5

“ tevenpn`mq Ñ true, oddpn`mq Ñ trueu because: (i) EPS simplification leaves

these rules untouched, and (ii) the inductive lemma evenpxq“ trueÑoddpxq“ false can-
not be applied to simplify oddpn`mq to false, since the needed assumption evenpxq“ true

cannot be proved with the rules in ~E“
XYYU

Y ~H`
eU

. So, even this more powerful form of con-

gruence closure still leaves the goal in Example 5 untouched.

This suggests one more turning of the screw, finally bringing us to our desired ICC

rule, namely, to inter-reduce the rules in
~
Γ

5

by defining:

Γ
7
“def

ľ

plÑrqPccą

B0
pΓq

pl“rq!~E“
XYYU

Y ~H
`
eU

Yccą

B0
pΓqztlÑru

and then defining Γ
7
“

Ž
iPI Γ

7

i and
~
Γ

7

“
Ž

iPI
~
Γ

7

i in the same way as we defined Γ
5
,

~
Γ

5

, and the Γ
5

i and
~
Γ

5

i . This is indeed a powerful enough method to prove our goal in

Example 5, since now we can inter-reduce the equation oddpn`mq“ true with the rules
~E“

XYYU

Y ~H`
eU
Ytevenpn`mqÑ trueu, which allow the inductive lemma evenpxq“ trueÑ

oddpxq“ false to be appied to simplify the above equation to false“ true, which is then
EPS-simplified toK.

Note that, since we have the Boolean equivalence pA_BqñC”pAñCq^pBñCq,

when performing ICC simplification of Λ by means of
~
Γ

7

, we in general may get not a
single subgoal but several of them, each corresponding to a different set of ground rules

~
Γ

7

i . By bluring the distinction between the ^ and the , notation for conjunction, we
then get our desired ICC inference rule:

trX,E,HsΓ7
i
ÑΛ

7
i
uiPI

(ICC)
rX,E,HsΓÑΛ

where: (i) by definition, Λ
7

i P Λ!
~E“

XYYU
Y ~H`

eU
Y~
Γ

7

i

, and we always pick Λ
7

i “ J if J P

Λ!
~E“

XYYU
Y ~H

`
eU

Y~
Γ

7

i

; (ii) Γ
7
i
ÑΛ

7
i

is obtained from Γ
7

i ÑΛ
7

i by converting back the Skolem

constants associated to the variables ofΓÑΛ into those same variables, and (iii) the case

Γ
7
“K is the case when there are no conjunctions in the disjunctive normal form Γ

7
, i.e.,

I “ H, so that, by convention, the notation trX,E,Hs  Γ7
i
Ñ Λ

7
i
uiPH then denotes J,

because, since Γ has been shown inductively unsatisfiable, the goal is proved. Note that

whenΓ
7
“J, |I|“1, and what we get is the subgoal rX,E,HsΛ1, withΛ1PΛ!~E“

XYYU
Y ~H

`
eU

.

Note the close connection between the ICC and EPS rules: when the premise Γ of the
goalΓÑΛ isJ, then ICC coincides with EPS. This means that it is useless to apply ICC
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when Γ is J. But since EPS is a simpler and computationally less expensive rule than

ICC, when Γ is a non-trivial premise it is a good strategy to always apply EPS before

applying ICC.

Example 6. Consider the EPS-simplified goal

rH,NP,Hs x˚x“ spyq,y“0Ñ x`px˚xq“ spx`yq^x˚x“ x

from Example 3. We want to further simplify it using ICC. Suppose that, after adding

new constants x and y to the signature ofNP, we linearly order its symbols in the chain:

p qp q
ą ˚ą`ą x ą y ą s ą 0.

Then, the congruence closure of the ground equations Γ“tx˚ x“ spyq,y“ 0u using the
associated RPO order is the set of rules tx˚ xÑ sp0q,yÑ 0u, which, since it cannot be

further simplified by the rules in ~NP
“

, there are no induction hypotheses, and is already

inter-reduced, is just
~
Γ

7

. In this case,Λ“ x`px˚xq“ spx`yq^x˚x“ x, which is simpli-

fied by ~NP
“
Y~Γ

7

(where ~NP
“

includes the rule x“ xÑJ) to sp0q“ x. Therefore, ICC

has simplified our goal to the considerably simpler goal,

rH,NP,Hs x˚x“ sp0q,y“0Ñ sp0q“ x.

Variant Satisfiability (VARSAT).

J

rX,E,HsΓÑΛ

if Γ Ñ Λ is an E1-formula and  pΓ0 Ñ Λ0q is unsatisfiable in TE1
, where Γ0 Ñ Λ0 is

obtained from ΓÑΛ by replacing constants in X by corresponding variables in X. This

rule can be automated because being a E1-formula is a syntactic condition. Furthermore,
since E1 is FVP and sufficiently complete on free constructors modulo A_C axioms,

satisfiability in TE1
(and therefore in TE, since TE|Σ1

�TE1
) is decidable [54].

One could politely ask: why VARSAT and not a more general rule allowing any com-

bination of decision procedures? Why not indeed? The purely pragmatic reason why

VARSAT only supports variant satisfiability is that it is already there. It has been used
effectively together with the other simplification rules in discharging many verification

conditions in a large proof effort such as the proof of the IBOS browser security discussed

in [49]. Variant satisfiability makes SMT solving user-extensible to an infinite class of
user-definable data types [54], and therefore complements the domain-specific decision

procedures supported by current SMT solvers. One of course wants both: the efficiency

of domain-specific procedures and VARSAT’s user-definable extensibility. Therefore,
VARSAT should in the future be generalized to a VARSAT`SMT simplification rule

that combines domain-specific procedures and variant satisfiability.

4.2 Inductive Rules

Generator Set Induction (GSI).
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The generator set induction rule is a substantial generalization of structural induction

on constructors. In both structural induction and its GSI generalization one inducts on a

variable z in the conjecture.

trXZY
‚

i ,E,pHZHiqsimpspΓÑ
Ź

jPJ∆ jqtz ÞÑu
‚

i uu1ďiďn

rX,E,HsΓÑ
Ź

jPJ∆ j

where z P varspΓÑ
Ź

jPJ∆ jq has sort s, tu1 ¨¨¨unu is a B0-generator set for s, with B0

the axioms of the transformed ground convergent theory ~EU , and with Yi fresh variables
Yi“varspuiq for 1ď iďn. The set of induction hypotheses Hi is then, by definition, the set

Hi“tppΓÑ∆ jqtzÑvuq!~E“
XZYiU

|vPPSTB0,ďspuiq^ jP Ju

where, by definition, PSTB0,ďspuiq “ tv P PSTB0
puiq | lspvq ď su (recall the notion of

proper B0-subterm in Definition 2, and Remark 1 there), and v denotes the instantiation
of v by the substitution ty ÞÑyuyPYi

. By notational convention: (1) when PSTB0,ďspuiq,H
and the set of induction hypotheses Hi for constructor term ui are nontrivial, i.e., at least
for some j P J we have ppΓÑ ∆ jqtzÑ vuq! ~E“

XZYiU

,J (trivial induction hypotheses are

always omitted), then Y
‚

i ” Y i are fresh constants y, with the same sorts, for each y P Yi,

and u
‚
i ” ui denotes the instantiation of ui by the substitution ty ÞÑ yuyPYi

; (2) otherwise,
i.e., when either Yi “H, or all the simplified induction hypotheses Hi are trivial, then,

Y
‚

i ”H, and u‚
i ” ui. That is, in case (2) the inductive subgoal for constructor term ui

has no (nontrivial) induction hypotheses, and then we neither introduce new constants

Y i nor instantiate ui with them. Note, finally, that the new sets of hypotheses HZHi are
simplified for each 1ď iďn in the way described in Section 3.2.

Let me illustrate the GSI rule with two examples. The first example should be familiar

to many readers, but may still be helpful to illustrate the notation and use of GSI. The sec-

ond shows both the versatility and the proving power added by GSI to standard structural
induction.

Example 7. Suppose we are building lists of natural numbers with two constructors: nil,
and a “cons” operator ¨ : Nat List Ñ List, and we want to prove the associativity of

the list append operator @ :List ListÑList, defined with the usual recursive equations

nil@L“ L and pn ¨Lq@Q“ n ¨pL@Qq, where n,m have sort Nat, and L,P,Q,R have sort
List. Let us call this theoryLcons. That is, we want to prove the goal:

rH,Lcons,HspL@Pq@Q“L@pP@Qq.
We can do so by applying the GSI rule on variable L with generator set tnil,m¨Ru, i.e., by

structural list induction. We get two goals. Goal (1) for nil easily simplifies toJ. Goal (2)

for m ¨R also easily simplifies to J. The point, however, is to illustrate how this second
subgoal is generated according to rule GSI and is simplified toJ by the EPS simplifica-

tion rule. Y2“tm,Ru, and PSTB0,ďListpm¨Rq“tRu. Therefore, we get the subgoal:

rtm,Ru,Lcons,tpR@Pq@Q“R@pP@Qquspm¨R@Pq@Q“m¨R@pP@Qq.

and H2 is the induction hypothesis pR@Pq@Q “ R@pP@Qq. Since in the standard

RPO order we have pR@Pq@QąR@pP@Qq, H2 can be used as the rewrite rule pR@Pq@QÑ

R@pP@Qq. The EPS rule can simplify the subgoal pm ¨ R@Pq@Q “ m ¨ R@pP@Qq

to J because, using the second recursive equation, it simplifies to m ¨ pR@Pq@Q “

m ¨R@pP@Qq, which using the induction hypothesis is rewritten to m ¨R@pP@Qq “
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m ¨R@pP@Qq, which using the equationally-defined equality predicate rules inL“
cons is

finally reduced toJ.

Example 8. This example similar to Example 2 in Section 2.10 on proving commuta-

tivity of natural number addition for the Peano naturals, i.e., the goal is x` y “ y` x.

But here we prove commutativity for the “twice as fast” definition of addition: n`0“
n, n` sp0q “ spnq, n` spspmqq “ spspn`mqq. We induct on x applying the GSI rule

with generator set t0,sp0q,spspkqqu. Subgoal (1), the subgoal for 0, is 0`y“y`0, which

simplifies to 0` y “ y and cannot be further simplified. We apply again the GSI rule
inducting on y. The sub-subgoals for 0 and sp0q are trivially simplified. The simplified

sub-subgoal for spspkqq is spsp0`kqq “ spspkqq. Since PSTB0,ďNatpspspkqqq “ tk,spkqu,

we get the induction hypotheses: 0`k“ k and 0` spkq“ spkq, which are both reductive.

The EPS rule then first simplifies this sub-subgoal to spspkqq “ spspkqq using the first

hypothesis, which is then simplified toJ by the equality predicate rules.
The simplified versions of the other two subgoals of the original goal are: (2) sp0q`y“

spyq, and (3) spspk1qq ` y “ spspy ` k1qq. The reader can check that, for both (2) and
(3), a further induction on y followed by EPS simplification also discharges them. It is

also interesting to see that, as already happened in Example 2, it is only by using the
“background-theory-aware” semantics of ordered rewriting that the entire commutative

law can be proved without any need for extra lemmas.

This example illustrates two main points. First, the versatility of the GSI rule in being

able to use the “right” generator set for each function, based on its recursive equations.
This often substantially helps the formula simplification process. The second point is the

added power of generating induction hypotheses, not just for the variables of a term ui

in the generator set whose sort is smaller than or equal to the induction variable’s sort s,
but also for all other proper subterms of ui whose least sort is smaller than or equal to s.

Here this is illustrated by the fact that PSTB0,ďNatpspspkqqq“tk,spkqu, so that two induc-

tion hypotheses are generated for spspkqq. In general, of course, this provides a stronger

induction principle than just generating induction hypotheses for the variables of ui. This

increases the chances of success in simplifying conjectures by applying the additional

induction hypotheses to subcalls of the function (or functions) whose recursive equations
suggested the choice of the generator set. This is analogous to the way in which strong

induction on the natural numbers is stronger than standard induction.

Remark 2. The GSI rule could be further generalized by allowing the notion of B0-

generator set for a sort s to be, not just a set tu1 ¨¨¨unu, but a set of Σ-constrained terms

tu1|ϕ1 ¨¨¨ un|ϕnu such that TΩ{B0,s“
Ť

1ďiďn~ui|ϕi�, where, by definition, ~u|ϕ�“trvs P
TΩ{B0

| Dρ P rX Ñ TΩs s.t. rvs “ ru ρs ^ E $ ϕρu, where X “ varspuq and ϕ is a QF

Σ-formula with varspϕq Ď varspuq. Why could this be useful? Because it would allow
what one might call “bespoke generator sets,” tailor made for a specific function or set of

functions f involving conditional equations in their definition. The reason why the GSI

rule was not specified in this more general form is that, the “bespoke” nature of such a
generalization is implicitly provided by another inference rule, namely, the NI rule to be

presented next. However, if future experimentation suggests that it would be useful to

have this more general form of the GSI rule explicitly available, it could be added to the
present inference system as a natural generalization.

Narrowing Induction (NI).
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trXZY
‚

i, j,E,pHZpHi, jq!~E“
XZYi, jU

qsimpspΓi,pΓÑ
Ź

lPL∆lqrrispqα
‚
i, ju

jPJi

iPI0

rX,E,HspΓÑ
Ź

lPL∆lqr f p~vqsp

where:

1. f p~vq does not contain any constants in X. We call f p~vq the focus narrowex of goal

ΓÑ
Ź

lPL∆l at position p.
2. f is a non-constructor symbol in ΣzΩ, the terms ~v are Ω-terms, and f is defined

in the transformed ground convergent theory ~EU by a family of (possibly condi-

tional) rewrite rules (with constructor argument subcalls), of the form: tris : f p~uiqÑ
ri if ΓiuiPI such that: (i) are renamed with fresh variables disjoint from those in

X and in Γ Ñ
Ź

lPL ∆l; (ii) as assumed throughout, for each i P I, varsp f p~uiqq Ě
varspriqYvarspΓiq and the rules are sufficiently complete, i.e., can rewrite modulo the

axioms B0 of ~EU any Σ-ground term of the form f p~wq, with the ~w ground Ω-terms;

and (iii) are the transformed rules by the ~E ÞÑ ~EU transformation of corresponding

rules defining f in ~E and are such that, as explained in Footnote 9, never lose their

lefthandside’s top symbol f in the ~E ÞÑ ~EU transformation due to a U-collapse.
3. For each iP I, Unif B0

p f p~vq“ f p~uiqq is a family of B0-unifiers Unif B0
p f p~vq“ f p~uiqq“

tαi, ju jPJi
, with I0 “ ti P I | Unif B0

p f p~vq “ f p~uiqq , Hu, and with dompαi, jq “
varsp f p~vqq Z varsp f p~uiqq, Yi, j “ ranpαi, jq fresh variables not appearing anywhere,

Y i, j denotes the set of fresh constants y of same sort for each variable yPYi, j, and αi, j

denotes the composed substitution αi, j“αi, jty ÞÑyuyPYi, j
.

4. Hi, j is defined by cases, depending on where position p occurs in ΓÑ
Ź

lPL∆l. Case

(1): If p occurs in Γ, then Hi, j“tpΓÑ∆lqγ | lP L^ f p~wq PSSCprisq ^ f p~wqαi, j“B0

f p~vqγu. Case (2): If p occurs in some ∆k in
Ź

lPL∆l, then Hi, j“tpΓÑ∆kqγ | f p~wq P
SSCprisq ^ f p~wqαi, j “B0

f p~vqγu. In both cases γ is, by definition, the composed

substitution γ“γty ÞÑyuyPYi, j
.

5. By notational convention, (1) when the simplified induction hypotheses pHi, jq!~E“
XZYi, jU

are nontrivial (i.e., non-empty and at least one does not simplify toJ), then Y
‚

i, j“Y i, j,

and α‚
i, j “ αi, j; (2) otherwise, i.e., when the simplified induction hypotheses of the

i, j-th inductive subgoal are trivial, then, Y‚
i, j“H, and α‚

i, j“αi, j.

Note that, by the way the induction hypotheses Hi, j are defined in (4) above, if
Ź

lPL∆l

contains more than one disjunction ∆l, i.e., if the goal is properly a multiclause and not

just a clause, there are definite advantages in choosing a positon p for the focus narrowex

in the goal’s premise Γ, since this will have a “gunshot” effect of producing as many in-
duction hypotheses as conjuncts∆l in

Ź
lPL∆l, which may simultaneously help in proving

all such conjuncts (see Section 5 for an example).

The above, somewhat long, list of technical details specifying the NI rule is of course
essential for its precise definition, proof of soundness, and correct implementation. But it

may obscure its intuitive meaning, which can be clarified and illustrated by means of an

example.

Example 9. Consider a signature of constructorsΩ for non-empty lists of elements (the

constructors for such elements are irrelevant), with sorts Elt and List, a subsort inclu-
sion Elt ă List, an associative (A) list concatenation operator ¨ : List List Ñ List,
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and a convergent and sufficiently complete list reverse function rev : List Ñ List, de-

fined by the equations oriented as rules, r1s : revpxq Ñ x (which has no subcalls), and

r2s : revpx ¨ LqÑ revpLq ¨ x, with SSCpr2sq“trevpLqu, where x,x1,y,y1 have sort Elt, and

L,P,Q have sort List. Note that in this example U“H, and therefore ~E“ ~EU .

We would like to prove the inductive lemma:

revpQ ¨ yq“y ¨ revpQq.
We can do so by applying the NI rule to the conjecture’s lefthand side as our focus nar-
rowex, i.e., by trying to narrow28 it with the two rules defining rev. Rule r1s has no

A-unifiers. Rule r2s has two most general A-unifiers, namely, α2,1“tx ÞÑ x1,Q ÞÑ x1,y ÞÑ
y1, L ÞÑ y1u, with Y2,1“tx

1, y1u, and α2,2“tx ÞÑ x1, y ÞÑ y1, L ÞÑP ¨ y1, Q ÞÑ x1 ¨ Pu, with
Y2,1“tx

1,y1,Pu.
With α2,1, since for the subcall revpLq we get the instance revpLqα2,1 “ revpy1q, which

does not match the focus narrowex revpQ ¨ yq as an instance modulo A, H2,1“H, and we
just get the subgoal revpy1q ¨ x1“y1 ¨ revpx1q, which simplifies toJ.

With α2,2, the subcall revpLq yields the instance revpLqα2,2 “ revpP ¨ y1q, which does

match the focus narrowex revpQ ¨ yq as an instance modulo A with substitution γ“tQ ÞÑ

P, y ÞÑ y1u. Therefore, Y
‚

2,2“Y2,2“tx1, y1, Pu, α‚
2,2“

pα2,2, and γ“tQ ÞÑP, y ÞÑ y1u. And

we get H2,2“ trevpP ¨ y1q “ y1 ¨ revpPqu (which is already simplified), and the subgoal

revpP ¨ y1q ¨x1“y1 ¨ revpx1 ¨ Pq, which simplifies to revpP ¨ y1q ¨x1“y1 ¨ revpPq ¨ x1, and can,

using H2,2, be further simplified toJ by means of the EPS simplification rule, thus finish-
ing the proof of the lemma by a single application of NI followed by EPS simplification.

Remark 3. The NI rule can be further generalized to take into account the possibil-

ity that a defined binary function symbol f may enjoy axioms such as associativity or

associativity-commutativity. For example, we might have an AC defined function sym-
bol ˚ for multiplication of natural numbers. The issue this raises is that we may wish

to narrow on a focus narrowex that is not syntactically present in the given multiclause,

but is present modulo the given axioms. For example, the multiclause may contain the
subexpression px ˚ spxqq ˚ y and we may wish to narrow on x ˚ y, which is not a proper

subterm of it, but is a proper subterm modulo AC (see Section 2.9). The generalization

of rule NI allowing us to do this is straightforward. We replace the conclusion part of the
inference rule by the more general conclusion:

rX,E,HsΓ1Ñ
ľ

lPL

∆1
l

adding to the side conditions (1)–(6) for the NI rule, just as originally stated, the extra

side condition (0):

pΓ1Ñ
ľ

lPL

∆1
lq“B pΓÑ

ľ

lPL

∆lqr f p~vqsp

and keeping the NI rule’s premises the same. In what follows, I will assume without fur-

ther ado that the NI rule can be applied in this generalized from, which frees it from what
might be called the “slavery of syntax.”

28 For unconditional rules, “narrowing” is meant here in the sense (generalized to the order-sorted

case) of narrowing a term with rewrite rules modulo axioms B [40]. For conditional rules, it is

meant in the sense of order-sorted constrained narrowing modulo axioms B proposed in [12].

The condition Γi of rule [i] is then carried along as a constraint, which in the NI inference rule is

then added to the premise of subgoal i, j —after instantiating it by the associated substitution—

for each jP Ji.
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Existential (D).

rH,E,Hs IpΓÑΛq

rH,E,HspDχqpΓÑΛq

where χ is a Skolem signature, ΓÑ Λ is a ΣYχ-multiclause, and I : χÑ E is a theory

interpretation (see Section 2.11). Note that the pDq rule only applies when the inductive
theory is rH,E,Hs, that is, at the beginning of the inductive reasoning process, and that

I must be provided by the user as a witness (for example, as a view in Maude [13]). See

Section 2.11 for a simple example of an arithmetic formula of the form pDχqpΓÑΛq and
its associated theory interpretation I :χÑE.

Lemma Enrichment (LE).

rX0,E,H0sΓ
1Ñ

Ź
jPJ∆

1
j

rX,E,HsH0 rX,E,pHZtΓ1Ñ∆1
j
u jPJqsimpsΓÑΛ

rX,E,HsΓÑΛ

whereHĎX0ĎX. Common cases of use include either: (a) X0“H0“H, or (b) X0“X

and H0“H. The use of this inference rule is illustrated in Section 5.

Split (SP).

trX,E,HsΓiθ,ΓÑΛuiPI rX,E,HsH0 rX0,E,H0scnf p
Ž

iPIΓiq

rX,E,HsΓÑΛ

where H Ď X0 Ď X, varspp
Ž

iPI Γiqθq Ď varspΓ Ñ Λq, and cnf p
Ž

iPI Γiq denotes the

conjunctive normal form of
Ž

iPIΓi, which is a multiclause of the general formΛ1.

This rule is, on purpose, very general. In many cases we may have either: (a) X0“H0“H,

or (b) X0“X and H0“H. In either case (a) or (b), two very common special cases are: (i)

Γi“pui“viq, iP I, and (ii) the even simpler subcase of a disjunction u“ true_ u“ false,
where u is a term of sort Bool and θ is the identity substitution.

Case (CAS).
This rule has two modalities: one for z a variable, and another for z a (universal) Skolem

constant. For z a variable the rule is:

!
rX,E,HspΓÑΛqtz ÞÑuiu

)
1ďiďn

rX,E,HsΓÑΛ

where zPvarspΓÑΛq has sort s and tu1,¨¨¨,unu is a B0-generator set for sort s with the ui

for 1ď iďn having fresh variables.

For a fresh constant zPX of sort s the rule is:

trXZY i,E,pHZtz“uiuqsimpspΓÑΛqtz ÞÑuiuu1ďiďn

rX,E,HsΓÑΛ
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where z occurs in ΓÑΛ, Yi“varspuiq, Y i are the corresponding new fresh constants, and

ui”uity ÞÑyuyPYi
.

The use of this inference rule is illustrated in Section 5.

Variable Abstraction (VA).

rX,E,Hsu“vrxsp,z“w,ΓÑΛ

rX,E,Hsu“vrwsp,ΓÑΛ

where z is a fresh variable whose sort is the least sort of subterm w of v at position p.

VA is particularly effective when the equation u“ vrzsp resulting from the abstraction is
a Σ1-equation (this may require several applications of VA), since then it can be unified

away by CVUL. For several examples illustrating the application and usefulness of the

VA rule, see Section 5.

Equality (EQ).

rX,E,HspΓÑΛqrvθγsp

rX,E,HspΓÑΛqrwsp

where: (i) w“B0
uθγ; (ii) Γ1Ñ u“ v is a conditional equation in either E or H; (iii) θ is

a user-provided, possibly partial substitution; and (iv) θγ satisfies Γ1, i.e., for each t“ t1

in the hypothesis’ condition Γ1, tθγ! ~E
XU

Y ~H
`
eU

“B0
t1θγ! ~E

XU
Y ~H

`
eU

. Since “ is assumed

commutative, the user chooses29 the term u in the conditional equation (u is displayed on
the left of the equation, but could syntactically appear on the right) such that uθ will be

B0-matched by w at position p. Since Γ1 Ñ u“ v may be a non-executable hypothesis,

there may be extra variables in v and/orΓ1 not appearing in u, so that specifying the partial
substitution θmay be necessary. In simple cases θmay not be needed and γmay be found

just by B0-matching the goal’s subterm w with the pattern u. Rule EQ allows performing

one step of equational inference with a possibly conditional equational hypothesis in a
user-guided manner.

Cut.

rX,E,HsΓÑΓ1 rX,E,HsΓ,Γ1ÑΛ

rX,E,HsΓÑΛ

whereΓ1 is a conjunction of equalities and varspΓ1qĎvarspΓÑΛq. Cut can be viewed as
a generalized modus ponens rule, since when Γ”J it actually becomes modus ponens.

In relation to ICC, we can regard ICC as a modus ponens rule internal to the goalΓÑΛ
viewed as an implication; whereas Cut is a modus ponens rule external to the goalΓÑΛ
viewed as a formula, where the user has complete freedom to choose a suitable Γ1 that

will help in proving the original goal.

29 In general, there may exist more than one position p (and more than one γ) at which w “B0
uθγ

occurs in the goal multiclause. In such a case, an implementation of this rule should present the

various matches and positions found to let the user choose the desired ones.
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Example 10. Consider an equational theory E containing the multiset specification in

Example 1 in Section 2.9. For concreteness, let us identify the sort Elt with the sort Nat

for the Peano natural numbers, to which we have added an equality predicate ¨“ ¨ on
naturals. The membership predicate P is defined by the equations: n P H “ f alse,

nPm“n¨“¨m, and nPpmYUq“pn¨“¨mq or nPU, with n,m of sort Nat and U,V of sort

NeMSet. Consider now the goal:

nPV“ false,nYU“VÑK
We can prove this goal by applying Cut with Γ1“ n P pnYUq“ n PV . That is, we need

to prove the subgoals: (1) n P V “ false, nYU “ V Ñ n P pnYUq “ n P V , and (2)
n P V “ false, nYU “ V, n P pnYUq “ n P V ÑK. Subgoal (1) can be discharged by

ICC followed by EPS. Appliying EPS to subgoal (2) we get p21q n PV“ false, nYU“
V, true“nPVÑK, which can also be discharged by ICC followed by EPS.

The main property about the above inference system is the following Soundness The-
orem, whose proof is given in Appendix B:

Theorem 1 (Soundness Theorem). If a closed proof tree can be built from a goal of the

form rX,E,HsΓÑΛ, then rX,E,Hs |ùΓÑΛ.

Although the Soundness Theorem is stated in full generality, in practice, of course, its

main application will be to initial goals of the form rH,E,Hs  ΓÑ Λ or rH,E,Hs 
pDχqpΓÑΛq.

The Automated vs. Interactive Tradeoff. This section has presented eleven goal sim-

plification inference rules that exploit the induction hypotheses and the various symbolic

techniques explained in Section 2 to simplify goals as much as possible. It has also pre-
sented nine inductive inference rules to be used primarily in intercative mode, although

some could be automated. There is in fact a tradeoff between automation and interaction.

A key goal of the inference system is to allow “seven league boots” proof steps. The
NuITP allows the user to fine tune the tradeoff between automation and interaction by

choosing between applying one inference rule at a time or combining an inference rule
step with subsequent goal simplification steps. Furthermore, the NuITP already provides

basic support for user-defined proof strategies through a simple strategy language that,

as more experience is gained, will be extended in the future. Finally, a fully automated

use of the NuITP, in which the tool with a chosen proof strategy is used as a backend by

other tools is illustrated by the DM-Check tool [7,8] and is envisioned for other tools.

5 Other Inductive Proof Examples

Six additional examples further illustrate the use of the simplification and inductive rules

and show the advantages of the multiclause representation.

1. Using Lemmas. We illustrate how the LE rule can help in proving a conjecture. The

conjecture in question is the original formula in Example 3, which applying the EPS and
ICC simplification rules in, respectively, Examples 3 and 6, became the considerably

simpler goal:

rH,NP,Hs x˚x“ sp0q,y“0Ñ sp0q“ x.
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We can apply the CAS rule to variable x with generator set t0, sp0q, spspzqqu to get the

following three subgoals:

rH,NP,Hs0˚0“ sp0q,y“0Ñ sp0q“0

rH,NP,Hs sp0q˚sp0q“ sp0q,y“0Ñ sp0q“ sp0q

rH,NP,Hs spspzqq˚spspzqq“ sp0q,y“0Ñ sp0q“ spspzqq
The EPS rule automatically discharges the first two. To prove the third, we assume as
already proved the commutativity of natural number addition in Peano notation —a prop-

erty that was proved in Example 8for the “twice as fast” definition of addition, and whose

detailed proof for the standard definition of addition we leave to the reader— and use the
LE rule to get the goal:

rH,NP,tn`m“m`nus spspzqq˚spspzqq“ sp0q,y“0Ñ sp0q“ spspzqq.
Thanks to the fact that the commutativity equation n`m“m`n can be applied using
ordered rewriting, EPS simplification of this goal can use the lemma plus the equations

for * and + to first transform the equation spspzqq ˚ spspzqq “ sp0q into the equation

spspspsppspspzqq ˚ zq` zqqqq “ sp0q, which is further transformed to K by means of the
NP“-rules spnq “ spmq Ñ n “ m and spnq “ 0 Ñ K, thus discharging the goal and

finishing the proof.

An intriguing thought about the n`m“ m` n lemma is that, instead of applying it
by ordered rewriting, it could have been “internalized” after the fact as a commutativity

axiom which is added to the theoryNP. More generally, any associativity and/or com-

mutativity properties that have been proved as lemmas for some defined binary function

symbol f could be so internalized, provided the module’s oriented equations ~E remain
RPO-terminating. This internalization process is already supported by the NuITP prover

for both orientable equations and associativity or commutativity axioms proved as lem-

mas [18] (for a broader view of internalization and its semantic foundations see [57]).

2. Multiplicative Cancellation. This example is borrowed from [49]. We wish to prove

the cancellation law for natural number multiplication

x˚z1“y˚z1ñ x“y

where z1 ranges over non-zero natural number while x and y range over natural numbers.

We specify natural number addition and multiplication as associative-commutativeoper-
ators, as well as theą predicate, in a theoryN having a subsort relation NzNatăNat of

non-zero numbers as subset of all naturals (see Appendix A for a detailed specification

ofN). Of course, since the proof of the reverse implication x“ yñ x˚z1“ y˚z1 follows
trivially by simplification with the (ICC) rule, what we are really proving is the equiva-

lence x˚z1“ y˚z1ô x“ y. Therefore, using the (ERL) and (ERR) rules, once the above

cancellation rule has been proved, the rewrite rule x˚z1“ y˚z1Ñ x“ y can be added to

the equality predicate theory ~N“ (N has no U axioms, i.e., ~N“
U
“ ~N“) to obtain a more

powerful version of the (EPS) simplification rule.
We begin with the goal:

G : rH,N ,Hs x˚z1“y˚z1Ñ x“y

After applying the rule GSI to the variable x with the B0-generator set t0,1` x1u and
simplifying by EPS we obtain:
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G1 : rH,N ,Hs0“y˚z1Ñ0“y

G2 : rtx1u,N ,x1˚z1“y˚z1Ñ x1“ysz1`px1˚z1q“y˚z1Ñ x1`1“y

We first prove G1 by: (a) applying the CAS rule to variable y with the B0-generator set

t0,y1u, where y1 has the non-zero natural sort NzNat; and (b) applying the EPS rule to
obtain:

G1.1 : rH,N ,Hs0“0Ñ0“0

G1.2 : rH,N ,Hs0“y1˚z1Ñ0“y1

To solve G1.1, apply EPS to obtainJ. To solve G1.2, apply VA to the term y1˚z1 which has
least sort NzNat to obtain:

G1.2.1 : rH,N ,Hs0“z2,z2“y1˚z1Ñ0“y1

where z2 also has sort NzNat. Finally apply CVUL to obtainJ, since the equation 0“z2

has no unifiers. This finishes the proof of G1. We now prove G2 by: (a) applying the CAS

rule to variable y with B0-generator set t0,y1`1u; and (b) applying the EPS rule to obtain:

G2.1 : rtx1u,N ,x1˚z1“y˚z1Ñ x1“ysz1`px1˚z1q“0Ñ x1`1“0

G2.2 : rtx1u,N ,x1˚z1“y˚z1Ñ x1“ys
z1`px1˚z1q“py1˚z1q`z1

Ñ x1`1“y1`1

To solve G2.1, apply VA to the term z1`px1˚z1qwhich has least sort NzNat to obtain:

G2.1.1 : rtx1u,N ,x1˚z1“y˚z1Ñ x1“ys
z1`px1˚z1q“z2,z2“0

Ñ x1`1“0

where z2 also has sort NzNat. As in G1.2.1, apply CVUL to obtainJ. Finally, to solve G2.2,
we apply ERL and ERR with the equivalence z1`z2“ z1`z3ô z2“ z3 (which can be

proved by variant satisfiability) to obtain:

G2.2.1 : rtx1u,N ,x1˚z1“y˚z1Ñ x1“ys x1˚z1“y1˚z1Ñ x1“y1

But note that a proof of G2.2.1 immediately follows by CS. In summary, we completed the

proof after 14 applications of our inference rules.

3. Proving Disequalities. Consider again the theoryN used in the above Multiplicative

Cancellation example and described in detail in Appendix A. We now wish to prove the
inductive validity of the implication:

ną1“ trueñpn`n,n^ n˚n,nq.

That is, the inductive validity of the clauses:

ną1“ true,n`n“nÑK

and

ną1“ true,n˚n“nÑK.
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Since, as pointed out in Appendix A, the subtheoryN1 with constants 0, 1, true and

false, ą, and all typings for operator`, and the equations for ` and ą is FVP, and has

a subsignature of constructors with 0, 1 , true, false, and the smallest typing for the AC

operator `, the first clause can be automatically simplified to J in two different ways:

either by application of the VARSAT rule, or —since ną 1“ true ^ n`n“ n has no

variant unifiers— by applying instead the CVUL rule.

To prove the second clause, we can apply to the equation ną1“ true in its condition the
CVUL rule. This equation has the single constructor variant unifier tn ÞÑ 1`n1u, where

n1 has sort NzNat, so we get the goal:

pn1`1q˚pn1`1q“n1`1ÑK

which is simplified by the EPS rule to the goal:

n1`n1`pn1˚n1q“n1ÑK

which applying the VA rule yields the goal:

n1`n1`m1“n1,m1“n1˚n1ÑK.

with m1 of sort NzNat, which automatically simplifies to J by applying the CVUL rule

to the equation n1`n1`m1“n1, since that equation has no variant unifiers.

4. Reversing Palindromes. This example extends the theoryL in Example 9on reversing

(non-empty) lists of elements. It comes with the added bonus of illustrating the inductive

congruence closure (ICC) simplification rule. We extendL by: (i) automatically extend-
ing it toL“, where equationally-defined equality predicates have been added,30 and (ii)

adding also a palindrome Boolean predicate on (non-empty) lists pal : ListÑ Bool, de-
fined (with the same typing for variables as in Example 9) by the following equations

oriented as rules: r3s : palpxq“ true, r4s : palpx ¨ xq“ true, r5s : palpx ¨ Q ¨ xq“ palpQq,
r6s : palpx ¨ yq“ false if px“ yq“ false, r7s : palpx ¨ Q ¨ yq“ false if px“ yq“ false. The
goal we want to prove is:

palpLq“ trueÑrevpLq“L.

First, of all, using the LE rule, we can add to this goal the lemma revpQ ¨ yq“ y ¨ revpQq
already proved in Example 9, which, with the order on symbols prevqąp ¨ q, is reductive

and can therefore be listed as rule r8s :revpQ ¨ yqÑy ¨ revpQq. Let us apply rule NI, choos-

ing palpLq as our focus narrowex. Note that the narrowings with rules r6s–r7s generate
true“ false the corresponding premises of their subgoals, so those subgoals simplify to

J. The subgoals obtained by narrowing with rules r3s (resp. r4s) simplify to J thanks to

rule r1s (resp. rules r1s and r2s) for rev. The only non-trivial case is the subgoal obtained
by narrowing with rule r5s and substitution α“tL ÞÑ y ¨ P ¨ y, Q ÞÑ P, x ÞÑ yu, yielding

subgoal

palpPq“ trueÑrevpy ¨ P ¨ yq“y ¨ P ¨ y.
which, using the rev equations and Lemma r8s, simplifies to

palpPq“ trueÑy ¨ revpPq ¨ y“y ¨ P ¨ y.

30 For the sake of simplicity, we here use true and false instead of J and K for the truth values of

“ , i.e., we do not keep a renamed copy of the Booleans with J and K as its truth values.
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and has induction hypothesis

palpPq“ trueÑrevpPq“P.

We can further simplify this remaining subgoal by ICC simplification. The congruence

closure of palpPq “ true is just the rule palpPq Ñ true, which cannot be further simpli-

fied. The induction hypothesis palpPq “ trueÑ revpPq “ P, being ground and having

revpPq ą P, is orientable as a rewrite rule palpPq “ trueÑ prevpPq Ñ Pq in ~H‘
eU

. Fur-

thermore: (i) its lefthand side does match the subterm revpPq in the subgoal’s conclusion;

and (ii) its condition is satisfied with the congruence closure palpPqÑ true. Therefore,

thanks to the ICC rule, the entire goal simplifies to J, finishing the proof of our original
goal by a single application of NI followed by simplification.

5. Simplifying Conjectures by Rewriting with Non-Horn Hypotheses. As explained

in Section 3.2, we are using a substantial set of induction hypothesis as rewrite rules ~H`
eU

to simplify conjectures. Some of the hypotheses so used can be non-Horn, that is, clauses

Υ Ñ ∆ where ∆ has more than one disjunct. But we have not yet seen any examples

illustrating the power of simplification with non-Horn hypotheses. A simple example il-
lustrating such power is provided by the well-known unsorted theory Ną defining the

order relation on the Peano natural numbers, defined by the equations, oriented as rules,
r1s : 0ą nÑ false, r2s : spnq ą 0Ñ true, and r3s : spnq ą spmqÑ nąm (which has the

subcall nąm). We want to useNą to prove the trichotomy law:

xąy“ true_ x“y_ yą x“ true.

We can apply the NI rule to the narrowex x ą y. Narrowing with rule r2s, the left-

most equation in the disjunction becomes true“ true, which allows easily discharging

the generated subgoal by EPS simplification. Narrowing with rule r1s and substitution
α1“tx ÞÑ0,y ÞÑy1,n ÞÑy1u, we generate the subgoal false“ true_ 0“y1_ y1ą0“ true,

which by ~E“-simplification becomes the subgoal 0“ y1 _ y1 ą 0“ true, which can be

easily discharged by applying again the NI rule to the narrowex y1 ą 0, to which only

rule r2s can be applied, making the second disjunct true“ true, which allows easily dis-

charging of the generated subgoal by ~E“-simplification. Finally, narrowing with rule r3s
and substitution α3 “ tx ÞÑ spx1q, y ÞÑ spy1q, n ÞÑ x1, m ÞÑ y1u, we get subgoal (3):

x1 ą y1 “ true _ spx1q “ spy1q _ spy1q ą spx1q “ true, which ~E“

tx1,y1u
-simplifies to

x1 ą y1 “ true _ x1 “ y1 _ y1 ą x1 “ true, and we also get the induction hypothesis

H3” x1ą y1“ true_ x1“ y1 _ y1ą x1“ true, which in ~H‘
eU

becomes the ground rewrite

rule px1ą y1“ true_ x1“ y1 _ y1ą x1“ trueqÑJ. But then, the simplified subgoal (3)

is immediately discharged by EPS simplification, thanks to this rule in ~H`‘
eU

.

6. Reasoning with Multiclauses. Up to now most examples have involved clauses. The
reader may reasonably wonder whether the extra generality of supporting multiclauses

is worth the trouble. The purpose of this simple example is to dispel any such qualms:

multiclauses can afford a substantial economy of thought and support shorter proofs. The
example is unsorted and well known: a slight extension of the theory Ną just used for

illustrating the simplification of conjectures with non-Horn hypothesis. It comes with the

added bonuses of illustrating equationally-defined equality predicates (see Section 2.5)
and the inductive congruence closure (ICC) simplification rule.
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First of all, we extend the theoryNą to its —automatically generated— protecting ex-

tensionN“
ą , which adds a commutative, equationally defined Boolean equality predicate

“ . In N“
ą , the equality predicate “ for sort the Nat of naturals is defined by three

rules,31 namely, n“nÑ true, 0“ spnqÑ false, and spnq“ spmqÑn“m. We then further

extendN“
ą by declaring the ě predicate, defined by the single rule: r4s : něm“ pną

m or n“mq. Two basic properties aboutą andě that we wish to prove as lemmas are:

xąy“ trueÑ spxqąy“ true and xąy“ trueÑyě x“ false.

We can of course prove them as separate lemmas. But we can bundle them together and

prove instead the single multiclause:

xąy“ trueÑpspxqąy“ true^ yě x“ falseq.

We can, for example, apply NI to the focus narrowex x ą y. The subgoal obtained by

narrowing with rule r1s is discharged by simplification, since we get false“ true in the

premise. Narrowing with rule r2s and substitution α2“tx ÞÑ spn1q, n ÞÑn1, y ÞÑ0u yields
the subgoal true“ trueÑpspspn1qqą0“ true^ 0ě spn1q“ false, which also simplifies

to J and is likewise discharged. The interesting goal is the one obtained by narrowing
with rule r3s and substitution α2“tx ÞÑ spn1q,n ÞÑn1,y ÞÑ spm1q,m ÞÑm1u, namely,

n1ąm1“ trueÑpspspn1qqą spm1q“ true^ spm1qě spn1q“ falseq.

which simplifies to:

n1ąm1“ trueÑpspn1qąm1“ true^pm1ąn1 or m1“n1q“ falseq

and has the following two simplified induction hypotheses:

n1ąm1“ trueÑ spn1qąm1“ true and n1ąm1“ trueÑpm1ąn1 or m1“n1q“ false

The congruence closure of the goal’s premise is quite immediate, namely, the rewrite

rule n1 ą m1 Ñ true, which cannot be further simplified. Since the two hypotheses are

reductive, they are orientable as rewrite rules n1ąm1 “ trueÑpspn1q ąm1Ñ trueq and

n1 ą m1 “ trueÑ ppm1 ą n1 or m1 “ n1q Ñ falseq, which belong to ~HeU
and, a fortiori,

to ~H‘
eU

. But since: (i) their lefhand sides match respective subterms of the subgoal’s con-

clusion, and (ii) their condition is satisfied by the congruence closure n1ąm1Ñ true, the

ICC rule simplifies the subgoal toJ, thus finishing the (joint) proof of both lemmas by a
single application of NI to their multiclause bundling, followed by simplification.

An even simpler and very common opportunity of bundling clauses into multiclauses

arises when trying to prove several conjectures that are themselves equations, in which
case a multiclause is just a conjunction of equations. Let us focus for simplicity on two

such equations, e1px,yq and e2px
1,y1q, involving variables x,x1 of sort s1 and y,y1 of sort s2.

Since we know that TE |ùe1px,yq iff TE |ùe1px
1,y1q, then, TE |ùe1px,yq and TE |ùe2px

1,y1q
hold, i.e., both conjectures are valid, iff TE |ùe1px

1,y1q^ e2px
1,y1q does. The moral of this

little Gedankenexperiment is that, to take full advantage of bundling several clauses into a
multiclause, we should first rename some of their variables, so that the different conjuncts

share as many variables as possible. In this way, we may achieve the proverbial —yet,

not politically correct— objective of killing as many birds as possible with a single stone.

31 For the sake of simplicity, we here use true and false instead of J and K for the truth values of

“ (see Footnote 30).
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6 Related Work and Conclusions

As already mentioned, this work combines features from automated, e.g., [58,28,39,41,5,10,16]

and explicit, e.g., [42,30,34,14,27,15,38,36,31] equational inductive theorem proving, as

well as some features from first-order superposition theorem proving [6,67,72], in a novel
way. In the explicit induction area, the well-known ACL2 prover [43] should also be men-

tioned. ACL2 does not directly support inductive reasoning about general algebraic speci-

fications. It does instead support very powerful inductive reasoning about LISP-style data
structures. One way to relate ACL2 to the above-mentioned explicit induction equational

inductive provers is to view it as a very powerful domain-specific explicit induction equa-
tional theorem prover for recursive functions defined over LISP-style data structures.32

Some of the automatable techniques presented here have been used in some fashion

in earlier work, but, to the best of my knowledge, others have not. For example, congru-
ence closure is used in many provers, but congruence closure modulo is considerably

less used, and order-sorted congruence closure modulo is here used for the first time.

Contextual rewriting goes back to the Boyer-More prover [11], later extended to ACL2
[43], and has also been used, for example, in RRL [16] and in Spike [10]; and clause sub-

sumption and ordered rewriting are used in most automated theorem provers, including

inductive ones. Equational simplification is used by most provers, and ordered rewriting
is used by most first-order and inductive automatic provers and by some explicit induction

ones; but to the best of my knowledge simplification with equationally-defined equality

predicates modulo axioms B0 was only previously used in [62], although in the much
easier free case equality predicates have been used to specify “consistency” properties

of data types in, e.g., [39,16]. To the best of my knowledge, neither constructor variant
unification nor variant satisfiability have been used in other general-purpose provers, al-

though variant unification is used in various cryptographic protocol verification tools,

e.g., [23,48]. Combining all these techniques, and doing so in the very general setting
of conditional order-sorted equational theories —which subsume unsorted and many-

sorted ones as special cases— and modulo any associativity and/or commutativity and/or

identity axioms appears to be new.
The combination of features from automated and explicit-induction theorem proving

offers the short-term possibility of an inference subsystem that can be automated as a

practical oracle for inductive validity of VCs generated by other tools. This automation,
by including most of the formula simplification rules, would allow users to focus on ap-

plying just the 9 inductive inference rules. Of these, the NI rule and (a special case of) the

VA rule offer the prospect of being easily automatable,33 bringing us closer to the goal
of achieving a practical synthesis between interactive and automated inductive theorem

proving. As the experience of using a subset of the formula simplification rules to dis-
charge VCs generated by the reachability logic theorem prover reported in [49] as well

as the more recent experience of using the NuITP as a backend to discharge inductive

VCs in the DM-Check tool [7,8] suggests, such a synthesis could provide an effective
way for a wide variety of other tools to use an inductive theorem prover as an automatic

“backend” VC verifier. Strategies will play a key role in achieving this goal. The NuITP

32 ACL2 is of course a general purpose inductive theorem prover. The main difference with

equational theorem provers in the broader sense is that they support any user-defined algebraic

signatures. Therefore, they can directly represent any algebraic data types, whereas in ACL2

such data types are represented indirectly, by encoding them as LISP data structures.
33 The GSI rule could also be automated; but this will probably require more complex heuristics.
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already provides some support for defining and using strategies, but this is an area that

should be further developed.

Another area that needs further development is that of proof certification. The current
version of the NuITP supports the saving of proof scripts and the display of proof trees

in LATEX notation. Full proof certification is possible, but it will require very substantial

efforts. A key challenge is the large body of symbolic algorithms involved that need to
be certified. For example, only very recently has certification for unsorted associative-

commutative unification become possible after a very large effort formalizing and veri-

fying Stickel’s algorithm in the PVS prover [1]. Several inference rules use either order-
sorted B-unification for any combination of associative and/or commutative and/or unit

axioms, or variant EYB-unification, for which no machine-assisted formalizations such

as that in [1] currently exist to the best of my knowledge. Some partial certification of
B- and E Y B-unifiers is certainly possible and achievable in the near future, namely,

certification that a B- or EYB-unifier is correct. The challenging part is the certification
of completeness: that the set of unifiers provided by the unification algorithm covers as

instances all other unifiers for the given unification problem. In the near future, since a

good number of inference rules are based on rewriting modulo axioms B in an order-
sorted equational theory, the correctness of those rewriting steps as equality steps could

be certified using the certification method developed for that purpose in [63]. This would

also allow the “easy” part of unifier certification. Included also in the need for certifica-
tion are the requirements made on the equational theory E, such as ground convergence

and sufficient completeness. Here partial certification is already available thanks to other

exisiting Maude formal tools such as Maude’s Church-Rosser Checker [22], Termina-
tion Tool [19,20] and Sufficient Completeness Checker [37]. But, again, full certification

would require substantial new efforts. For example, computation of critical pairs in [22]

requires B-unification, which itself would have to be certified.

In summary, what this paper reports on is a novel combination of inductive theorem

proving techniques to prove properties of equational programs under very general as-

sumptions: the equational programs can use conditional equations, can execute modulo
structural axioms B such as associativity and/or communtativity and/or unit element ax-

ioms, and can have types and subtypes. The main goal is to combine as much as possible

features of automatic and interactive inductive theorem proving to make proofs shorter,
while still giving the user complete freedom to guide the proof effort. The experience

already gained with the NuITP is quite encouraging; but there is much work ahead.
First, as mentioned in Footnote 23, the requirement of constructors being free modulo

B0 should be relaxed. Second, strategies more powerful than those currently supported

by the NuITP should be developed and illustrated with examples. Third, a richer col-
lection of examples and challenging case studies as well as libraries of already verified

equational programs should be developed. Fourth, the use of the NuITP in automated

mode as a backed should be applied to a variety of other formal tools. Fifth, as mentioned
above, substantial work is needed in proof certification, which realistically should begin

with various kinds of partial certification as steps towards full certification. In these and

other ways, additional evidence for the usefulness of the current inference system will
become available, and useful extensions and improvements of the inference system itself

are likely to be found.
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A The Natural Numbers TheoryN

.

The natural number theory used in the multiplicative cancellation example of Section 5
is borrowed from [49] and has the following Maude specification:

1 fmod NATURAL is protecting TRUTH-VALUE .

2 sorts Zero NzNat Nat .

3 subsorts Zero NzNat < Nat .

4

5 op 0 : -> Zero [ctor] .

6 op 1 : -> NzNat [ctor] .

7 op _+_ : NzNat NzNat -> NzNat [ctor assoc comm] .

8 op _+_ : NzNat Nat -> NzNat [ assoc comm] .

9 op _+_ : Nat NzNat -> NzNat [ assoc comm] .

10 op _+_ : Nat Nat -> Nat [ assoc comm] .

11 op _*_ : NzNat NzNat -> NzNat [ assoc comm] .

12 op _*_ : Nat Nat -> Nat [ assoc comm] .

13 op _>_ : Nat Nat -> Bool .

14

15 vars X Y Z : Nat . var X’ : NzNat .

16

17 eq X + 0 = X [variant] .

18 eq X * 0 = 0 .

19 eq X * 1 = X .

20 eq X * (Y + Z) = (X * Y) + (X * Z) .

21 eq X + X’ > X = true [variant] .

22 eq X > X + Y = false [variant] .

23 endfm

Fig. 1. Natural Number Theory Specification.

Note that we have a “sandwich” of theories NΩ Ď N1 Ď N , where NΩ is given by the
constants true and false in TRUTH-VALUE plus the operators marked as ctor, includ-

ing the first typing for`, and thatN1 is the FVP theory extendingNΩ with the remaining
typings for`, theą predicate, the equation for 0 as identity element for`, and the two

equations forą.

B Proof of the Soundness Theorem

We need to prove that, under the theorem’s assumptions on E, if rX,E,Hs  ΓÑ Λ has

a closed proof tree, then rX,E,Hs |ù Γ Ñ Λ. We reason by contradiction, and assume

that such an implication does not hold. This means that there is a goal rX,E,HsΓÑΛ

having a closed proof tree of smallest depth d possible and such that rX,E,Hs 6|ùΓÑΛ.

That is, any closed proof tree of any goal having depth less than d proves a goal that is
valid in its associated theory. We then reach a contradiction by considering the inference
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rule applied at the root of the tree. Before reasoning by cases considering each inference

rule, we prove three lemmas that will be useful in what follows. The statement of the first

lemma might be deceptive without some explanation of its purpose. One might easily
assume that pΣ,Eq will be used in practice as an order-sorted equational theory E where

we want to prove inductive theorems about its initial model TE. This is a possible use of

the lemma, but the intention is to use it in the following, more general sense. Recall the
following definition of executable inductive hypotheses:

~H`
eU
“ ~HeU

Y ~HwuU
Y ~H“

_,e

and note that ~HeU
Y ~HwuU

denotes a set of ΣpXq-rewrite rules orienting conditional equa-

tions, whereas ~H“
_,e denotes a set ofΣpXq“-rewrite rules orienting non-Horn hypotheses.

Furthermore, let H
eq
ne denote the subset of the set Hne of non-executable hypotheses that

are equations or conditional equations. In our intended use, pΣ,Eqwill actually stand for

an equational theory of the form: pΣpXq,EYBYHeYHwuYH
eq
neq, where pΣ,EYBq is the

original theory E on which we are doing inductive reasoning about theorems valid in its
initial algebra TE.

Lemma 1. Let pΣ,Eq be an order-sorted equational theory, and let pΣ“,Eq be the ex-

tension of pΣ,Eq where Σ is extended to Σ“ as described in Section 2.5,34 so that QF

Σ-formulas are represented as terms of the new Boolean sort added to the sorts of Σ. Let

ϕ andψ be any two QF formulas such thatϕ“Eψ. Then, these formulas are E-equivalent,

i.e., for any pΣ,Eq-algebra A and any assignment aPrXÑAs, where X contains the vari-

ables of ϕ and ψ, we have the equivalence:

A,a |ùϕ ô A,a |ùψ.
That is, we have E |ùϕôψ.

Proof. Since the equality relation is reflexive and transitive, and so is logical equivalence,

it is enough to prove the lemma when the equality ϕ“E ψ is obtained by a single step of
E-equality. That is, there is position p in ϕ such thatϕ|p is an equation t“ t1, and there is a

term position i.q in such an equation, 1ď iď2, such that, taking w.l.o.g. i“1, there is an

order-sorted substitution θ and a (possibly conditional) equation pu“v if CqPE (or pv“
u if Cq PE) such that E$Cθ and ψ“ϕrvθsp.1.q. In other words, ψ only differs from ϕ in

that at position p the equation now has the form trvθsq“ t1. But, since A |ùE, we must have

ta“ trvθsqa, and therefore we also must have A,a |ù t“ t1 ôA,a |ù trvθsq“ t1. But, by the
inductive definition of the satisfaction relation A,a |ùϕ in terms of the Boolean structure

ofϕ, a simple in induction on |p|, the length of p, forces A,a |ùϕô A,a |ùψ, as desired.�

Lemma 2. Let rX,E,Hs be an inductive theory, and consider again the signature exten-

sionΣpXqĎΣpXq“ allowing the representation of QFΣpXq-formulas as terms of the new

Boolean sort added to the sorts of ΣpXq. Let ϕ and ψ be any two QF ΣpXq-formulas such

that ϕÑ˚
~E“

XU
Y ~H

`
eU

ψ. Then, these formulas are rX,E,Hs-equivalent, i.e., for any rX,E,Hs-

model pTE� ,rαsq and any constructor ground substitution β whose domain contains the

variables of ϕ and ψ, we have the equivalence:

TE� |ùϕ
˝pαZβq ô TE� |ùψ

˝pαZβq

That is, we have rX,E,Hs |ùϕôψ.

34 The equations defining the equality predicates are not needed here: we only need the extend

signature to represent formulas as terms.
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Proof. Since the rewrite relationÑ˚
~E“

XU
Y ~H

`
eU

is reflexive and transitive, and so is logical

equivalence, it is enough to prove the lemma for a single rewrite step ϕÑ~E“
XU

Y ~H
`
eU

ψ.

We give separate proofs of the lemma for the three possible cases in which a rewrite

ϕÑ~E“
XU

Y ~H`
eU

ψ can happen.

Case (1). The rewrite is performed with a rule in ~EUY ~HeU
Y ~HwuU

. Then the result fol-

lows from rX,E,Hs |ù EYBYHeYHwu and Lemma 1 applied to the equational theory

pΣpXq,EYBYHeYHwuq. This finishes the proof for Case (1).

Case (2). The rewrite is the the application of a rule in ~E“
XU

not in ~EU ; or (3) it is the ap-

plication of a rule in ~H“
_,e. In case (2), all such rules are of the form pu“vqÑφ if C with

φ a Σ-formula. For example, if r , s is a pairing constructor in Σ satisfying no axioms,

then there is a rule in ~E“
XU

of the form prx,ys “ rx1 “ y1sq Ñ x“ x1^ y“ y1. Therefore,

ϕÑ~E“
XU

ψ exactly means that there is position p in ϕ such that ϕ|p is an equation t“ t1,

and there is an order-sorted substitution θ and a rule pu“vqÑφ if C in ~E“
XU

such that: (a)

pu“vqθ“B0
pt“ t1q, (b)E“

XU

$Cθ, and (c) ψ“ϕrφθsp. We now have to prove that for any

any rX,E,Hs-model pTE� ,rαsq and any constructor ground substitution β whose domain

contains the variables of ϕ and ϕrφθsp, we have the equivalence:

TE� |ùϕ
˝pαZβq ô TE� |ùϕrφθs

˝
ppαZβq.

But note that if we have a rewrite ϕ Ñ~E“
XU

ϕrφθsp with substitution θ, we also have a

rewrite ϕ˝ Ñ~E“
U

ϕrφθs˝p with substitution θ˝, so that ϕrφθs˝p “ ϕ˝rφθ˝sp. But a simple

induction on |p| using the inductive definition of the satisfaction relation TE� |ù ϕ˝ in

terms of the Boolean structure of ϕ, together with the fact that for this rewrite at po-

sition p to happen ϕ|p ” t “ t1 must be a ΣpXq-equation, forcing TE� |ù pt “ t1q˝

iff TE |ù pt “ t1q˝ iff (by the properties of E“
U

) TE |ù φθ˝ iff TE� |ù φθ˝, gives us

TE� |ùϕ
˝pαZβq ô TE� |ùϕrφθs

˝
ppαZβq, as desired. This finishes the proof of Case (2).

Case (3). There is a non-Horn clause ΥÑ∆ in H“
e , oriented as a rewrite rule ΥÑp∆Ñ

Jq, a position p in ϕ, and a substitution θ such that: (i) ϕ|p“B“
0
∆θ (where B“

0
are the ax-

ioms in ~E“
XU

) and (ii) JPΥα!~E“
XU

Y ~HeU

. But using the (reflexive transitive closure of) the

already proved cases (1)–(2) above,JPΥθ!~E“
XU

Y ~HeU

implies that for any rX,E,Hs-model

pTE� ,rαsq and any constructor ground substitution βwhose domain contains the variables
of ϕ and ψ, we have the equivalence:

TE� |ùpΥθq
˝pαZβq ô TE� |ùJpαZβq

that is, we have TE� |ùpΥθq
˝pαZβqBut we also have rX,E,Hs |ùpΥÑ∆qθ, which forces

TE� |ùp∆θq
˝pαZβq, and therefore the equivalence

TE� |ùp∆θq
˝pαZβq ô TE� |ùJpαZβq

which by the Tarskian semantics for QF formulas forces the equivalence

TE� |ùpϕr∆θspq
˝pαZβq ô TE� |ùpϕrJspq

˝pαZβq

as desired. This finishes the proof of Case (3), and therefore that of the Lemma.�
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Call two inductive theories rX,E,Hs and rX,E,H1s semantically equivalent, denoted

rX,E,Hs” rX,E,Hs, iff they have the same models. The following Lemma gives a useful

sufficient condition for semantic equivalence.

Lemma 3. Let rX,E,Hs be an inductive theory, and G,G1 be two conjunctions of ground

ΣpXq-equations. Then , rX,E,Hs |ùGôG1 implies rX,E,HYtGus”rX,E,HYtG1us.

Proof. We prove the pñq implication of the semantic equivalence”. The pðq implica-

tion is entirely symmetric, changing the roles of G and G1. For any model pTE� ,rαsq of

rX,E,HYtGus we of course have pTE� ,rαsq |ùG. But then, rX,E,Hs |ùGôG1 forces

pTE� , rαsq |ù G1, which in turn forces pTE� , rαsq to be a model of rX,E,H Y tG1us, as
desired.�

We now resume our proof of the Soundness Theorem. The cases are as follows:

EPS. By assumption we have rX,E,Hs 6|ùΓÑΛ, but rX,E,Hs |ùpΓÑΛq!~E“
XU

Y ~H
`
eU

. But by

Lemma 2 we must have rX,E,Hs |ùΓÑΛ iff rX,E,Hs |ùpΓÑΛq!~E“
XU

Y ~H
`
eU

, contradicting

our original assumption.

CVUL. By the minimality assumption we have: (i) rX,E,Hs 6|ù Γ,Γ1Ñ Λ, where the Γ1

are E1-equalities; and (ii) trXZ Yα, E, pHY rα|XΓ
qsimps |ù pΓ

1 Ñ ΛqαuαPUnifΩ
E1

pΓ˝q. But

(i) exactly means that there is a ground constructor substitution γ with domain X such

that pTE� ,rγsq is a model of rX,E,Hs, which implies (a) pTE� ,rγsq |ùH; and that for Z“
varspΓ,Γ1ÑΛq there is a ground constructor substitution β with domain Z disjoint from
X such that (b) TE� 6|ùpΓ,Γ

1ÑΛq˝pγZβq, which means that (b).1 TE� |ùpΓ
1,Γ2q˝pγZβq,

and (b).2 TE� 6|ù Λ˝pγZ βq. Let XΓ Z ZΓ “ varspΓ˝q, with XΓ Ď X, and ZΓ Ď Z. But
(b).1 implies that pγZ βq|XΓZZΓ is a ground constructor unifier of Γ˝. Therefore, there

is an idempotent variant constructor E1-unifier α of Γ˝ with domain XΓZZΓ and fresh

range Y (so that YĚYα), and a ground constructor substitution τwith domain Y such that
pγZβq|XΓZZΓ“B1

ατ. This means that pTE� ,rγZτ|Yαsq is a model of the inductive theory

rXZYα,E,pHYrα|XΓ
qsimps

since: (i) pTE� ,rγZ τ|Yαsq |ù H because pTE� ,rγsq |ù H (the variables Yα are fresh and

therefore do not appear in H); and (ii) pTE� , rγZ τ|Yαsq |ù
rα|XΓ

, since for each x P X

we have pγ Z τ|Yαqpxq “ γpxq “ pγ Z βq|XΓZZΓ qpxq “B1
pα τqpxq “ αpxq τ|Yα “

αpxqpγ Z τ|Yαq. Therefore, by (ii) we have pTE� , rγ Z τ|Yαsq |ù pΓ
1 Ñ Λqα. But since

varsppΓ1 Ñ Λqαq “ ZzZΓZYzYα, in particular, for the ground constructor substitution

β|ZzZΓ Z τ|YzYα we must have TE� |ù pΓ
1 Ñ Λq˝αpγ Z τ|Yα Z β|ZzZΓ Z τ|YzYα q, that is,

TE� |ù pΓ
1 Ñ Λq˝αpγZ τZ β|ZzZΓ q. But since pγZ βq|XΓZZΓ “B1

ατ, this forces TE� |ù
pΓ1ÑΛq˝pγZβq, which by (b).1 forces TE� |ùΛ

˝pγZβq, contradicting (b).2, as desired.

CVUFR. By the minimality assumption we have (i).1 rX,E,Hs 6|ù ΓÑ Λ^pu“ v,∆q,

(i).2 Unif ΩE1
ppu “ vq˝q “ H, and (ii) rX,E,Hs |ù Γ Ñ Λ ^ ∆. But (i).1 means that,

for Y “ varspΓ Ñ Λ^ pu “ v,∆qq, we have constructor ground substitutions α and β

with respective domains X and Y such that: (a) pTE� , rαsq is a model of rX,E,Hs, and

(b) TE� 6|ù pΓ Ñ Λ^ pu “ v, ∆qq˝pαZ βq. That is, (b).1 TE� |ù Γ˝pαZ βq, and (b).2
TE� 6|ùpΛ^pu“ v,∆qq˝pαZβq. But (b).2 is equivalent to: TE� |ù pΛq

˝pαZβq or (TE� |ù
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pu, vq˝pαZβq and TE� |ù p ∆q
˝pαZβq). And (i).2 means that TE� |ù pu, vq˝pαZβq is

necessarily true. Therefore, (b).2 is equivalent to: TE� 6|ùpΛ^∆q
˝pαZβq, which, together

with (b).1 and (a), contradicts (ii), as desired.

SUBL. We prove soundness for the two different cases of the rule.

Case x is a variable. By the minimality assumption we have (i) rX,E,Hs 6|ù x“ u,ΓÑΛ

with with x a variable of sort s, lspuq ď s, and x not appearing in u, and (ii) rX,E,Hs |ù
pΓ Ñ Λqtx ÞÑ uu. But (i) means that, for Y “ varspx “ u, Γ Ñ Λq, we have con-
structor ground substitutions α and β with respective domains X and Y such that: (a)

pTE� , rαsq is a model of rX,E,Hs, and (b) TE� 6|ù px “ u, Γ Ñ Λq˝pα Z βq. That is,

(b).1 TE� |ù px “ u,Γq˝pαZ βq, and (b).2 TE� 6|ù Λ˝pαZ βq. But (b).1 and x not ap-
pearing in u imply that βpxq “E u˝pα Z β|Yztxuq. Therefore, pα Z βq “E pα Z tx ÞÑ
u˝pαZβ|YztxuquZβ|Yztxuq. But (ii) and (a) imply that TE� |ù Γ˝tx ÞÑ u˝upαZβ|Yztxuq,
that is, TE� |ùΓ

˝pαZtx ÞÑu˝pαZβ|YztxuquZβ|Yztxuq, which by the semantic equivalence
pαZβq“E pαZtx ÞÑu˝pαZβ|YztxuquZβ|Yztxuq contradicts (b), as desired.

Case xPX. By the minimality assumption we have (i) rX,E,Hs 6|ù x“u, ΓÑΛ, with x a

fresh constant of sort s, lspuqď s, and x not appearing in u, and (ii) rXZYu,E,pHYtx“
uuqsimps |ù pΓÑΛqpty ÞÑ yuyPYu

Ztx ÞÑ uuq. But (i) means that, for Y“ varspx“ u, ΓÑ
Λq, we have constructor ground substitutions α and β with respective domains X and Y

such that: (a) pTE� ,rαsq is a model of rX,E,Hs, and (b) TE� 6|ù px “ u,ΓÑ Λq˝pαZβq.
That is, (b).1 TE� |ùpx“u,Γq˝pαZβq, and (b).2 TE� 6|ùΛ

˝pαZβq. But (b).1 and x not ap-

pearing in u imply that αpxq“E u˝pα|XztxuZβ|Yu
q. Therefore, pαZβq“E pα|XztxuZtx ÞÑ

u˝pα|XztxuZβ|Yu
quZβq. Now note that varsppΓÑ Λqpty ÞÑ yuyPYu

Ztx ÞÑ uuqq “ YzYu,

and that pTE� ,rαZβ|Yu
sq is a model of rXZYu,E,pHYtx“ uuqsimps, because it satisfies

H since pTE� ,rαsq does, and it satisfies x“ u by αpxq “E u˝pα|XztxuZβ|Yu
q. Therefore,

pTE� , rαZ β|Yu
sq, rβ|YzYu

s |ù pΓ Ñ Λqpty ÞÑ yuyPYu
Z tx ÞÑ uuq, that is, TE� |ù ppΓ Ñ

Λqpty ÞÑ yuyPYu
Ztx ÞÑ uuqq˝pαZβq, which means, TE� |ù pΓÑ Λq˝tx ÞÑ u˝upαZβq,

which by the semantic equivalence pαZβq “E pα|XztxuZtx ÞÑ u˝pα|XztxuZβ|Yu
quZβq

forces TE� |ù ppΓÑ Λq˝pαZβq, which by (b).1 forces TE� |ù Λ˝pαZβq, contradicting

(b).2, as desired.

SUBR. We prove soundness for the somewhat more involved case x P X and leave the
simper and similar case when x is a variable for the reader.

Case xPX. By the minimality assumption we have: (i) rX,E,Hs 6|ùΓÑΛ^x“u, where

Λ ,J, x has sort s, lspuq ď s, and x does not appear in u; (ii).1 rX,E,Hs |ù ΓÑ x“ u;

and (ii).2 rX Z Yu,E, pH Y tx “ uuqsimps |ù pΓ Ñ Λqpty ÞÑ yuyPYu
Z tx ÞÑ uuq. But

(i) means that, for Y “ varspΓ Ñ Λ ^ x “ uq, we have constructor ground substitu-

tions α and β with respective domains X and Y such that: (a) pTE� , rαsq is a model of

rX,E,Hs, and (b) TE� 6|ù pΓ Ñ Λ^ x “ uq˝pαZ βq. That is, (b).1 TE� |ù pΓq
˝pαZ βq,

and (b).2 TE� 6|ù pΛ
˝ ^ x “ u˝qpα Z βq, which is equivalent to (TE� 6|ù Λ˝pα Z βq or

TE� 6|ù x “ u˝pαZ βq). But (b).1 and (ii).1 force TE� |ù x “ u˝pαZ βq, making (b).2
equivalent to (b).21 TE� 6|ù Λ˝pα Z βq. And x not appearing in u imply that αpxq “E
u˝pα|XztxuZβ|Yu

q. Therefore, pαZβq “E pα|XztxuZtx ÞÑ u˝pα|XztxuZβ|Yu
quZβq. Now

note that varsppΓÑ Λqpty ÞÑ yuyPYu
Ztx ÞÑ uuqq “ YzYu, and that pTE� ,rαZβ|Yu

sq is a

model of rXZYu,E,pHYtx“uuqsimps, because it satisfies H since pTE� ,rαsq does, and it
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satisfies x“u by αpxq“E u˝pα|XztxuZβ|Yu
q. Therefore, pTE� ,rαZβ|Yu

sq,rβ|YzYu
s |ùpΓÑ

Λqpty ÞÑ yuyPYu
Ztx ÞÑ uuq, that is, TE� |ù ppΓÑ Λqpty ÞÑ yuyPYu

Ztx ÞÑ uuqq˝pαZβq,
which means, TE� |ù pΓ Ñ Λq˝tx ÞÑ u˝upαZ βq, which by the semantic equivalence
pαZ βq “E pα|XztxuZtx ÞÑ u˝pα|XztxuZ β|Yu

qu Z βq forces TE� |ù ppΓ Ñ Λq˝pαZ βq,
which by (b).1 forces TE� |ùΛ

˝pαZβq, contradicting (b).21, as desired.

NS. We prove soundness for the fully general version of the NS rule. By the minimal-

ity assumption we have: (i) rX,E,Hs 6|ù pΓ Ñ Λqr f p~vqsp; and (ii) trX Z Y i, j,E,H Z
rαi, j|X f p~vq

s |ù pΓi, pΓ Ñ Λqrrispqαi, ju
jPJi

iPI0
. But (i) exactly means that there is a model

pTE� , rαsq of rX, E, Hs such that pTE� , rαsq 6|ù pΓ Ñ Λqr f p~vqsp. Therefore, there is

a ground constructor substitution β with domain the variables Z of Γ Ñ Λ such that

pTE� ,rαsq,rβs 6|ùpΓÑΛqr f p~vqsp, that is, (a) TE� 6|ùpΓÑΛq˝r f p~vq˝sppαZβq. But, by suf-
ficient completeness of f , this means that there exist i P I0, αi, j PUnif B0

p f p~vq˝“ f p~uiqq,
with ranpαi, jq fresh variables, and ρ P rranpαi, jq Ñ TΩs such that, denoting Z f p~vq “
varsp f p~vqq, (b.1) f p~vq˝pαZβq|X f p~vqZZ f p~vq

“B0
f p~uiqαi, jρ; which forces (b.2) pαZβq “B0

α|XzX f p~vq
Zαi, jρZβ|ZzZ f p~vq

; and we furthermore have (b.3) TE� |ù Γiαi, jρ. We claim that

pTE� , rαZ ρ|Yi, j
sq is a model of rX Z Y i, j,E,HZ rαi, j|X f p~vq

s. Showing this boils down to

showing TE� |ù x“αi, jpxqpαZρ|Yi, j
q, x P X f p~vq, which follows from (b.2) and TE� |ù B0.

Therefore, by (ii) we have, TE� |ù pΓi,pΓÑΛqrrispq
˝αi, jpαZρ|Yi, j

q, which forces TE� |ù
pΓi,pΓÑΛqrrispq

˝αi, jpαZρZβ|ZzZ f p~vq
q, which by the freshness assumption on ranpαi, jq

is just TE� |ù pΓi,pΓÑ Λqrrispq
˝pα|XzX f p~vq

Zαi, jρZβ|ZzZ f p~vq
q, which by, (b.1), (b.3) and

TE� satisfying equation ris and B0, forces TE� |ù pΓÑ Λq˝pα|XzX f p~vq
Zραi, jZβ|ZzZ f p~vq

q,

which by (b.2) forces TE� |ùpΓÑΛq˝αi, jpαZβq, contradicting (a), as desired.

CS. By the minimality assumption we have (i) rX, E, H Y tΓ Ñ ∆us 6|ù Γθ, Γ1 Ñ

Λ^ p∆θ,∆1q; and (ii) rX,E,H Y tΓ Ñ ∆us |ù Γθ,Γ1 Ñ Λ. Therefore, there is a model

pTE� ,rαsq of rX,E,HYtΓÑ ∆us and a constructor ground substitution β with domain

Y “ varspΓθ, Γ1 Ñ Λ ^ p∆θ, ∆1qq such that: (a).1 pTE� , rαsq |ù Γ Ñ ∆; (a).2 TE� |ù
pΓθ,Γ1q˝pαZβq; and (b) TE� 6|ù pΛ^p∆θ,∆

1qq˝pαZβq, i.e., either (b).1 TE� 6|ùΛ
˝pαZβq

holds, or (b).2 TE� 6|ùp∆θ,∆
1q˝pαZβq does. But, (a).1 and (a).2 force TE� |ùp∆θq

˝pαZβq,
which makes (b) equivalent to (b).1. And (a).2 and (ii) force TE� |ùp∆θq

˝pαZβq, contra-

dicting (b).1, as desired.

ERL and ERR. We give the proof of soundness for ERL; the proof for ERR is entirely

similar. By the minimality assumption we have: (i) rX,E,Hs 6|ù pu “ vqθ,Γ Ñ Λ, (ii)

rX,E,Hs |ù pu1“ v1qθ,ΓÑΛ and (iii) rH,E,Hs |ù u“ vô u1“ v1. This means that there

is a model pTE� ,rαsq of rX,E,Hs and a ground constructor substitution βwith domain the

variables of pu “ vqθ,Γ Ñ Λ such that: (a) TE� 6|ù ppu “ vqθ,Γ Ñ Λq˝pαZ βq, and (b)

TE� |ùppu
1“v1qθ,ΓÑΛq˝pαZβq (note that by the varspu“vqĚvarspu“vq assumption,

the same βworks for both satisfaction statements). But this is impossible, since, by (iii),

in the inductive evaluation of the Tarskian semantics of (a) we can replace the truth value

of pu“ vqθpαZβq by that of pu1 “ v1qθpαZβq, so that the formulas in (a) and (b) must
evaluate to the same truth value, contradicting (a), as desired.

ICC. By the minimality assumption we have rX,E,Hs 6|ù Γ Ñ Λ, and rX,E,Hs |ùŹ
iPIΓ

7
i
ÑΛ

7
i
. We will show that this is impossible if we show the equivalence p:q rX,E,Hs |ù
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Γ Ñ Λ ô rX, E, Hs |ù
Ź

iPI Γ
7
i
Ñ Λ

7
i
. But (1) rX, E, Hs |ù Γ Ñ Λ holds iff (2)

rX Z Y,E,H Z tΓus |ù Λ does, where Y “ varspΓ Ñ Λq, and Γ (resp. Λ) is obtained

from Γ (resp. Λ) by replacing each y P Y by its corresponding constant y P Y . And since

ccą

B0
pΓq is the ground Knuth-Bendix completion modulo B0 of Γ, by construction we

have the equivalence B0 |ù
Ź
Γô

Ź
ccą

B0
pΓq, and, since B0 belongs to E, a fortiori we

have the equivalence rXZY,E,Hs |ù
Ź
Γô

Ź
ccą

B0
pΓq. Therefore, (2) holds iff (3) rXZ

Y ,E,HZtccą

B0
pΓqus |ùΛ does. Furthermore, by Lemma 2 and the construction of Γ

7
we

have the equivalence rXZY,E,HZtccą

B0
pΓqus |ù

Ź
ccą

B0
pΓqôΓ

7
. Therefore, (3) holds

iff (4) rXZY,E,HZΓ
7
s |ùΛ does. Of course, if Γ

7
“K (4) trivially holds. But this is the

case where, by convention, rX,E,Hs |ù
Ź

iPIΓ
7
i
ÑΛ

7
i

denotesJ; so in this case have thus

proved that (1) holds and therefore p:q. From now on we may assume that Γ
7
“

Ž
iPIΓ

7

i

with I,H. Therefore, (4) holds iff (5) rXZY,E,Hs |ù
Ź

iPIΓ
7

i ÑΛ does. But, by Lemma

2, for each iP I, rXZY,E,HZΓ
7

i s |ùΛ holds iff rXZY,E,HZΓ
7

i s |ùΛ
7

i does, and therefore

rXZY,E,Hs |ù Γ
7

i Ñ Λ holds iff rXZY,E,Hs |ù Γ
7

i Ñ Λ
7

i does. Therefore, (5) holds iff

(6) rXZY,E,Hs |ù
Ź

iPIΓ
7

i ÑΛ
7

i does; which itself holds iff (7) rX,E,Hs |ù
Ź

iPIΓ
7
i
ÑΛ

7
i

does. This means that we have proved the equivalence p:q for all cases, as desired.

VARSAT. The contradiction of the minimality assumption is in this case is quite immedi-
ate, since for an E1-formulaΓ˝ÑΛ˝ its negation is unsatisfiable in TE iff TE |ùΓ

˝ÑΛ˝,

which, a fortiori, implies that any model pTE� , rαsq of rX,E,Hs must satisfy Γ Ñ Λ,

contradicting the minimality assumption that rX,E,Hs 6|ùΓÑΛ, as desired.

GSI. By the minimality assumption we have: (i) rX,E,Hs 6|ùΓÑ
Ź

jPJ∆ j; and (ii) trXZ

Y
‚

i ,E,HZHis |ùpΓÑ
Ź

jPJ∆ jqtz ÞÑu‚
i uu1ďiďn, where z is a variable of sort s. But (i) ex-

actly means that there is a model pTE� ,rαsqof rX,E,Hs such that pTE� ,rαsq 6|ùΓÑ
Ź

jPJ∆ j.

Therefore, there is a ground constructor substitution β with domain the variables Z of

ΓÑ
Ź

jPJ∆ j such that (a) pTE�,rαsq,rβs 6|ùΓÑ
Ź

jPJ∆ j. We can choose among such β one

such that the term size |βpzq| is a smallest possible number m. Let us denote such a choice

by βmin. This means that (b) for any β1 P rZ Ñ TΩs such that |β1pzq| ă m we must have
pTE� ,rαsq,rβ

1s |ùΓÑ
Ź

jPJ∆ j. Furthermore, there is a uk in the B0-generator set tu1, ...unu

for sort s and a ground substitution ρ with domain Yk such that: (c) βminpzq “B0
ukρ and,

since B0 is size-preserving, (d) |ukρ|“m, and since each vPPST B0,ďspukq is a proper B0-
subterm of uk, |ρpvq|ăm for each vPPSTB0,ďspukq. We now can distinguish two cases:

Case (1): Yk,H and the hypotheses

Hk“tppΓÑ∆ jqtzÑvuq!~E“
XZYiU

|vPPSTB0,ďspukq^ jP Ju

are non-trivial (therefore, PSTB0,ďspukq ,H). Then, Y
‚

k “ Yk and uk
‚ “ uk. We claim

that pTE� ,rαZρsq is a model of rXZYk,E,HZtpΓÑ ∆ jqtz ÞÑ vuu
jPJ

vPPSTB0 ,ďspukq
s. This is

the case because: (e) pTE� ,rαZρsq |ù H since pTE� ,rαsq |ù H, and (f) pTE� ,rαZρsq |ù

tpΓÑ ∆ jqtz ÞÑ vuu jPJ

vPPSTB0 ,ďspukq
, that is, TE� |ù tpΓÑ ∆ jq

˝tz ÞÑ vupαZρqu jPJ

vPPSTB0 ,ďspukq
.

(f) holds because, for each v PPSTB0,ďspukq, varsppΓÑ∆ jqtz ÞÑ vuqĎZztzu, and since
the variables Yk are fresh and therefore do not appear in ΓÑ∆ j, jP J, (f) is equivalent to
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TE� |ùtpΓÑ∆ jq
˝ptz ÞÑρpvquZαqu jPJ

vPPSTB0 ,ďspukq
, wich must hold because any constructor

ground substitution γ of the variables Zztzu gives us a ground substitution β1 “ tz Ñ
ρpvquZγ with domain Z such that we must have TE� |ù tpΓÑ ∆ jq

˝ptz ÞÑ ρpvquZαZ

γqu jPJ

vPPSTB0 ,ďspukq
, that is, TE� |ùtpΓÑ∆ jq

˝pαZβ1qu jPJ

vPPSTB0 ,ďspukq
, which must hold by (b),

since |β1pvq| “ |ρpvq| ăm for each v PPSTB0,ďspukq. Therefore, (ii) forces (g) pTE� ,rαZ
ρsq |ù pΓÑ

Ź
jPJ∆ jqtz ÞÑ uku, that is, TE� |ù pΓÑ

Ź
jPJ∆ jq

˝tz ÞÑ ukupαZρq, which,

again, since the variables Yk are fresh and therefore do not appear in pΓÑ
Ź

jPJ∆ jq
˝, is

just TE� |ù pΓÑ
Ź

jPJ∆ jq
˝ptz ÞÑ ukρuZαq; but since βmin“B0

tz ÞÑ ukρuZβ|Zztzu, (g) is

equivalent to TE� |ùpΓÑ
Ź

jPJ∆ jq
˝pαZβminq, contradicting (a), as desired.

Case (2): Either Yk “H or the hypotheses Hk are trivial, so that Y
‚

k “H and uk
‚ “ uk.

Therefore, for i “ k, (ii) becomes: rX,E,Hs |ù pΓ Ñ
Ź

jPJ ∆ jqtz ÞÑ ukuq. But since

pTE� , rαsq is a model of rX,E,Hs, for the ground constructor substitution βmin|Zztzu Z
ρ (where in case Yk “ H, ρ is the empty substitution) we must have TE� |ù pΓ ÑŹ

jPJ∆ jq
˝tz ÞÑukupαZβmin|ZztzuZρq, which since the variables Yk, if any, are fresh, just

means TE� |ùpΓÑ
Ź

jPJ∆ jq
˝ptz ÞÑukρuZαZβmin|Zztzuq. But since βmin“B0

tz ÞÑukρuZ

β|Zztzu this is equivalent to TE� |ùpΓÑ
Ź

jPJ∆ jq
˝pαZβminq, contradicting (a), as desired.

NI. By the minimality assumption we have: (i) rX,E,Hs 6|ù pΓÑ
Ź

lPL∆lqr f p~vqsp, and

(ii) trX Z Y
‚

i, j,E,pH Z Hi, js |ù pΓi,pΓ Ñ
Ź

lPL∆lqrrispqα
‚
i, ju

jPJi

iPI0
. But (i) exactly means

that there is a model pTE� ,rαsq of rX,E,Hs such that pTE� ,rαsq 6|ù pΓÑ
Ź

lPL∆lqr f p~vqsp.

Therefore, there is a ground constructor substitution β with domain the variables Z of

ΓÑ
Ź

jPL∆l such that (a) pTE� ,rαsq,rβs 6|ù pΓÑ
Ź

lPL∆lqr f p~vqsp. We can choose among

such β one such that the term size | f p~vqβ| is a smallest possible number m. Let us denote
such a choice by βmin. This means that (b) for any β1 P rZÑ TΩs such that | f p~vqβ1| ăm

we must have pTE� ,rαsq,rβ
1s |ù pΓÑ

Ź
lPL∆lqr f p~vqsp. Furthermore, by sufficient com-

pleteness, there must be a rule ris : f p~uiq Ñ ri if Γi among those defining f , a unifier
αi, j PUnif B0

p f p~vq“ f p~uiqqwith ranpαi, jq“Yi, j fresh variables, and a constructor ground

substitution ρPrYi, jÑTΩs such that, defining Z~v“varsp f p~vqq, we have: (c).1 βmin|Z~v“B0

pαi, jρq|Z~v , and therefore βmin “B0
βmin|ZzZ~v

Zpαi, jρq|Z~v ; (c).2 f p~vqβmin “B0
f p~uiqαi, jρ, so

that | f p~uiqαi, jρ|“m; (c).3 Γiβmin“B0
Γiαi, jρ, and E$Γiαi, jρ (since rule ris applies); and

therefore (c).4 f p~vqβmin“E riβmin. We can now distinguish two cases:

Case (1): The simplified hypotheses pHi, jq! ~E“
XZYi, jU

are nontrivial, so that Y
‚

i, j “ Y i, j and

α‚
i, j “ αi, j. We claim that pTE� ,rαZρsq is a model of rXZY i, j,E,HZHi, js. Fists of all,

pTE� ,rαZρsq |ùH since pTE� ,rαsq |ùH. Let us see that we also have pTE� ,rαZρsq |ùHi, j.

That is, we need to show that for each induction hypothesis pΓÑ ∆lqγ in Hi, j, and for
each ground constructor substitution δ P rpZzZ~vq Ñ TΩs, TE� |ù pΓÑ ∆lq

˝γpαZρZ δq
holds, which by the freshness assumption on Yi, j just means that (d) TE� |ù pΓ Ñ
∆lq

˝pαZ pγρq Z δq holds. Furthermore, by the definition of the matching substitution
γ we must have f p~vqγpαZρZδq “ f p~vqγρ“ f p~wqαi, jγ, with f p~wq a proper subcall of

rule ris, so that, by (c).2, | f p~wqαi, jρ| ă m. But, since pTE� ,rαsq is a model of rX,E,Hs,
viewing pγρqZδ as a decomposition of a ground substitution β1 with domain Z and notic-

ing that | f p~vqβ1| “ | f p~vqγρ| ăm, (d) indeed holds because of (b). Therefore, by (ii), we
must have pTE� ,rαZρsq |ùpΓi,pΓÑ

Ź
lPL∆lqrrispqαi, j. In particular, since varsppΓi,pΓÑ
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Ź
lPL∆lqrrispqαi, jq “ ZzZ~v, this must be the case for the ground constructor substitution

βmin|ZzZ~v
. That is, we must have TE� |ù pΓi,pΓ

˝ Ñ
Ź

lPL∆
˝
l
qrrispqαi, jpαZρZβmin|ZzZ~v

q,
that is, TE� |ù pΓi,pΓ

˝ Ñ
Ź

lPL ∆
˝
l
qrrispqpαZ pαi, jρq Z βmin|ZzZ~v

q. But, by (c).3, this is
equivalent to TE� |ù pΓ

˝ Ñ
Ź

lPL ∆
˝
l
qrrisppα Z pαi, jρq Z βmin|ZzZ~v

q, which by (c).1 is

equivalent to TE� |ù pΓ
˝ Ñ

Ź
lPL ∆

˝
l
qrrisppα Z βminq, which by (c).4 is equivalent to

TE� |ùpΓ
˝Ñ

Ź
lPL∆

˝
l
qr f p~vqsppαZβminq, contradicting (a), as desired.

Case (2): the simplified hypotheses pHi, jq! ~E“
XZYi, jU

are trivial, so that Y‚
i, j “H and α‚

i, j“

αi, j. This means that, for rule ris, (ii) gives us rX,E,Hs |ù pΓi,pΓÑ
Ź

lPL∆lqrrispqαi, j.

But, since pTE� , rαsq is a model of rX,E,Hs and varsppΓi, pΓ Ñ
Ź

lPL ∆lqrrispqαi, jq Ď
pZzZ~vqZYi, j, in particular, for the ground constructor substitution βmin|ZzZ~v

Zpαi, jρq we

must have TE� |ù pΓi,pΓ
˝ Ñ

Ź
lPL∆

˝
l
qrrispqpαZpαi, jρq Z βmin|ZzZ~v

q. But, by (c).3, this
is equivalent to TE� |ù pΓ

˝ Ñ
Ź

lPL ∆
˝
l
qrrisppα Z pαi, jρq Z βmin|ZzZ~v

q, which by (c).1

is equivalent to TE� |ù pΓ
˝ Ñ

Ź
lPL∆

˝
l
qrrisppαZ βminq, which by (c).4 is equivalent to

TE� |ùpΓ
˝Ñ

Ź
lPL∆

˝
l
qr f p~vqsppαZβminq, contradicting (a), as desired.

Existential (D). By the minimality assumption we have: (i) rH,E,Hs 6|ù pDχqpΓÑ Λq,
that is, TE� 6|ù pDχqpΓÑ Λq; and (ii) rH,E,Hs |ù IpΓÑ Λq, that is, TE� |ù IpΓÑ Λq,
where χ is a Skolem signature, ΓÑ Λ is a ΣYχ-multiclause, and I : χÑ E is a theory

interpretation. But, as pointed out in Section 2.11, TE� |ù IpΓÑΛq gives a constructive

proof of TE� |ùpDχqpΓÑΛq by proving that the intepretation Ip f q of the symbols f in the

Skolem signature satisfies the interpretation IpΓÑΛq of the ΣZχ-multiclauseΓÑΛ, in

direct contradiction of (i), as desired.

LE. By the minimality assumption we have: (i) rX,E,Hs 6|ù Γ Ñ Λ; (ii) rX0,E,H0s |ù

Γ1 Ñ
Ź

jPJ∆
1
j
; (iii) rX,E,Hs |ù H0; and (iv) rX,E,HZtΓ1 Ñ ∆1

j
u jPJs |ù ΓÑ Λ, where

HĎX0ĎX. But (i) exactly means that there is a model pTE� ,rαsq of rX,E,Hs such that (a)

pTE� ,rαsq 6|ùΓÑΛ. However, pTE� ,rαsq is also a model of rX,E,HZtΓ1Ñ∆1
j
u jPJs. This

is so because we obviously have (b) pTE� ,rαsq |ùH; which by (iii) forces pTE� ,rαsq |ùH0;

which, by (ii) and X0Ď X, forces (c) pTE� ,rαsq |ùΓ
1Ñ∆1

j
for each j P J. Therefore, (iv)

gives us pTE� ,rαsq |ùΓÑΛ, in flat contradiction of (a), as desired.

SP. By the minimality assumption we have: (i) rX,E,Hs 6|ù Γ Ñ Λ; (ii) trX,E,Hs |ù

Γiθ,ΓÑ ΛuiPI ; (iii) rX,E,Hs |ù H0; and (iv) rX0,E,H0s |ù
Ž

iPIΓi, where X0 Ď X, and
varspp

Ž
iPIΓiqθq Ď varspΓÑΛq “ Y. But (i) means we have constructor ground substi-

tutions α and β with respective domains X and Y such that: (a) pTE� ,rαsq is a model of

rX,E,Hs, and (b) TE� 6|ù pΓÑ Λq˝pαZ βq, that is, (b).1 TE� |ù pΓq
˝pαZ βq, and (b).2

TE� 6|ùΛ
˝pαZβq. But, since by (iii) and (iv), we must have TE� |ù pp

Ž
iPIΓiqθq

˝pαZβq,
there must be an i P I such that TE� |ù pΓiθq

˝pαZ βq. Therefore, by (b).1, we have (c)

TE� |ù pΓiθ,Γq
˝pαZ βq, which by (ii) and pTE� ,rαsq being a model of rX,E,Hs forces

TE� |ùΛ
˝pαZβq, contradicting (b).2, as desired.

CAS. We prove the two modalities: for a z variable, and for zPX.

Case (1). We have z of sort s occurring in ΓÑΛ, and tu1,¨¨¨,unu is a B0-generator set for

sort s, with each ui, 1ď iď n, having fresh variables. By the minimality assumption we

have: (i) rX,E,Hs 6|ù ΓÑ Λ; and (ii)
!
rX,E,Hs |ùpΓÑΛqtz ÞÑuiu

)
1ďiďn

. A moment’s
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reflection helps us realize that the task of proving this case coincides with the —already

accomplished— task of proving Case (2) for the GSI rule, i.e., the case when either

Yi“H or the induction hypotheses are trivial: the proof is identical here.

Case (2). We have zPX of sort s occurs in ΓÑΛ, Yi“varspuiq, Y i are the corresponding
new fresh constants, and ui ” uity ÞÑ yuyPYi

. By the minimality assumption we have: (i)

rX,E,Hs 6|ù ΓÑΛ; and (ii) trXZY i,E,HZtz“ uius |ù pΓÑ Λqtz ÞÑ uiuu1ďiďn. But (i)

exactly means that there is a model pTE� ,rαsq of rX,E,Hs such that pTE� ,rαsq 6|ù ΓÑΛ,

that is, (a) TE� 6|ù pΓÑ Λq˝α. But then there is a k, 1ď kď n, and a ground constructor

substitution ρ with domain Yk such that (b).1 αpxq “B0
uk ρ; which implies (b).2 α“B0

α|XztzuZtz ÞÑ uk ρu. We claim that pTE� ,rαZρsq is a model of rXZYi,E,HZtz“ ukus.
Indeed: (b) pTE� ,rαZρsq |ù H because pTE� ,rαsq |ù H; and (c) pTE� ,rαZρsq |ù z“ uk,
that is, TE� |ù z “ ukpαZ ρq, which holds by (b).1 and TE� |ù B0. But then (ii) forces

pTE� ,rαZρsq |ù pΓÑ Λqtz ÞÑ uku, that is, TE� |ù pΓÑ Λq˝tz ÞÑ ukupαZρq, which by

(b).2 is equivalent to TE� |ùpΓÑΛq˝α, flatly contradicting (a), as desired.

VA. By the minimality assumption we have: (i) rX,E,Hs 6|ù rX,E,Hsu“ vrwsp, ΓÑΛ;

and (ii) rX,E,Hs |ù u “ vrzsp, z “ w, ΓÑ Λ, where z is fresh variable of sort the least

sort of w. But (i) exactly means that, for Y“varspu“vrwsp,ΓÑΛqwe have constructor
ground substitutions α and β with respective domains X and Y such that: (a) pTE� ,rαsq

is a model of rX,E,Hs, and (b) TE� 6|ù pu“ rwsp, Γ
1 Ñ Λq˝pαZβq. That is, (b).1 TE� |ù

pu“ vrwsp,Γq
˝pαZβq, and (b).2 TE� 6|ùΛ

˝pαZβq. Consider now the constructor ground
substitution αZβZtz ÞÑwpαZβqu. Since vrzsppαZβZtz ÞÑwpαZβquq“ vrwsppαZβq,
(b).1 forces TE� |ù pu“ vrzsp, z“w ,Γq˝pαZβZtz ÞÑ wpαZβquq. But then (ii) forces

TE� |ùΛ
˝pαZβZtz ÞÑwpαZβquq. But since z, being fresh, does not occur in Λ˝, this in

turn forces TE� |ùΛ
˝pαZβq, in direct contradiction with (b).2.

EQ. By the minimality assumption we have: (i) rX,E,Hs 6|ù pΓ Ñ Λqrwsp and (ii)

rX,E,Hs |ù pΓÑ Λqrvθγsp, with w “B0
uθγ. But, since the conditional equation Γ1 Ñ

u “ v used in this inference step belongs to either E or H, this is impossible, since, by

Lemma 1, we have rX,E,Hs |ù pΓÑ Λqrvθγsp ô pΓÑ Λqrwsp, which by (ii) forces

rX,E,Hs |ùpΓÑΛqrwsp.

Cut. By the minimality assumption we have: (i) rX,E,Hs 6|ùΓÑΛ, (ii) rX,E,Hs |ùΓÑΓ1

and (iii) rX,E,Hs |ùΓ,Γ1ÑΛ, with varspΓ1qĎ varspΓÑΛq“Y. But (i)–(iii) are respec-

tively equivalent to: (i1) rXZY,E,Hs 6|ùΓÑΛ, (ii1) rXZY,E,Hs |ùΓÑΓ1 and (iii1) rXZ

Y ,E,Hs |ùΓ,Γ1ÑΛ, which is impossible, since ppGñG1q^ppG^G1qñLqqñpGñLq
is a tautology of Propositional Logic. Therefore, by the Tarskian semantics of formulas,

(ii1) and (iii1) imply rXZY,E,Hs |ùΓÑΛ, which is equivalent to rX,E,Hs |ùΓÑΛ.

This finishes the proof of the Soundness Theorem.�
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